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ABSTRACT

This thesis presents a synthesis of information regarding

Laurel ceramics recovered in northern Manitoba and Saskatchewan.

The major goal of the project was to present the information within a

holistic context of the entire Laurel ceramic framework. To

accomplish this goal. the known Laurel ceramic assemblages from

the northern Manitoba study area and from Saskatchewan were

compared with selected assemblages from southeastern Manitoba,

northwestern Ontario and northern Minnesota.

Modification of existing typological systems allowed for the

classification of the northern Manitoba ceramic sample. However, it

was found these Minnesota derived systems decrease in applicability

away from the northern Minnesota/Rainy River region. The need for

modified systems that take into account the regionalism of Laurel

and reflect the distinctive assemblages within Manitoba was evident

dUring the classification process.

The site distribution and recovery densities do not suggest

independent development of Laurel in Saskatchewan or northern

Manitoba. The available evidence is interpreted as representing

seasonal excursions into these areas. Suggestion for the addition of

a new composite to encompass these regions is rejected.

Similarities between idiosyncratic vessels in the study area

assemblage and vessels from southeastern Manitoba and

northwestern Ontario suggest a direct correlation of specific groups

or potters. Distinctive vessels found within the study region also

suggest the presence of a specific potter at several sites.
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The results of the ceramic analysis imply a long discontinuous

representation of Laurel in northern Manitoba beginning in

approximately the second century A.D. and ending in the very latest

stages of the Laurel existence around A.D. 1200. It is suggested that

Laurel was present in Saskatchewan slightly later than in the study

area. Occupation of both northern Manitoba and Saskatchewan is

restricted dUring the earliest and latest stages and appears to be

concentrated dUring the middle periods of the Laurel developmental

sequence.
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1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 Introduction

This thesis provides a synthesis of Laurel ceramic material

recovered from the study area in northern Manitoba. Placement of

the study area within the context of the entire Laurel framework was

a major goal of this project. Using criteria established by Minnesota

and Ontario Laurel investigators, a complete attribute and typologie

analysis was conducted on a combined Laurel assemblage from

northern Manitoba. Modifications to those classifications systems

were necessary for the analysis of the study area collection, but not

at the expense of the integrity of these systems. Maximum enart was

given to the retainment of the comparability and utility of the

presented data.

A lengthy and complicated Laurel temporal history beginning in

approximately the second century A.D. is indicated for northern

Manitoba. Laurel entrance into Saskatchewan appears to have been

slightly later. Several temporal zones are proposed to place the

Laurel history in these areas into perspective.

More than 200 Laurel recovery areas have been identified in

Manitoba. These areas are concentrated in the southeastern

portions of the province. Areas to the north and west probably served

1



for seasonal residence dUring resource harvesting from southeastern

Manitoba, Ontario and Minnesota. Laurel site and density in

northern Manitoba and Saskatchewan do not indicate a separate

developmental history in those regions.

1.2 Problem Statement

Archaeological impact investigations carried out in association

with hydro-electric development in northern Manitoba dUring the late

1960's and early 1970's revealed numerous Laurel components.

These components were identified primarily through ceramic

decorative types specific to Laurel. Although some of the ceramic

assemblages have been recorded, the reports are poorly circulated or

contain only cursory descriptions of the assemblages within the

context of a single site. Kraker (1990) presented a summary of all

archaeological investigations resulting from the Churchill River

diversion and the Nelson River power development projects. This

overview served to gather the scattered mitigation information, but by

virtue of its nature and intent, the summary elaborates little on

Laurel specifics. As well, subsequent surveys in the study area

continue to produce new sites with Laurel components. Until the

time of this writing, these additional recoveries had not been

described.

This project has been concerned with the presentation of a

holistic view of recovered northern Manitoba Laurel ceramic

assemblages from a geographic and a temporal aspect. Four goals

2



were established for this thesis. with each goal intended to address

the individual problem topics of the project.

Goal One: The first goal of this project was to produce a

synthesis of Laurel ceramic components recovered dUring the

diversion project and subsequent years of survey in the study area.

Goal Two: The second goal of this project was to establish the

compatibility of previously defined typologies for the analysis of the

northern Manitoba ceramic assemblages.

Goal Three: The third goal was to place northern Manitoba

Laurel into a temporal-spatial arena based on ceramic decoration

frequency models of Stoltman (1973), Lugenbeal (1976) and combined

with refinements to the models suggested by Reid and Rajnovich

(1991).

Goal Four: The final goal of this project was to provide a

comparison of northern Manitoba Laurel to those reported from other

geographic areas for inter-region evaluation.

1.3 Theoretical Approach

The theoretical framework followed in this research was derived

from a multi-dimensional cultural historical approach. An

alternating inductive-deductive approach most accurately describes

the processes used in handling the sample.

A cultural historical reconstruction was employed for this

project because it contains an implicit proposal for change within its

framework. When combined with a normative viewpoint (Le. one

3



that states there are established characteristics that define an entity

at any point in time) these changes may be expected and observed. It

is believed that this theoretical approach is suitable for this type of

research. especially as applied to decorative-temporal correlations.

Several hypotheses were formed and tested for validity:

Hypothesis 1:

Within certain variability. northern Manitoba Laurel pottery.

can be analyzed according to established Laurel types.

Hypothesis 2:

Northern Manitoba Laurel assemblages may be comfortably

placed into previously proposed spatial and temporal

patterning based on frequencies of ceramic decorative

typologies.

Hypothesis 3:

Northern Saskatchewan assemblages will show marked

similarities to those of northern Manitoba.

Hypothesis 4:

Thermoluminescence dating of northern Manitoba Laurel

ceramics will produce dates that correspond to and support the

temporal designations based on observed decorative attributes.

4



1.4 The Study Area: Defined, Background and Impetus for

Investigation

The study area is defined as the area in northern Manitoba

bounded by 55°30' to 57°30' Nand 97°30' to 1000 00'W (Figure 1. I).

The determination of the study area's boundaries was based on the

mitigation extent of the hydro-electric development projects in

Manitoba dUring the late 1960's and early 1970's.

In 1966, an expansion of hydro-electric generating stations on

the Nelson River was initiated. The addition of extra plants

necessitated the diversion of a major portion of the Churchill River

to the Nelson by way of the Rat-Burntwood River system with

Southern Indian Lake acting as an impound facility for the water

(Kroker 1990:7-10).

The concern for the impact on archaeological resources

throughout the entire development and diversion regions was the

impetus for several years of investigation in the area (Bellhouse

1971). In 1969, investigations began on the Churchill River at Leaf

Rapids and continued north to Southern Indian Lake. In the

following year, survey was concentrated around South Bay, the main

outlet for Southern Indian Lake (Kroker 1990: 15-17).

Investigations continued in the Southern Indian Lake locality

during 1971. A canoe reconnaissance was initiated along the Rat

Burntwood river system region in 1971 (Riddle 1972), but evaluation

of the effects of the Manitoba Hydro diversion project on the

archaeological resources along the Rat-Burntwood River systems did

5
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not begin until 1972. During 1972. survey of the Outlet Lakes region

and the Kame Hills Locality were initiated (Kroker 1990: 19-20), but

highest priority for survey was given to Notigi Lake, Wapisu Lake,

Threepoint Lake, Wuskwatim Lake and Opegano Lake (Wiersum

1973:10) (Figure 1.2). Survey of these five lakes was supported by the

Lake Winnipeg, Churchill and Nelson Rivers Study Board. A

recommendation was given at that time for additional investigation

and collection of archaeological data. Manitoba Hydro provided a

three-year grant for further excavations which began in 1973

(Wiersum 1973: 1).

During 1973, investigations were focused on Lake Opachuanau

while Notigi Lake and Wapisu Lake received attention the following

year. Kame Hills as well as Sandhill Bay on Southern Indian Lake

continued to be investigated dUring 1973, 1974 and 1975. In 1975,

research continued on Southern Indian Lake and was extended to

Leaf Rapids and the Wuskwatim Lake area (Mallory 1975 in Kroker

1990:23). Surveys continue in northern Manitoba and the number of

Laurel recoveries continue to increase.

Laurel ceramic recoveries are examined from 83 sites in the

study area. Figure 1.3 (Pocket Map) displays the distribution of these

sites. Table 1.1 lists the map reference number numerically and

Table 1.2 lists the map references according to Borden alphabetical

order. The two alternatives are provided for ease of reference.

7



Figure 1.2 Southern Portion of Study Areat Northern Manitoba.
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Table 1.1 Laurel Site Map References Numerical Order

Map Borden Map Borden
Reference Designation Reference Designation

1 GjLm-4 43 GkLt-22
2 G iLn-l 44 GkLt-7
3 GiLD-12 45 G ILk- 3
4 GiLp-13 46 GILk-7
5 GiLp-16 47 GILk-9
6 GjLp-22 48 GILr-16
7 GiLp-3 49 GILr-3
8 GiLD-5 50 GILr-8
9 GiLp-7 51 GlLt-l
10 GiLp-8 52 GlLt-l0
1 1 GkLk-3 53 GILt-6
12 G kLk-4 54 Gl Lu-4
13 GkLk-7 55 HcLx-l
14 GkLq-l0 56 HcLx-2
15 GkLq-2 57 HdLw-6
16 GkLa-6 58 HdLx-19
17 GkLq-8 59 HeLs-12
18 GkLr-l1 60 HeLt-l
19 GkLr-13 61 HeLw-l
20 GkLr-16 62 HfLo-13
21 GkLr-17 63 HfLp-7
22 GkLr-18 64 HfLr-22
23 GkLr-20 65 HfLu-9
24 G kLr-24 66 HiLp-l
25 GkLr-25 67 HfLo-9
26 GkLr-26 68 HfLr-ll
27 G kLr-27 69 FkMh-5
28 GkLr-29 70 FgLt-l
29 GkLr-30 71 GkLq-3
30 GkLr-34 72 GkLq-7
3 1 GkLr-37 73 GkLr-l0
32 GkLr-38 74 GkLr-15
33 G kLr- 3 9 75 GkLr-31
34 GkLr-59 76 GkLr-51
35 GkLr-61 77 GkLr-52
36 GkLr-63 78 GkLr-56
37 GkLr-65 79 G kLr-66
38 G kLr-7 80 GkLs-24
39 GkLr-8 81 GkLt-32
40 GkLs-l 82 GkLt-44
41 GkLt-17 83 GkLt-46
42 GkLt-21 84 GkLt-47

85 GILt-4
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Table 1.2 Laurel Site Map Reference Alphabetical Borden Order

Borden Map Reference Borden Map
Designation Desillnation Reference

GjLm-4 1 GkLr-52 77
GjLn-l 2 GkLr-56 78
GjLp-3 7 GkLr-59 34
GjLp-5 8 GkLr-61 35
GjLp-7 9 GkLr-63 36
GjLp-8 10 GkLr-65 37
GjLp-12 3 GkLr-66 79
GjLp-13 4 GkLs-l 40
GjLp-16 5 GkLs-24 80
GjLp-22 6 GkLt-7 44
GkLk-3 11 GkLt-17 41
GkLk-4 12 GkLt-21 42
GkLk-7 13 GkLt-22 43
GkLq-2 15 GkLt-32 81
GkLq-3 71 GkLt-44 82
GkLq-6 16 GkLt-46 83
GkLq-7 72 GkLt-47 84
GkLq-8 17 GlLk-3 45
GkLq-lO 14 GlLk-7 46
GkLr-7 38 GILk-9 47
GkLr-8 39 GlLr-3 49
GkLr-lO 73 GlLr-8 50
GkLr-11 18 GlLr-16 48
GkLr-13 19 GlLt-l 51
GkLr-15 74 GlLt-4 85
GkLr-16 20 GlLt-6 53
GkLr-17 21 GlLt-lO 52
GkLr-18 22 GlLu-4 54
GkLr-20 23 HcLx-l 55
GkLr-24 24 HcLx-2 56
GkLr-25 25 HdLw-6 57
GkLr-26 26 HdLx-19 58
GkLr-27 27 HeLs-12 59
GkLr-29 28 HeLt-l 60
GkLr-30 29 HeLw-l 61
GkLr-31 75 HfLp-7 63
GkLr-34 30 HfLp-9 67
GkLr-37 31 HfLp-13 62
GkLr-38 32 HfLr-ll 68
GkLr-39 33 HfLr-22 64
GkLr-51 76 HfLu-9 65

HiLp-l 66

10



Appendix 1 lists the locational coordinates of the study area

sites. Appendix 2 lists the map reference, Borden designations and

available site names.

1.5 Local Environment: A Biophysical Overview

The principal hydrologic system of the study area is made up of

the Churchill and Rat-Burntwood river systems with numerous

smaller rivers. streams and a number of lakes.

The study area is encompassed by the Churchill province of the

Precambrian Shield of Manitoba (Figure 1.4). Both the diversion

route and the Southern Indian Lake region are underlain by granites.

granitoid and sedimentary gneisses. migmatite and granite

greenstone. The area is dominated by lacustrine deposits that

consist of stratified deep basin sands. silts and clays. The deposits

were derived from Glacial Lake Agassiz. which covered the area until

circa 8000 B.P (Figure 1.5). The deposition of lacustrine clays and

sands served to level out the rough terrain associated with the

Precambrian surface (Rowe 1972:42). Where the Precambrian surface

has not been hidden by the glacial water deposits. parallel ridges

separate poorly drained depressions and lakes (Rowe 1972:43).

Relief in the study area is variable. The Notigi. Wapisu and

Threepoint Lakes area has moderate to low relief with frequent

bedrock outcrop occurrences. The relief increases sharply moving

south along the Rat River towards Notigi Lake. From Threepoint to

Wuskwatim Lake. the relief is generally low and in the area from
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Wuskwatim Lake to Thompson the topography is low (Lake Winnipeg,

Churchill and Nelson Rivers Study Board 1971-1975:7-2 to 7-3).

Along the Churchill River from Leaf Rapids to Opachuanau

Lake. the relief is moderate. Approaching South Bay at the south-

east end of Southern Indian Lake, the overall relief is again low. The

topography then becomes gently undulating around the central

portion of Southern Indian Lake. The area at the north east end of

Southern Indian Lake around the Kame Hills site locality is

characterized by low relief plains and moderate relief glaciofluvial

deposits (Lake Winnipeg, Churchill and Nelson Rivers Study Board

1971-1975:8-2 to 8-3).

The majority of the Southern Indian Lake environments fall into

the Northwestern Transition Forest Section of the Boreal Forest. The

study region south of Southern Indian Lake falls into the Northern

coniferous Forest Zone of the Boreal forest (Lake Winnipeg, Churchill

and Nelson Rivers Study Board 1971-1975: Appendix 3:34).

Only a brief overview of the physiographic and topographic

characteristics has been presented for this study. A more extended

description of the environment for the study area has been compiled

by Kroker (1990:25-34). Similarly, the utility of describing the

specific biotic communities within the study region would be limited

in value, and these discussions were excluded. For modern and

paleoecological descriptions, the reader should consult specific study

reports such as Ritchie (1962, 1969, 1976, 1983), and Nielsen etal.

(1986). As well. the Lake Winnipeg, Churchill and Nelson Rivers
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Study Board reports (1971-1975) for this area contain detailed

descriptions of the physiographic and the hydrologic characteristics

of the region.

1.6 Selected Regions for Comparison

Selected Laurel ceramic assemblages from southern Manitoba,

northern Saskatchewan, northern Minnesota and northwestern and

north-central Ontario are compared to those from the study region.

In their entirety, these areas encompass the greatest extent of the

major Laurel occupations in North America.

Comparisons of assemblages outside the northern Manitoba

study area were limited to literature examination. The examination

was further restricted to reports in which vessel decorative type

frequencies were available.

1.6.1 Central and Southeastern Manitoba

With the exception of The Pas Reserve site material, the

examination of central and southeastern Manitoba Laurel ceramics

is restricted to literature review and interpretation. Included here are

the Wanipigow Lake (Saylor 1989), Caribou Lake (Buchner 1979), and

Bjorklund sites (Buchner 1982a) and several assemblages reanalyzed

by Lugenbeal (1976).

An unfortunate sample casualty within this region is

information from the Grand Rapids Region (Mayer-Oakes 1970).

Although I was afforded the opportunity to briefly examine the

collection, time restrictions did not allow for the necessary reanalysis
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of the material. The analytical approach utilized by Mayer-Oakes

(1970) restricted comparisons except on a superficial level.

Consideration is also extended to Laurel components reported

by Hlady (1970a, 1970b, 1971) and to Laurel recoveries from the

Swan River region.

1.6.2 Northern Saskatchewan Laurel

Northern Saskatchewan Laurel materials are also included for

comparative evaluation in this study. This region is a natural

extension of the comparison model. Here, I have depended primarily

on the work of Meyer (1978, 1983, 1994), Meyer and Hamilton (1994)

and Brandzin (1996).

1.6.3 Northern Minnesota, Rainy River and Northwestern

Ontario

Northern Minnesota and the Rainy River regions have served as

the geographic parent for Laurel identification and classification and

have since served as the primary region for comparative studies. For

this reason, inclusion of the typological patterning reported for

assemblages originating in this area is essential. In these geographic

areas, the pioneering observations of Stoltman (1973) and Lugenbeal

(1976) are of particular concern and interest. These works form the

foundation of many Laurel analyses.

The decision to include selected sites from northwestern Ontario

in this examination was based on an attempt to approximate a more

geographically continuous sample. The work of Arthurs (1986),
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Dawson (1980, 1981), Hamilton (1981), Lugenbeal (1976) and Reid

and Rajnovich (1991) have been referred to here.

1.7 Chapter Summary

This chapter was intended to give the reader an overview of the

study region, the concerns that served as the impetus for

investigation and an introduction to the overall sample composition.

Only a brief physiographic description was given with the simple goal

of providing the information necessary to better visualize the study

area.
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2. INTRODUCTION TO THE LAUREL CONCEPT

2.1 Historical Outline of Laurel Research Taxonomies

Taxonomic incompatibility of the utilized literature sources

within the context of the current study often necessitated the

employment of original classification terminology. Therefore, this

section provides definitions for taxonomic systems employed by

various Laurel investigators.

Early Laurel investigations were based on curiosity and

colloection interests only with little or no effort given to the

documentation of recovery information. The first recorded finds of

Laurel materials are from 1884 excavations carried out in the

Minnesota mounds by George Bryce and Dr. Andrew C. Lawson

(Lugenbeal 1976:47). Then, in 1896, G.G. Hulber and L.H. Kempton

performed highly destructive excavations of McKinstry Mound 1.

Winchell (1911 cited in Lugenbeal 1976:47-48) provided partial

documentation of the first materials excavated from the McKinstry

Mounds.

The first systematic analytic approach to Laurel materials was

attempted by Wilford (1941) when he placed Laurel into a tentative

classification for Minnesota archaeological groups. This

classification system was based on the Midwestern Taxonomic
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System (MTS) devised by McKern in 1939. The MTS uses five

arbitrary divisions that differentiate "between specialized local types

of culture manifestation and more general and broadly influential

types" (McKern 1939:307). The five major divisions of this system in

increasing order of generality are Focus, Aspect, Phase and Pattern and

Base.

Focus consists of trait units that "recur in characteristic purity

and practical completeness at other sites, to an extent suggestive of

cultural identity" (McKern 1939:308). McKern (1939:308) further

defines Focus as "that class of culture exhibiting characteristic

peculiarities in the finest analysis of cultural detail, and may in

instances correspond closely to the local tribe in ethnology." Aspect

consists of a number of foci that "share the somewhat less specific

aspect trait units, but possess additional peculiarities in fine

cultural detail" (McKern 1939:309).

The Phase is more general. consisting of similar aspects that

share the same general traits. These traits are less specific than

those that would define a focus or aspect (McKern 1939:309-310).

Characteristics within this category include general burial

procedures, general pottery attributes, and general house-type

features (McKern 1939:310). There is no temporal association within

the MTS definition of phase.

A Pattern contains "[s]everal phases [that] may be shown to

share a small complex of broadly general traits ..... [that] deal with

the cultural reflection of the primary adjustments of peoples to
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environment, as modified by tradition" (McKern 1939:310). Examples

here include characteristic burial types, specific stone tool

manufactUring technologies and pottery with basic features in

common such as grit temper, use of certain tools for decorating, and

vessel form (McKern 1939:309)

The last and most general category in the MTS is the Base. "The

Base is characterized by a few fundamentals, such as relate in the

most general way to the food quest (horticulture, hunting, seed

gathering), community order (camps, permanent villages), or

possession of classes of products of outstanding cultural import

(pottery, basketry)" (McKern 1939:310).

U sing this system, Laurel was classified by Wilford (1941) as the

Laurel Focus of the Rainy RiverAspect from the Lake Michigan Phase

of the generalized Woodland Pattern. Wilford (1941) defined the

Rainy River Aspect from only two sites, the Laurel and McKinstry

Mound groups. Later he (Wilford 1955: 131) presented a revised

classification of the known Minnesota prehistoric cultures, which

also included a chronological sequencing of the groups. In this new

classification, the Laurel Focus of the Rainy River Aspect was

assigned to the Middle Woodland period. Wilford (1955: 135)

proposed a placement of Laurel next to Malmo, which he saw as

"clearly Laurel's closest relative in Minnesota."

Although MacNeish (1958:11-12), utilized the term 'focus' in his

southeastern Manitoba studies, his (1958: 11-12) reference to from

Cole and Deuel (1937) implies that this is where he derived his
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taxonomic tenns of component. complex and focus. However. the

two usages of focus appear to be close in definition intent as it

relates to recurring artifact phenomenon (see Wright 1967: 12 and

McKern 1939:308). As well. MacNeish (1958:79) unhesitatingly aligns

'focus' with Wilford's (1955) usage. which is explicitly derived from

the MTS. MacNeish (1958) defined several foci in Manitoba,

including the Anderson and Nutimik Foci for Laurel.

Willey and Phillips' (1958) attempt to devise a more flexible

system resulted in researchers abandoning the MTS in favor of the

proposed new alternative. This system consists of two basic units.

phase and component. two larger integrative units. horizon and

tradition (Willey and Phillips 1958:40) and two maximum units,

culture and civUization (Willey and Phillips 1958:47).

The phase is comprised of and defined by a number of

components (Willey and Phillips 1958:21). Component is

approximately equivalent to assemblage and is defined within a

single site. The phase is approximately equivalent to focus in the

MTS except for a temporal assumption that restricts the occurrence

of the defining traits to a "relatively brief interval of time" (Willey and

Phillips 1958:22). Both phase and component are restricted to local

and regional sequences (Willey and Phillips 1958:30). Alternatively,

horizon and tradition "...constitute the most practicable means for

effecting culture-historical integration on a geographical scale larger

than that of the region" (Willey and Phillips 1958:30). Horizon and
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tradition are intended to show the relationship between phases

(Willey and Phillips 1958:48).

The concept of horizon is based on spatial continuity of traits

and assemblages (Willey and Phillips 1958:33) while a tradition is

defined by its "temporal continuity represented by persistent

configurations in single technologies or other systems of related

forms" (Willey and Phillips 1958:37).

Maximum units of culture and civilization are formed through

the combining of phases (Willey and Phillips 1958:57). The terms

culture and civilization are approximately equal. except culture is

used in reference to earlier developmental stages and civilization

refers to later stages (Willey and Phillips 1958:48). Similarly. the

precise definition of culture shifts through Willey and Phillips'

(1958:52-56) developmental stages in relation to the amount of data

available for consideration. In the earliest stages where

archaeological evidence is scarce and restricted in terms of discrete

defining components. it is suggested that the concept of culture be

avoided entirely (Willey and Phillips 1958:52).

The Willey and Phillips (1958) system became widely accepted as

a replacement for the restrictive and inadequate MTS. Wright

(1967:3) considered the use of the "tradition concept" less restrictive

than the MTS for description of Laurel materials. Wright (1967:2)

perceived a greater utility in the Willey and Phillips (1958) system.

but used "Laurel Tradition" to express both the "temporal and spatial

variations of the Laurel Tradition as integrated parts of a whole ... ".
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combining Willey and Phillips' (1958:33. 37) concepts of Horizon

(spatial continuity) and Tradition (temporal continuity) into one.

Stoltman (1973: 1-2) rejects Wright's (1967) modification to the Willey

and Phillips' (1958) system and returns to the original taxonomic

system. which allowed the retention of spatially and temporally

distinct 'phases'. Using this system, Stoltman (1973:80-88) proposed

a sequence of three Laurel time progressive Phases: Pike Bay.

McKinstry and Smith. Lugenbeal (1976:578-579) continued with

Willey and Phillips' (1958) taxonomy for Laurel and added Hungry

Hall. the fourth and youngest phase, to the Laurel chronological

sequence.

Syms (1977) was the next to offer a major revision to

classification systems. His taxonomy has four stages, the complex,

composite, coriflguration and pattern. Like the MTS, it is a hierarchical

system in which each higher stage integrates a number of lower stage

units.

The complex is the lowest stage unit and consists of a number of

assemblages. It is similar to the focus in the Midwestern Taxonomic

System and the phase in Willey and Phillips' system. Complex can

integrate similar assemblages over vast areas and across several

biomes.

The composite integrates a number of complexes and the

corifrguration is formed by integrating a number of composites. The

pattern is the highest stage and is composed of a group of related

configurations.
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Table 2.1 illustrates the approximate relationship of the various

taxonomic systems discussed in this section. It should be

remembered. however. that these relationships are approximate.

Although each subsequent system was meant to replace the previous

one. the individual units are not necessary compatible and they

cannot be substituted for each other,

. S tfTh't R I t'T bl 2 1 Aa e lpprOXlIDa e e a Ions IpS 0 axonOmlC )ys ems
Midwestern Willey and Phillips Syms (1977)

Taxonomic System (1958)
McKern (1939)

Base - -
Pattern Culture (Early Pattern

Developmental Stage)

Civilization (Later
Developmental St~e)

Phase (Temporal Horizon (Spatial) Configuration
Restriction) Tradition (Temporal)

Aspect - Composite
Focus (Spatial Phase (Temporal Complex

Restriction) Restriction)
- Component Component

Several authors have adopted Syms' classification system in

place of the MTS and Willey and Phillips' system. Reid and

Rajnovich (1991) use this classification hierarchy in their Laurel

studies. They have renamed Stoltman (1973) and Lugenbeal's (1976)

Pike Bay. McKinstry. Smith and Hungry Hall Laurel phases as

complexes. The four complexes are then integrated into a Boundary

Waters composite, which stands along side the Superior and

Manitoba Lakes composites. In turn these are all integrated into the
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Laurel configuration. Reid and Rajnovich (1991) have also suggested

the existence of two smaller composites - Saskatchewan and

Northeastern Ontario. All five composites appear to be regionally

defined, but are lacking in terms of concrete internal defining criteria

(Reid and Rajnovich 1991 :228). The southern half of the current

study area is encompassed by Reid and Rajnovich's (1991) Manitoba

Lakes composite, but the northern half of the current study region

and the southwestern Manitoba Laurel components are on the

periphery of the existing composite boundaries.

2.1.1 Taxonomic Problems

Comparison of data is often inhibited by the incompatibility of

taxonomic systems. The inadequacies of existing taxonomic systems

was the impetus for development of subsequent classification

schemes. However, each proposed new system was eqUipped with its

own set of defining criteria, which often did not relate to previous

systems. The incompatibility of these systems becomes evident when

attempting spatial and temporal comparisons based on typological

data. For example, MacNeish (1958:59-63) used the Midwestern

taxonomic system when he described the Anderson and Nutimik Foci

from the Lockport Site in southeastern Manitoba. Here, focus

described local "trait complex[esl" of collected materials that are

characteristic and appear at other sites within a close spatial

proximity (McKern 1939:308). There is no temporal connotation in

his use ofjocus. The Midwestern taxonomic system was replaced

with the Willey and Phillips (1958) system where phase approximated
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focus, but had temporal implications. Sym's (1977) complex is also

similar tofocus. but the complex does not have the local restriction

that is inherent in focus. Therefore, the Anderson and Nutimik Foci

cannot be subsumed under any system except the one within which

they were formed.

Confusion is increased when systems retain the same term but a

different definition is applied. For example, for the Midwestern

taxonomic system's level of phase, Willey and Phillips (1958) employ

the term tradition. As well, Willey and Phillips (1958 retain the MTS's

term phase, but in its new definition, it is more analogous to the

Midwestern taxonomic system's use of focus.

2.2 Laurel Evolutionary Affiliations

An exploration of Laurel cannot be accomplished in an

evolutionary vacuum. It is important to consider of the possible

evolutionary processes leading to the entity we recognize as Laurel.

The search for Laurel's progenitor must begin with an examination of

other entities that appear closely related to Laurel in characteristic

traits and that appear to have a position in the Middle Woodland

temporal development sequence.

Northern Tier Middle Woodland refers to a broad adaptive

configuration embracing Laurel, Point Peninsula. Saugeen and North

Bay (Mason 1966; 1967). Finlayson (1977:638) suggested that the

term Lake Forest Middle Woodland be used when referring to all four

cultures and that the term Northern Tier Middle Woodland be
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reserved for Laurel only. A new term "Middle Tier Middle Woodland"

was proposed to refer to the groups intermediate between Laurel and

the Hopewell Southern Tier Middle Woodland cultures (Finlayson

1977:638). Although the appropriateness of Finlayson's (1977)

suggestion is noted. for the purposes of this investigation Northern

Tier Middle Woodland will be used in the broad definition that Mason

(1966) first intended. In summary. with the exception of some

incongruities three broadly connected cultural patterns have been

perceived in the Middle Woodland period in the Great Lakes area:

These three patterns show a latitudinal stratification. In the
southern parts of the lakes country were the mainly Hopewellian
cultures of the Southern Tier pattern. In the north central and
northwestern Great Lakes was the Laurel culture of the
Northern Tier pattern. And in the broad intervening Middle Tier
were the Nokomis. North Bay. Saugeen and Point Peninsula
cultures (Mason 1981:260).

2.3 The Hopewell - Laurel Connection

Ever occurring among the various aspects of the Northern Tier

assemblages are indications of a strong Hopewell influence.

Although Ohio Valley Hopewell stimulation and influence on the

Minnesota and adjacent Ontario Laurel pottery decorative style and

mound building practices is generally accepted (Stoltman 1973:3;

Lugenbeal 1976:564; Mason 1991), one cannot directly link Laurel

origins with Hopewell. As Lugenbeal (1976:661) states. although

"[m]any of the traits found in the Laurel culture (bossing. dentate

decoration. linear stamping. burial mounds) may be ultimately

Hopewell-inspired ... lilt is significant ... that the earliest Laurel
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ceramics are perhaps least like Illinois Hopewell" (emphasis is

original).

Similarly, although the occurrence of Hopewellian-like features

and the occasional appearance of trade goods such as Knife River

flint and Yellowstone obsidian does suggests Hopewellian contact

and inspiration (Lugenbeal 1976:564), this influence should not be

overstated. Direct trade with Plains groups should also be considered

as an explanation for the presence of exotic lithics within Laurel

assemblages (Meyer, Pers. Comm. 1997). The continuation of Laurel

after the disintegration of the Hopewell Interaction Sphere attests to

the independence of Laurel from Hopewell (Lugenbeal 1976:661).

The association of the southern Hopewellian groups and the

more northerly (approximately) contemporaneous groups is at best

tenuous. The northern manifestations of the Middle Woodland stage

appear to be more related to each other than to the southern groups

(Salzer 1986).

2.4 Northern Tier Defining Characteristics and Relationships

Janzen (1968: 109) states that there is a demonstrated

relatedness within the ceramic traditions of the Northern Tier Middle

Woodland groups. Because of these apparent shared characteristics,

it is suggested that these traditions be considered as one large

'cultural' unit (Janzen 1968: 109). The following sections examine

the major defining and shared characteristics of the Tier members.
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2.4.1 Laurel Defining Characteristics

Laurel has been perceived as a distinct cultural entity with

regionally and temporally specific artifact assemblages. Laurel sites

extend from eastern Ontario west to Lac La Ronge and Prince Albert

National Park in north-central Saskatchewan (Meyer 1983), south

into northern Minnesota and Michigan (Stoltman 1973), and north

into the Hudson Bay Lowlands in Ontario. the north end of

Southern Indian Lake in Manitoba and Numabin Bay on Reindeer

Lake in Saskatchewan (Meyer 1983): The areas occupied by Laurel

have shifted through time. The extent and timing of the movement

of Laurel is more fully discussed in Chapter 7.

Janzen (1968: 101- 102) has outUned common features of Laurel

sites. The first commonality noted by Janzen (1968) is the location

of the Laurel sites; they are all situated near lakes or rivers

suggesting a reliance on fishing. Often. these sites are also located

near rapids as with the Wabinosh River site (Dawson 1981), the

Spruce Rapids site (Brandzin 1995), the Tailrace Bay site (Mayer

Oakes 1970) and the Wenasaga Rapids site (Hamilton 1981).

The second shared feature is the high frequency of side and end

scrapers in Laurel assemblages as noted by Wright (1967:93) in

northern Ontario. and by Janzen (1968: 101) at the Naomikong Point

site in the upper Peninsula of Michigan. This high occurrence of

scrapers has also been noted in the Laurel assemblage at the Spruce

Rapids site in northern Saskatchewan where side, end and side/end
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combination scrapers were disproportionately represented in the tool

assemblage (Brandzin 1996).

The third commonality described by Janzen (1968:102) was "a

ceramic assemblage which derives its decorative elements from a

common attribute pool." The general attributes of Laurel ceramics

include conical vessels, grit temper and upper rim decoration that

consists primarily of various dentate and pseudo-scallop shell

impressions often applied by a rocked, push-pull or stab and drag

technique (Stoltman 1973:3,113). Coil construction and smooth

exterior surfaces are also characteristic of Laurel vessels (Anderson

1979:121; Syms 1977:81).

Laurel vessels usually have a non-thickened and flattened lip, a

relatively straight or slightly inverted or everted rim, slight or no

constriction of the neck and either no shoulder or a gently rounded

shoulder (Anderson 1979: 121). Although not common, red ochre is

occasionally present on Laurel vessels (Wright 1967:125).

The artifact assemblage is typified by hafted beaver incisors,

toggle-headed antler harpoons, cold-hammered simple copper tools

and ornamental artifacts, and a variety of stemmed and notched

projectile points. The building of burial mounds at some sites and

secondary burials accompanied by red ochre are also features of

Laurel (Stoltman 1973:3,113). It is significant that the frequency of

Laurel mound burials decreases towards the north, away from the

Rainy River and northern Minnesota region (Lugenbeal 1976:564).

Kenyon (1986:78) proposed an analogy between the mound structures
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and modern day churches, which he believed were ceremonial as well

as social centers. Meyer and Thistle (1995) refer to the Long Sault

site in this regard. The mounds may have symbolized social and

religious cohesion and indicated to other groups that the area was

sacred and occupied. In other words, Kenyon (1986) interpreted the

mounds as an expression of passive territorialism.

Wright (1967:93) added the following to the list of defining

attributes from the Laurel components at the 16 sites he examined in

northern Ontario: paintstone nodules. linear flakes. biface blades,

end-notched net sinkers and linear hammerstones. Obliquely ground

beaver incisor tools and socketed harpoon heads were also

encountered by Wright (1967:93-94). The sites described by Wright

(1967) in northern Ontario were characterized as generally small.

with subsurface features being only a rare component. Tools. lithic

and bone refuse are all characterized by their small size (Wright

1967:94).

2.4.2 Northern Tier Middle Woodland Shared Characteristics

Saugeen sites are distributed between the southwestern shore of

Georgian Bay to the west end of Lake Ontario and the North shore of

Lake Erie, and from the eastern coast of Lake Huron to about the

middle of the Ontario Niagara Peninsula. Saugeen is best known

from the Bruce County area in Ontario (Mason 1981 :261).

Finlayson (1977:612) defines Saugeen as a 'culture' that

occupied most of southwestern Ontario circa 700 B.C. to A.D. 600.
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Saugeen was first named by Wright and Anderson (1963:23) based on

the Donaldson site, located in central southwestern Ontario on the

Saugeen River near Lake Huron. The definition of Saugeen by Wright

and Anderson (1963:50) was based on recovered ceramic assemblages.

"The major diagnostic feature of the Saugeen Focus is the application

of early Middle Woodland decorative techniques and motifs to an

Early Woodland paste" (Wright and Anderson 1963:49). The vessels

were coil manufactured and grit tempered (Wright and Anderson

1963:31) with paste comparable to Point Peninsula 1 pottery. The

exterior surface of the vessel was usually smoothed (Finlayson

1977:617).

Saugeen was designated an early Middle Woodland

manifestation. overlapping with other Early Woodland expressions

and possibly representing a transitional stage between the Early and

Middle Woodland periods (Wright and Anderson (1863:56). The vessel

shape of Saugeen tends toward the semi-globular with a conical base

and indistinct shoulder and neck. Rims are generally "parallel and

out-flaring" and the vessel lip is usually rounded but may also be flat

(Finlayson 1977:617).

North Bay assemblages appear to be restricted to the Door

Peninsula, mostly on shore sites along Lake Michigan or on Green

Bay or the lower Fox River (Mason 1981:276-277). Mason (1991)

presented a maximum range of 186 B.C. to A.D. 330 for North Bay at

Rock Island. a time span which is compatible with other Middle

Woodland sites in the area.
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The heritage of North Bay is unknown. but the assemblages

reflect Hopewell influence dUring their development (Mason

1981:276-277). Mason (1967) viewed the North Bay complex as the

culmination of Northern Tier Middle Woodland cultures and a

relative of Havana-Hopewell. Many of the ceramic decorative

patterns were viewed by Mason (1967) as having their closest

affinities within a Laurel-North Bay-Saugeen-Point Peninsula

continuum. with some Hopewell pottery or Hopewell influenced

pottery often present.

Mason (1967) found several similarities between his North Bay

pottery and Saugeen:

[S]imilar vessel forms and rim shapes. significantly overlapping
decorative techniques and styles. a tendency to irregular or
haphazard application of decorative devices. heavy use of
designs emphasizing rim-encircling parallel lines commencing
on the upper rim or beneath vertical or oblique or criss-cross
lines. and a relatively poor paste with heavy tempering that
finds closest parallels in northeastern Early Woodland wares.
'" The Saugeen Focus represents a regional Middle Woodland
cultural complex analogous to North Bay but with stronger
northern - and weaker southern - cultural ties. It seems to
represent the earliest ceramic complex in parts of southern
Ontario and should be contemporary with part of the Laurel
and Point Peninsula sequences. There should similarly be a
general magnitude of coevality between Saugeen and North Bay
(Mason 1967:335).

Dentate stamping is also a major decorative technique for both

groups and pseudo-scallop shell stamping is important but is more

frequently seen in Saugeen. Both Saugeen and North Bay ceramics

are characterized by a low instance of incising. an absence of exterior
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bosses. a small amount of stab-and-drag decoration and some

annular (ring-shaped) punctates (Mason 1967:335).

The lithic assemblages of Saugeen and North Bay are also

similar. Projectile points are comparable in type and occurrence and

bipolar cores and rectangular cores are also present within the

assemblages of the two groups (Mason 1967). Scrapers occur in

North Bay but dominate the Saugeen lithic tool assemblage. with end

scrapers occurring most frequently. Oval scrapers. biface knives.

wedges and choppers are also sometimes present in Saugeen. but

occur infrequently (Mason 1981 :264).

Both Saugeen and North Bay share the presence of socketed

toggle head harpoons. There is an absence of simple copper

fishhooks in Saugeen and Laurel. A low incidence of bifaces in

Saugeen compared to North Bay is reversed for flaked and pecked

celts and adzes (Mason 1967). Net sinkers. although common to

Saugeen. are not well known in North Bay assemblages. but are

present (Mason 1966:67-68).

Mason (1967) perceived an association between Laurel and

North Bay through shared assemblage elements of toggle head

harpoons. overlapping projectile point varieties. the rarity of ground

stone implements. copper awls and needles of rib bone. There are

also some similarities between the biface. knife and scrapers present

in the assemblages (Mason 1967).

The pottery of North Bay and Laurel shares similar decorative

techniques such as pseudo-scallop shell stamping. push-pull
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decoration techniques. dentate stamping and linear stamping. There

is a shared rarity of rocker stamping and incising (Mason 1967).

However. one Rock Island Laurel vessel decorated with interrupted

linear incising and linear push-pull. displayed a motif similar to

Laurel incised vessels found at Naomikong Point and Summer Island

sites (Janzen 1968:Plate IX; Brose 1970:Plates Ille. IXs; Mason

1991: 129).

Although Laurel ceramics usually appear in conjunction with

North Bay ceramics in sites on the Door Peninsula. Laurel sherds

were more numerous at Rock Island than in other areas. As well. it

seems some ceramic fragments were so similar as to obscure the

distinction between Laurel and North Bay (Mason 1991). Mason

(1967) is of the opinion that Laurel and North Bay shared partial

ancestry and that considerable diffusion occurred between the Laurel

and North Bay groups. He (1991) suggests a convergence of North

Bay and Laurel in the Rock Island area. Rock Island is viewed as an

interaction site. where North Bay (as represented at Porte des Morts)

and Laurel (as represented at Summer Island) groups through kinship

and trade dynamics produced both 'culturally-specific' and hybrid

products dUring the first three centuries A.D. (Mason 1991).

PointPeninsula assemblages are mostly found in eastern Ontario.

southwestern Quebec and adjacent New York state. The temporal

span for Point Peninsula groups is comparable to that of Saugeen

and the distribution of sites also overlaps to a certain extent.

Subsistence strategies for the two groups were similar and appear to
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have consisted of hunting. fishing and some wild plant collecting.

There are four recognized phases of Point Peninsula. the latest of

which extends into the Late Woodland period (Mason 1981:271-272).

As with Laurel, Point Peninsula traits such as mound burials and

status burials suggest participation in the Hopewell Interaction

Sphere (Finlayson 1977:628).

The artifact assemblages of Point Peninsula are very similar to

those of other Northern Tier Middle Woodland groups. The pottery is

described as comparable to Saugeen ceramics but manufactUring and

decoration attributes are executed with greater care (Wright and

Anderson 1963:31). Red Ochre wash on ceramics is a shared

attribute among Point Peninsula. Laurel and Saugeen. but much

reduced in occurrence in Saugeen (Finlayson 1977; Mason 1967).

The ceramic decorative techniques of Point Peninsula include

"dentate stamping. pseudo-scallop shell stamping. rocker stamping

with both plain and toothed implements. heavy use of the dragged

stamp or push-pull technique. cordwrapped-stick [sic] impressing.

punctating. and incising" (Mason 1981:272).

There was a progressive change through time from conoidal to

subconoidal to round in the vessel shape of Point Peninsula

ceramics. The expression of Point Peninsula decoration also changed

over time. in the later periods becoming more restricted to the upper

portion of the vessel and leaving the lower portions undecorated. The

smoothed surface finish of early vessels gave way to a preference for

cord-marking in later phases (Mason 1981:273).
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2.4.3 The Northern Tier Relationship

The preceding section should have given the impression of a

strong relationship among the Northern Tier Middle Woodland

groups' artifact assemblages. Laurel, North Bay. Point Peninsula and

Saugeen ceramics share approximately the same ceramic decorative

characteristics, but differ widely in frequency of occurrence (Brose

1970:85). Mason (1967:341) states that the differences in frequency

may be better explained by geographic clines rather than chronology

as often proposed.

The similarities between Point Peninsula and Saugeen ceramics

are notable. However. it is significant that the crudity in decoration

application in Saugeen ceramics is not found in Point Peninsula

pottery. Similarly. there is a less exacting application of decoration

to the North Bay pottery when compared to the Laurel pottery found

in association with it (Finlayson 1977; Mason 1967). However. the

correlation between the ceramic decorative attributes of Laurel and

North Bay and between the manufacturing attributes of Laurel and

Saugeen are significant. Little information was found regarding the

ceramic technology of Point Peninsula ceramics except that the paste

was considered to be very similar to Saugeen (Wright and Anderson

1963:31) and reminiscent of "Early Woodland" paste (Wright and

Anderson 1963:49). Laurel paste contrasts with a poorer North Bay

paste. which is possibly a result of coil versus other forms of

manufacture.
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The non-ceramic assemblages of the Northern Tier groups have

an almost ubiquitous occurrence of toggle head harpoons and a

shared regular occurrence of net sinkers and worked beaver incisors.

Although worked beaver incisors are common to all Northern Tier

Groups. Point Peninsula and Laurel are most often typified by their

occurrence. The lithic assemblages of all groups display several

similarities that include the occurrence of bipolar tools and cores

and similar projectile point and biface assemblages. There is a

regular domination of lithic assemblages by scrapers in both Saugeen

and Laurel.

Burial mounds are associated only with Point Peninsula and

Laurel, perhaps indicating contact with Hopewellian-like groups or a

separate heritage from Saugeen and North Bay. As well. the use of

red ochre wash on ceramics is most often an attribute of only Point

Peninsula and Laurel.

The overall Saugeen assemblage is unremarkable and seems to

lack elaboration. but it does exhibit general similarities to the other

Northern Tier groups. It is this simplicity combined with undertones

of basic relationships that may suggest it is a possible predecessor to

other groups in the Northern Tier. Also significant are assemblage

relationships in the areas where Northern Tier occupations overlap.

For example. Wright and Anderson (1963:52) found Nutimik Oblique

and Lockport Linear pottery as well as a single socketed barbless

antler harpoon of "the Laurel Focus of the Rainy River Aspect" in

association with the Saugeen material of the Donaldson site.
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In addition to the basic assemblage similarities, all the Northern

Tier Middle Woodland groups appear to tend towards inhabiting

similar environmental zones, which often offer wide access to a

combination of river, lake and land subsistence. The dates for all the

Northern Tier Middle Woodland groups have considerable overlap as

do their geographic clines. This results in assemblages that often

contain artifacts from more than one Northern Tier group. Dates of

2480 B.P. +/- 60 (S-119) and 2619 B.P. +/- 200 (C-192) have been

obtained for the Saugeen manifestations at the Donaldson site and

Burley sites respectively and are earlier than any obtained for Laurel

(Janzen 1968: 105). If the earliest Saugeen and North Bay dates are

retained, then they constitute the oldest and perhaps the ancestors

to the Northern Middle Woodland pattern (Mason 1981:271). If these

evolutionary patterns and dates are accurate, then in all probability

the Boundary Waters area represents the greatest elaboration of

Laurel, but not its origin.

2.4.4 Evolution of Laurel Origin Theories

Wright (1967: 132-133) advocated an Asiatic origin for Laurel

based on the presence of certain ceramic attributes such as pseudo

scallop shell decoration and horizontal bands of push-pull

application both in Laurel and in eastern Asian assemblages. Wright

(1972:62) later retracted this theory and proposed that the Laurel

lithic assemblage was largely a continuation of the Shield Archaic,

with transitional or compensatory replacements for earlier

components of the assemblage. The addition of components such as
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net sinkers and ceramics were viewed by Wright (1972) as outside

additions to the indigenous assemblage. "As such, the Laurel

tradition is not the product of a population migration out of the

northwest as was earlier hypothesized...but rather is the product of

limited trait acquisitions, including pottery, by indigenous Shield

Archaic populations" (Wright 1972:62).

SYms (1977:83) also ventured an explanation for the appearance

of Laurel in the Northern Tier Middle Woodland forests. He (1977:83)

stated that "[t]he Laurel Composite represents population movement

and displacement into the Boreal Forest." He proposed a rapid

population expansion in the south that would have resulted in the

sudden appearance of new assemblages, a sharp break in previous

technological and stylistic traits and the ultimate development of

regionalism. The introduction of well-made ceramics associated with

Laurel and expressed regionalism in the form of mounds and copper

usage were used to support the expected premises of this

displacement theory (SYms 1977:84).

Lugenbeal (1976:567) concluded that the Laurel manifestations

were the result of "home-cooking in the northern forests ...[with a]

recipe [that] includes some Hopewellian flavors, but [with a] mix [of

a] fundamentally ... independent formula." He also proposed an

east-west geographic pattern in place of the formally proposed north

south, although he did note that early Laurel sites do appear more

abundant along the southern periphery of the Laurel distribution

(Lugenbeal1976:566).
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Reid and Rajnovich (1991) have proposed that the Boundary

Waters region. specifically the Rainy River. was the probable birth

place for Laurel. This proposition is based on the known chronology

for Laurel and the apparent longevity of Laurel occupations in that

area. Mason (1991) views Reid and Rajnovich's (1991) Boundary

Waters origin theory as simplistic. proposing possible multiple

origins instead. This would imply assemblage evolution parallels.

because of similar adaptive responses to similar environmental and

social situations. Mason (1991) sees this as the situation in

northern Lake Michigan where transmission of information took

place over a wide geographical area along an east-west axis.

Mason (1991) also perceives the various Northern Tier Middle

Woodland expressions as distinct but possessing similarities that

bind them together as a unit. This combination of individuality and

unity are believed to be the result of

descent from fundamentally similar Archaic ancestors. the
imperatives of adapting to much the same environmental
constraints acting on relatively low population levels, and
reacting to the direct and indirect stimulation of demographic
and cultural developments south of the Great Lakes and,
simultaneously, within them. Direct influences were provided
by face-to-face trading. raiding, and other social contacts as well
as by shifts in populations, indirectly by diffusion such as
occurs in down-the-line barter (Mason 1991:139).

2.5 Evaluation of Laurel Evolutionary Patterns

Although the sudden appearance of Laurel pottery in certain

geographic regions suggests diffusion of ideas or migration of
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populations, it does not suggest a 'birth place' for the group. If

Wright's (1972) suggestion of a fusion of ideas onto an existing

Archaic culture resulted in what is known as Laurel, then are we

defining both the transferee and transferor as Laurel?

The assertion of an origin or birth place for Laurel by Reid and

Rajnovich (1991) expounds optimism. Their proposition is largely

built on radiocarbon data from recognizable Laurel manifestations.

However, by the time Laurel had become a distinct recognizable

entity, centuries of development under various guises outside the

Boreal Forest had already taken place and long term habitation

within the Boundary Waters area resulted in a distinct regionalism

eventually recognizable as Laurel.

Additional difficulties are encountered in origin studies when an

attempt is made to determine the most appropriate comparative

inter- and intra-group data. The evidence for cultural transmission

of technology is evident not only in ceramic decoration, but also in

other components of the Northern Tier Middle Woodland

assemblages. Mason (1965) has indicated that the toggle head

harpoon is of great importance to several of these groups (Mason

1967:323; 1991:120) and it is notable that there is a strong

resemblance to the Eskimo-Aleut toggle head harpoon (Mason 1965).

However, the exact meaning and nature of this possible relationship

remains unclear.

The chronological relationship of the other Northern Tier Middle

Woodland groups discussed here and the obvious assemblage
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similarities would suggest that these groups experienced an extensive

and complicated relationship. In regard to chronologies, North Bay

and Saugeen appear to have preceded Laurel. However, the difference

in manufacturing technology suggests that Laurel existed parallel to

and separate from North Bay, retaining ties with the earliest coil

made grit tempered pottery. The long list of commonalities between

Saugeen and Laurel suggests that these groups also have a strong

evolutionary relationship.

Mason's (1991) suggestion that Laurel is the product of multiple

origins combined with complicated patterns of adaptation,

interaction and trade is a most likely candidate for explanation. This

theory lacks neatness and specificity and does not propose a

geographic cradle for Laurel. This is precisely why the theory has

viability. Laurel is not a product of definite dimensions. Origin

investigators tend to reduce complicated issues, such as the

archaeologically defined phenomenon labeled Laurel, into an almost

tangible concrete cultural actuality, which it is not. Laurel is an

entity with diffuse and diverse geographic and temporal

characteristics.

The relationship of the Northern Tier Middle Woodland groups

was probably one of tremendous reciprocity in terms of diffusion of

ideas, people and goods. There is no simple explanation for the

culmination of traits that resulted in the Laurel manifestation

within the Northern Tier Middle Woodland. It is certain that the

'origin' (in its literal sense) for Laurel can never be confidently
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declared. Investigators will have to be content with apparent

temporal and spatial patterning that suggest possible predecessors

for characteristic traits within the various regional manifestations of

Laurel. It is on this aspect of Laurel that the remainder of this study

will be focused.

2.6 Chapter Summary

This chapter presented an outline of Laurel taxonomic

evolution. the problems inherent in both the individual systems and

the implementation of successive systems. The defining

characteristics and geographic range of the concept known as Laurel

were also presented in this chapter. The defining characteristics of

other Middle Woodland members was also presented with the intent

of illustrating a complex and interrelated existence. The notion of a

temporally specific and simple origin for Laurel as a whole was

rejected and alternatively. possible origins for specific Laurel traits.

such as mound building and ceramic decorative attributes, were

explored.
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3. PREVIOUS INVESTIGATIONS: A BRIEF INTRODUCTION

This chapter is intended to briefly introduce the history of

Laurel investigations in the study area and in the areas used for

comparison. Comprehensive restatements are suspended and

alternatively the material is presented within a comparison

framework throughout this thesis. This approach was adopted in an

attempt to provide a more meaningful and concise context for

existing literary material for the study region.

The locations of the majority of sites used in the comparison

aspect of these investigations are displayed in Figure 3.1. The

individual ceramic frequencies for the comparison assemblages are

introduced in Chapter 7.

3.1 Laurel Investigations in the Study Area

A brief history of the archaeological research projects that have

been conducted in the study area was presented in Chapter 1. For a

more complete accounting of the archaeology in the study region the

individual sources should be consulted. Bellhouse (1971), Dickson

(1980, 1983), Kelly (1973, 1982), Wiersum and Riddle (1971), Wood

(1975, 1983) and Wright (1971), have all reported on the background

and archaeology of the northern section of the current study area,
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Saskatchewan Manitoba

4

Wisconsin

Ontario

1. P.A. National Park 11 Channel Two 21. Wuskwatim 31. Rock Lake 41. Wenasaga Rapids 51. Meek
2 River House 12. Peterson Creek 22. Notigl 32. Lockport 42. Fisk 52. Swan Lake
3. Narrows 13. Crown 23. Wapisu 33. Anderson 43. Pelican Falls 53 Summer Island
4. Limestone Point 14. Nipawin 24. Tin Can Narrows 34. CemeteryPoint 44. Naomikoong POint 54 Burnt Bluff
5. Franklin 15. Spruce Rapids 25. Loucks Falls 35. Bjorklund 45. Heron Bay 55. Smith
6. Jimmy Sewap 16. Armit River 26. Dead Moose 36. Astwood 46. Hungry Hall 56. McKinstry
7. Koehler's Point 17. Duck in a Tree 27. Tailrace Bay 37. Caribou Lake 47. Long Sault 57. North Bay
8. Sturgeon Creek 18 Oto-Who-Win 28. Pas Reserve Site 38 Thunderbird 48 Wabmosh
9 Frog Portage 19. Leaf Falls 29. Oscar Point 39. Wanipigow Lake 49. Ballynacree

~10. First Spruce 20. Kame Hills 30. Swan River 40. Sand River 50. Lady Rapids

Figure 3.1 Selected Laurel Sites and Areas of Discussion
(Base Map Produced by Scott Hamilton)
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including the Southern Indian Lake and Leaf Rapids Locales.

Notable reports from the southern part of the study region include

Hlady (1970a, 1970b), Kroker (1990), Tisdale (1975), Tisdale and

Jamieson (1982, Wiersum (1972), Wiersum. (1973), and Wiersum and

Tisdale (1977). Where appropriate, comparisons and differences in

analytic interpretations from these studies are presented with the

current analysis discussions.

3.2 Laurel Investigations in Saskatchewan

Laurel recoveries have been reported from Saskatchewan for

several decades. Amateur investigator Harry Moody reported the

discovery of Laurel artifacts in the Arnisk Lake area (Figure 3.1)

beginning in the 1950's. In the 1960's Thomas and Alice Kehoe,

Gilbert Watson and James Brown surveyed and excavated areas

within the Arnisk Lake and Sturgeon-Weir River regions (Meyer

1978:5). Several Laurel components, including a relatively large

ceramic assemblage from the Spruce Rapids site, were recovered

dUring these investigations.

In 1973 and 1974, proposed hydro-electric development

prompted the Churchill River Basin Study, which in Saskatchewan,

investigated the area along the Reindeer River and the Churchill

River between Drinking Lake and Wintego Lake in Saskatchewan

(Meyer 1978:5). These investigations revealed seven Laurel sites

along the Churchill River and two on the Reindeer River (Meyer
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1983:7). The ceramics from these sites have been discussed by Meyer

(1983).

The Nipawin Reservoir Heritage Study was initiated in 1981

because of the proposed building of a dam and hydro-electric

generating station on the Saskatchewan River. These investigations

were concentrated within. and adjacent to. the river valley (Burley

1982 in Quigg 1986: 1). During the Nipawin study. Laurel potteIY was

recovered from the Crown (FhNa-86). Peterson Creek (FhNb-72)

(Quigg 1986). River House (FhNc-6) (Meyer 1994) and Gravel Pit sites

(FhNa-61) (Klimko (1985:79).

Laurel ware has been identified at approximately 35 sites in

Saskatchewan. The most westerly occurrence of Laurel is in Prince

Albert National Park (Figure 3.1). In general. known Laurel

assemblages are concentrated on the Sturgeon-Weir and Churchill

River systems and occur from southern Reindeer Lake in the north to

the Saskatchewan River in the south. Laurel ware has also been

recovered at the Armit River site (FeMk-l) on the Saskatchewan side

of the Armit River just north of the Porcupine Hills (Low 1996).

3.3 Laurel Investigations in Western and Central Manitoba

One of the most comprehensive archaeological reconnaissance

projects in central Manitoba was the Grand Rapids survey conducted

in 1961 and 1962. Here. substantial Laurel recoveries were noted.

especially at the Tailrace Bay site (Mayer-Oakes 1970).

Unfortunately. methodological and taxonomic conflicts restricted the
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extent of comparison of the Grand Rapids ceramic assemblages with

those of the study area. Mayer-Oakes (1970:163) states he used the

works of MacNeish (1958). Evans (1961. 1962) and Stoltman (1962)

for his analysis of the Tailrace Bay Laurel ceramics. Unfortunately.

as did MacNeish (1958), he (1970:236-237) used the rim sherd as the

basic unit of analysis. It should be noted, however, that this was the

accepted methodology at that time.

Because of this approach, there is an additional problem with

the manner in which Mayer-Oakes formed core types. It is based on

"50% or more of the total sherd count of which the type is composed

or derived" (Mayer-Oakes 1970:236). It is here that the use of sherd

units versus the use of vessel units becomes hazardous. By using

sherd units, Mayer-Oakes' (1970:236) establishment of types and his

divisions into core, subcore and major and minor types. was based on

how well an individual vessel was represented, not how many vessels

of a certain type were present.

Tamplin (1971. 1973, 1977) has reported on the archaeology of

The Pas area. The description of the Laurel ceramic recoveries from

The Pas Reserve site are presented in Chapter 7. Hlady (1970a: 106)

and Wright (1967: 108) have also reported on Laurel ceramic materials

from The Pas area.

Hlady (1970a, 1971) reported several Laurel components from

northwestern Manitoba in the Lake Athapapuskow region (Hlady

1970a: 104-106 1971 :39-40) and the upper Grass River region (Hlady
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1970a: 104, 106-107; 1971 :43-45,48-49). These recoveries are

included in the comparison aspect of this project.

David Meyer (Pers. Comm. 1996) has recently examined Laurel

ceramic materials collected by an avocational archaeologist, Gary

Wowchuk, in the Swan River area of western Manitoba. A summary

of Meyer's observations is included in the central Manitoba Laurel

ceramic temporal placement section in Chapter 7.

3.4 Laurel Investigations in Southeastern Manitoba

MacNeish (1958) reported on Laurel components along the

Winnipeg and Red Rivers. His recoveries of Laurel components at the

Cemetery Point, Anderson and Lockport sites are especially

important. As with the Grand Rapids ceramic analysis, MacNeish's

(1958) methodological approach to the Lockport, Anderson and

Cemetery Point Laurel ceramics limits his report's utility. One

problem originated with his use of the rim sherds. instead of vessels,

as the basic unit of analysis. As well, taxonomic barriers prevented

comparison of the assemblages to the study area sample. A

reanalysis of these materials by Lugenbeal (1976) significantly

increased their informational value.

Although specific information could not be located for this

study, Hlady (1970b:279-280) also reported Laurel recoveries in

southeastern Manitoba at Jessica Exit (C3-UN-2l), Rainbow Falls

(C3-UN-l), Basket Falls (C3-UN-2), Castaway Cabins (C3-UN-45),

Crowduck Portage (C3-UN-41, and C3-UN-39 on Jessica Lake.
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Investigations along the Winnipeg River and adjacent regions

have produced several other major Laurel components in

southeastern Manitoba. Comparison emphasis is placed on the

Wanipigow Lake (Saylor 1989), Caribou Lake (Buchner 1979),

Bjorklund (Buchner 1982a) and Astwood (Buchner and Callaghan

1980) sites.

3.5 Laurel Investigations in Northern Minnesota and

Northwestern Ontario

As outlined in Chapter 2, Laurel investigations in Minnesota

have an extensive history beginning in the 1800's. Minnesota and

the boundary waters region of Minnesota and Ontario provided the

Laurel materials that were used to establish recognized models for

Laurel spatial and temporal trends. Stoltman (1973) provided the

first comprehensive model tor Laurel classification and

interpretation. From his work with the Minnesota Laurel mounds,

he (1973) provided temporal and spatial developmental sequences

that continue to hold substantial validity.

Lugenbeal (1976) continued with Stoltman's (1973) work and

refined the spatial-temporal definitions for Laurel. His (1976)

contributions to Laurel included the reanalysis of several

assemblages including the Smith Mounds and several Manitoba

assemblages where original methodology prohibited the extraction of

information.
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No further significant effort to organize and interpret Laurel

patterning took place until the investigations of Reid and Rajnovich

(1991). Their work is especially important for the refinement and

definition of Laurel spatial-temporal parameters.

3.6 Laurel in Southwestern Manitoba/Pembina Valley

Laurel ceramic recoveries from southern Manitoba within the

Pembina Valley region date back to the investigations of Chris

Vickers in the 1940's. Mr. Vickers, a very dedicated avocational

archaeologist, is affectionately referred to as the 'Father of Manitoba

Archaeology.' Although it is not explicitly stated, his (1945:89-91)

descriptions of ceramics from the Rock Lake and Hilton mounds and

from the Lowton Village site suggest that Laurel ceramics were

present in those assemblages.

Excavations at the Avery site on Rock Lake (Figure 3.1) in the

1960's also produced Laurel pottery (Joyes 1970:213,217), although

typological descriptions are lacking from the reports. The United

Church site, just west of the Avery site along the north shore of

Rock Lake has also produced Laurel pottery. Although MacNeish and

Capes (1958: 139-140) classified the pottery from the United Church

site simply as Laurel Plain, the decoration was described as "[u]sually

absent, but 3 out of 12 rims have interior punctating causing nodes

on exterior. Linear punctating by a stylus on a few body sherds.

Dentate stamping on other sherds, teeth about 4 mm. long and 2

mm. wide" (MacNeish and Capes 1958: 140). The descriptions imply
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the presence of Laurel Plain, Laurel Bossed, Laurel Dentate, and

Laurel Punctate at this site.

More recently, excavations in the Pembina Valley region have

produced Laurel ceramics from at least two sites. Sherds exhibiting

coil breaks and incising have been recovered from the Wapiti

Sakihtaw site (DiLw-12) (Scribe 1996:40; Brian Scribe, Pers. Comm.

1997). As well, plain sherds with coil breaks and sherds decorated

with loose cord-wrapped object impressions have been identified in

the ceramic assemblage from the Nahastewin site (DiLt-17) (Tomasin

Playford, Pers. Comm. 1997).

Laurel Pseudo-scallop shell pottery was also found east of the

Pembina valley in the early 1980's along Epinette Creek in Spruce

Woods Provincial Park (Bev Nicholson, Pers. Comm. 1997).

3.7 Chapter Summary

This chapter was intended to briefly introduce the comparison

sample chosen for this study. Reports of Laurel ceramic recoveries

vary in quality, detail and type. Many Laurel reports mentioned in

this chapter have been eliminated because of limited detail on the

recoveries. However, several reporting modes were recognized and

accepted for comparison purposes and range from formal publications

to personal communications with collectors or examiners of private

or unreported collections. The relevant aspects of these reports are
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integrated into the remainder of this thesis within a comparison

context.

Although information from many Laurel recovery areas is

incomplete, the data presented from the study area and from

Saskatchewan is deemed comprehensive. Therefore, interpretations

based on the known recoveries from these areas are presented with

some confidence.
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4. METHODOLOGICAL STRATEGIES

4.1 Sample Selection

The sample for this investigation contains all available Laurel

ceramics recovered from the study area up to and including 1995.

Approximately 7,000 Laurel sherds representing 155 vessels from 83

sites were examined (Figure 1.3). Only 111 vessels were sufficiently

well represented to allow decorative analysis.

When the Laurel vessel recoveries from the individual sites are

considered, the numbers are too few to allow meaningful

interpretation. In combining the Laurel assemblages from the

various sites in the study area some spatial information was

sacrificed. Alternatively, this approach allowed for a more holistic

view of the study area. As well, the information was organized in

tables and arranged according to Borden numbers, allowing a glimpse

of changing spatial patterns on a south to north and east to west

grid.

In regard to within site provenience, stratigraphic information

was either lacking or indicated questionable integrity. The

stratigraphy within the larger excavated sites such as Notigi Lake

(Wiersum and Tisdale 1977: 18), Wapisu Lake (Tisdale and Jamieson

1982:54-55), Wuskwatim Lake (Tisdale 1975: 18-19 and Kame Hills
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(Dickson 1980:85) is compromised to an extent where vertical

provenience is of little or no value.

Comparison samples were chosen from, and restricted to, those

reported in accessible literature. Samples were selected from a

variety of geographically separated areas (Figure 3.1). Decisions for

sample inclusion or exclusion were based on literature quality,

availability and analytical approach. Major stumbling blocks were

encountered with regional-specific typologies and the use of sherd

units instead of vessel units for analysis. Earlier investigations

tended toward the use of the individual sherd as the smallest unit for

comparison. It is now realized that any analysis using less than

vessel units is compromised in value. Sherd frequencies reflect false

values in that the sherd representation and not vessel representation

is taken into account. For example. if one vessel is represented by

100 sherds and 10 other vessels are represented by 5 sherds each, the

frequencies would over represent a single vessel from one type. This

is compounded when these apparent representations are used to

establish new types. Therefore, the vessel was the basic unit of

description used in the analysis of the northern Manitoba sample

and comparison assemblages were restricted to studies that were

compatible in methodological orientation.
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4.2 Analytical and Classification Definitions

4.2.1 Sherd Definitions

The working definition of rim and body sherds employed for the

northern Manitoba sample analysis differs slightly from other

approaches used in assemblage comparisons. Conventional sherd

distinctions as used by Lugenbeal (1976: 142) divide the sample into

categories that consist of plain body sherds. decorated body sherds.

plain rims. decorated rims and lip sherds. The purpose of this

approach is to facilitate the calculation of relative decoration

coverage on individual vessels.

The northern Manitoba sample was split into rim. rim/lip and

body sherds. The rim category refers to decorated sherds without the

vessel lip portion and is comparable to Lugenbeal's decorated body

sherds. The term rim/lip refers to sherds from the upper section of

the vessel in which both portions of the rim and lip are present.

Body sherds are defined as sherds with no visible decoration an no

lip sections present.

The distinction between shoulder. neck and rim areas on Laurel

vessels is difficult on an individual sherd basis because of the general

absence of shoulder or neck distinction. The restricted individual

vessel representation in the study area sample left the distinction of

rim/body interface an arbitrary process. All decorated sherds were

therefore considered part of the vessel rim. Where Laurel Plain type

vessels are concerned. the rim/body sherd count is undoubtedly

inaccurate. Because sherd count comparisons are not depended
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upon for any analytical purposes statement. the situation was not

deemed a concern.

4.2.2 General Definitions

As mentioned earlier, misuse of standard analysis terms has led

to some confusion in the archaeological record. A common problem

is found in the use of type, which is often defined implicitly or

explicitly by the use of a single attribute (Reid 1988). As discussed in

the previous chapters, the cryptic and vague nature of individual use

and definition of taxonomic terminology has often reduced the utility

of reported assemblages. For example, MacNeish's (1958:139)

definition of pottery types was based on individual sherd unit

frequencies and varied throughout the report. "In reality, of course,

these pottery types are potsherd types, and a pottery type may be

defined as a class or group of inter-related similar ceramic features

having temporal or spatial significance" (MacNeish 1958: 139). The

problem is compounded with his (1958: 142-174) interchangeable use

of the terms ware and type.

The term attribute is used within the context of this thesis as it

is defined by Cowgill (1982:31). In this definition, attribute refers to

the state or value of a specific variable. For example, when

describing the decoration on a ceramic vessel, the variable is the

decoration and the attributes are the indivdual elements such as

cord-wrapped tool (CWT) impressions or pseudo-scallop shell stamps.

Stoltman (1973) and Lugenbeal (1976) employ the concepts of

attributes and modes in their analysis of Laurel. Stoltman (1973:49)
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refers to attributes as any physical or locational quality of an artifact

and are descrete characteristics that are readily identifiable. Also in

the fonnation of typologies, Stoltman (1973) and Lugenbeal (1976)

employ the concept of modes as defined by Rouse (1960). Modes refer

to standard customs that govern the behavior of the artisan in a

community. It is the method by which information is passed down

(descent) or around (diffusion) (Rouse 1960). An attribute and a

mode differ in that an attribute must have a physical reality whereas

a mode exists only in a past behavioral context (Stoltman 1973:50).

Three fonns of modes are recognized: universal modes,

independent modes and dependent modes. Universal modes refer to a

mode that is present in every specimen of the artifact sample. An

Independent mode. has a less than universal presence and its

distribution is independent of all other modes. Dependent modes are

those in which the incidence of their occurrence in the artifact

sample is less than universal. but in which the distribution of the

mode reflects a strong tendency to be associated with. or to avoid.

one or more other modes. Because universal modes are always

present. they are not useful in defining internal types. The same is

true for independent modes where no pattern can be found. The

statistically validated association of dependent modes provides the

best basis for establishing historical types (Stoltman 1973:51).

To define a type. you must first filter out the universal versus

the independent modes since universal modes are of no value in the
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determination of types. The chi square would then be used to

determine the association of each of the modes.

4.2.3 Laurel-Specific Typological Definitions

I have endeavored to use the concepts of type. core, variety and

subtype as defined by Stoltman (1973:5 I-52) and later refined by

Lugenbeal (1976:448-450) for Laurel ceramic assemblages. The

definitions are as follows:

~: Laurel types are defined around a central tendency or core

comprised of dependent modes. Although not explicitly stated by

Stoltman (1973), type should be qualified by identifying it as a core

type or a variety of the type. Stoltman does make this distinction,

but Lugenbeal (1976), as do most other Laurel investigators, tends to

use the term type in a more generic sense without clarification.

Core: The type core consists of vessels that display all

characteristic dependent modes (Stoltman 1973:51, Lugenbeal

1976:448-449).

Variety: Varieties are subdivisions of core types and apply to

specimens that display some of the characteristic dependent modes

(Stoltman 1973:51, Lugenbeal 1976:449).

Subtype: Subtypes are somewhat more cryptic in definition.

Subtypes overlap with core types or varieties and are used only when

it is necessary to recognize subdivisions within the core type or

groups of varieties. Subtypes represent modes that occur in only a

minority of the sample (Stoltman 1973:51-52, Lugenbeal 1976:449).
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The manner in which these definitions are used by the original

definers is confusing, especially for those who are not familiar with

Laurel reporting conventions. For example, part of the subtype

definition states that it is an unusual characteristic, yet the type

Laurel Bossed, with a few exceptions, necessarily falls into one of the

two "subtypes," Bossed or Boss and Punctate. Therefore. the

'minority' component of this definition can never be satisfied.

Lugenbeal (1976:429-435) modified Stoltman's (1973:74-77)

original list of Laurel ceramic types by dividing Laurel Oblique into

Laurel Dragged Oblique and Laurel Undragged Oblique. He

(1976:456) also introduced Laurel CWT to the list of types. As well.

Lugenbeal (1976:456) dissolved Stoltman's (1973) residual category

and elevated Laurel Plain and Laurel Punctate to type status.

Lugenbeal (1976:448) identified nine major Laurel ceramic types.

His (1976:447.450-467) definitions of these Laurel types are as

follows:

1. ~: Laurel Dentate - the use of dentate decoration on the
exterior rim. excluding those that form a short oblique or
vertical motif.

Core type is defined by the following characteristic modes:
Dentate decoration and punctates.

2. ~: Laurel Pseudo-scallop shell - the use of pseudo-scallop
shell decoration on the exterior rim, excluding those that form
a short oblique or vertical motif.

Core type is defined by the following characteristic modes:
Pseudo-scallop shell decoration and an oblique over
horizontal motif.

3. ~: Laurel Bossed - the use of bossing on the exterior rim.
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Core type is defined by the following characteristic modes:
Undecorated rims and the use of bosses

4. ~: Laurel Incised - the use of incising for decoration on the
exterior rim. excluding those that form a short oblique or
vertical motif.

Core type is defined by the characteristic mode:
Incising and a long oblique motif.

5. ~: Laurel Plain - the absence of decoration on the exterior
rim.

Core type is defined by the absence of rim decoration.

6. ~: Laurel Punctate - the use of punctates for decoration on
the exterior rim.

Core type is defined by the characteristic mode:
Exterior punctates and the absence of lip and interior
decoration.

7. ~: Laurel Cord-wrapped Stick - the use of cord-wrapped stick
decoration on the exterior rim.

Core type is defined by the following characteristic modes:
a. Cord-wrapped-stick decoration and the horizontal motif and
b. Cord-wrapped-stick decoration and lip decoration

8. ~: Laurel Dragged Oblique - the application of decoration, in
a push-pull or dragged-stamp fashion with the tool edge
oriented vertically or obliquely.

Core type is defined by the following characteristic modes:
a. Dragged-stamp decoration and the absence of bosses or
punctates;
b. Dragged-stamp decoration and decorated lips;
c. Dragged-stamp decoration and a short oblique or vertical
motif.

9. ~: Laurel Undragged Oblique - the application of decoration
in short motifs, applied vertically or obliquely without dragging.
This type includes decoration made with toothed, smooth and
scallop edged application instruments.

Core type is defined by the characteristic mode:
Undragged oblique stamping and a short oblique
motif.
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4.3 Analytical Methods for Northern Manitoba Ceramic

Assemblages

A complete manufacturing and decorative attribute analysis was

conducted on the sample and tables were used as the means for

relating descriptive information. In this manner, the qualities of a

single vessel or the entire assemblage can be easily obtained. The

association of attributes may not be immediately apparent when

using this approach, but the presence or absence of the selected

attributes is explicit. The inherent disassociative nature of attribute

analysis outlined by Lugenbeal (1976: 130) was overcome by

presenting written descriptions. illustrations and photographs.

Tremendous effort was given to a presentation style in which context

was retained and vessel appearance could be envisioned.

Examination and analysis of the sample disclosed that only 30

out of the 155 vessels that were examined displayed a complete

decoration motif. The formation of new types is a statistical exercise

based on attribute relationships as defined by dependent modes. The

study area sample was not statistically sound in this respect and,

therefore, a redefinition of types for northern Manitoba Laurel was

not performed. As well, the nature of the sample, as will be

discussed in Chapter 8, was such that re-establishment of types

would not be a valid process. Nevertheless, it was possible to assign

type varieties to the majority of vessels with only partial motifs and

conduct an analysis based on previously established types. A total of
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111 vessels were assigned to the categories of core type or type variety

and several were also assigned subtypes. Precedence for this

approach was set by Lugenbeal (1976: 150) who also assigned types to

vessels with incomplete motifs, as long as the decoration was

sufficient to satisfy the basic type definition.

By virtue of the definitions outlined here. any decorative motif

that possesses only some of the associated modes that define a core

type are varieties of the type. The majority of the typed vessels from

the study area fall into this category.

Laurel ceramic frequencies and descriptions from 43 sites were

employed for the comparison and interpretation of the northern

Manitoba ceramic assemblage. It was not possible to examine the

ceramics from the majority of the comparison sites and

interpretations were made based solely on a literature examination.

Over 200 sites containing Laurel pottery were identified in

Manitoba and are listed in Appendix 3. Efforts to collect Laurel

ceramic information for all the known Laurel sites in Manitoba

failed. The recording of these sites at the Historic Resources Branch

in Winnipeg was done with a maximum generalization approach in

which the detailed descriptions of the cultural material was

suspended. Therefore. to allow for the examination of the ceramic

types from these sites. a number of university and amateur

archaeologist collections must be traced and examined (Peter Walker.

Historic Resources Branch. Pers. Comm. 1997). The parameters of
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this study did not allow for the monumental effort required for the

completion of this task.

4.4 Chapter Summary

This chapter was intended to present the analytical approach

used in this study and to outline the sample composition. In

general. the methodological approach to the analysis of the study

area ceramic sample was based on the established framework of

Stoltman (1973) and LugenbeaI (1976). Some modification of the

existing typologies was necessary for the description of the study area

sample. A total of III vessels from 83 sites in the study area were

compared to the ceramic assemblages of 43 geographically separated

sites. The next chapter presents the organized ceramic sample data.
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5. LAUREL CERAMIC DECORATION ANALYSIS

The Laurel ceramics in the study were identified using the

criteria established by Anderson (1979:'121) and Stoltman (1973:3.

133) and as defined in Chapter 2. Basic analysis results are

presented in this chapter. but discussions regarding the implications

of the results are mostly suspended until Chapters 7 and 8.

5.1 Attribute Analysis

The decision to place the analysis of the sample at the attribute

level was based on reasoning outlined by Lugenbeal (1976: 129-130).

First. attribute analysis allows for inclusion and description of small

portions of vessels that are not complete enough to allow typological

determinations. This was a concern with the northern Manitoba

sample where vessel representation was often less than adequate to

assign type. Secondly. attribute analysis allowed for more detailed

descriptions of the sample. A single glance at the attribute tables

provides the individual attribute details that are found in a vessel.

The basic attribute list used in this analysis (Table 5. 1) was

compiled by Lugenbeal (1976:697). The list was modified significantly

to accommodate the assemblage characteristics of the northern
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Table 5.1 Variable, Attribute and Description Key for Study Assemblage
Key for Table 5.2 (After Lugenbeal1976:697)

1. DECORATIVE ELEMENT
a. Punctator
b. Pseudo-Scallop Shell Stamp
c. Dentate Stamp
d Cord-WrappedStick
e. Incised
f. Linear Stamp
g. No Element
h. TwistedCord
1. Check Stamp

2. MODE OF APPLICATION OF DECORATIVE ELEMENT
a. Stamped
b. TrniIed
c. Miscellaneous
d Combination
e. Push-Pull/Drag Stamped (oblique or vertical slant)

3. USE OF BOSSES AND PUNCTATES
a. Ptmctated
b. Bossed
c. Alternating Boss!Punctate
d No boss or No Punctate

4. TYPE OF PUNCTATE
a. Angled
b. Circular
c. Elongated
d Squared
e. Trianguloid

5. RELATION OF PUNCTATES TO MOTIF
a. Superimposed
b. Part of Motif
c. Punctate Only Motif

6. INTERIOR DECORATION
a. Present
b. Absent

7. LIP DECORATION
a. Present
b. Absent

8. MOTIF
a. Short Oblique or Vertical
b. Short Oblique or Vertical over Horizontal
c. Horizontal
d Short ObliquelYertical over Horiz. over Short ObliquelYertical
e. Horizontal over Short Oblique or Vertical
f. Vertical over Horizontal over Interrupted
g. Short Oblique!Horizontal! Vertical mix.
h. Long Oblique Application
1. No Decoration/Plain
J. Interrupted
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Manitoba sample. The most notable change from Lugenbeal's list is

that of categOIY 8, the motif. The motif refers to the basic

arrangement of decorative elements as they appear on the outside of

the ceramic vessel. In Lugenbeal's (1976:697) Laurel sample from

Minnesota. only three possible motifs were recognized. The northern

Manitoba sample. on the other hand, has produced a total of 10

motifs ranging from very simple designs to very complex

combinations. It is not yet known if this disparity is a function of

investigative approaches or an indication of increased diversity

towards the northern regions.

To a lesser degree. all other attribute categories were also

changed to more accurately describe the northern Manitoba sample.

The complete attribute analysis results of each vessel are listed in

Table 5.2. The type and subtype (or decorative distinction) as well as

all the available morphological characteristic tor all the Laurel

vessels in the northern Manitoba assemblage was also included.

Table 5.3 summarizes the decorative attribute frequencies in Table

5.2.

5.2 Typological Classification

A problem inherent in the Stoltman (1973) and Lugenbeal (1976)

Laurel typology scheme involves the Laurel Undragged Oblique

category. Their scheme places the emphasis on motif over that of the

tool. Therefore. pseudo-scallop shell stamps or dentate stamps
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Table 5.2 Sample Attributes and Descriptions
---I N T E RIO R--- ---E X T E RIO R---

26

Sitel Sherds Surfaoe 'Iype Relation Lip Decor. Mode Use of Method of Decor. Mode Use of Ob.cr- Complete Rim Shape Lip Shape Typeer
Veoael Available Treat- of of Decor. Element of Punctate Conlltruo~ Element of Appl. Pune. vahle Decor. DeooraUve

ment Punctate Punotate Appllca or Ba•• tlon orDa•• Motif Repreoent. Dl.Unotion

to Motif -lion
A1976-IN I rim [nd 4c 5b 7b 1c 2a 3d Coll Ie 2a 3a 8b... No Ind Tapered. Combination

M3 rounded Dentate-Core type
la 2a bevel-out pluodragged

dentate and
If 2e: Vert. interior decoc

GJLm-4 I rim Ind n/a n/a Ind Ig n/a 3d Coll 11 2a: Hortz. 3d ...8c... No Ind Ind
M3 Check Stamp

Decoration

GJLn-1 I rim Ind n/a n/a Ind Ig n/a 3d Coll Ib 2e: ObI. 3d ...8e... No Ind Ind Type: Dragged

M2 Oblique (P.S.s.)

GJLp-3 numerous Smoothed 4c 50 7b Ig n/a 3b Coll la 2a 3a Be Yes Excurvate Bevel~out. Core Type: Laurel

V=I rim. Up. body tapered Punctate

GJLp-3 numerous Smoothed 4b 50 7b Ig n/a 3b Coll la 2a 3a Be Yes lncurvate Plano convex- Core Type: Laurel

V=2 rim. Up. body out. some Punctate

GJLp-3 Smoothed 4b 50 7b n/a 3b Coll 2a
overhang

numerous Ig la 3a 8e· Yes Excurvate Plano convex~ Type: Punctate

V=3 rim. Up. body 2 rows out Suht)pe: Double
Row Punctates

GJLp-3 numerous Smoothed 4e 5b 7b Ig n/a 3b Coll la 2a 3a Be Yes Excurvate Bevel out. TlP'" Undragged

V=4 rim. Up. body If 2a:Obl. tapered Oblique
Linear Stamp

Subtype: Punctate

GJLp-3 numerous Smoothed 4b 50 7b la 2a 3a Coll Ig n/a 3b Be Yes SUghlly -Flattened CoceType:

V=5 rim. Up. body Excurvate Bevel out Law-el Bossed
Subtype: Bossed

GJLp-3 5 rim lnd n/a n/a Ind Ig n/a Ind Ind Ib 2a: Ind ...8e... No Ind Ind Type,La=l

6th Vess. Hortzontal P6eudo-Scallop
Shell (F.S.S.I

GJLp-3 I Up/rim Smoothed n/a n/a 7b Ig n/a Ind Coli If 2d Ind 8e... No Ind Plano convex- ~:Laurel

7th Vess. stamp/ In Undr~ed Oblique

Incised Linear Stamp

GJLp-
3 Body: 572

Sherd Lip/RIm: 53
totals:
GJLp·5 2 Up/rim Smoothed n/a n/a 7b Ig n/a 3d Coil Ig n/a 3d 81 Yes Ind Tapered co~Type: Laurel

M76 6bodv Rounded Plain

GJLp-7 I rim Smoothed n/a n/a Ind Ig n/a 3d Coil Ie 2b,ObI. 3d 8a: No Ind Ind Core Type: Laurel

M92 V=I Cross~ Incised

hatch
GJLp-7 I Up/rim Ind n/a n/a 7b Ig n/a 3d Ind Ib 2a: Short 3d 8a... No [nd Rounded. Ind: Pseudo-

V=2 ObI. symmetric Scallop Shell or
Unch"agged

Obllque-P.S.S.

GJLp-7 I Up/rim Smoothed n/a n/a 7a Ig n/a 3d Ind Ind. n/a 3d lnd No Ind Flattened. Untyped

V=3 obUque thickened
p.s.s. symmetric

GJLp-7 I Up/rim Smoothed n/a n/a 7b Ind lnd Ind Ind Ind Ind Ind lnd No [nd Plano convex~ Untyped

V=4 out

GJLp-7 I Up/rim Smoothed n/a n/a 7b Ig n/a 3d [nd Ig n/a 3d 8i Yes lncurvate Sloppy Core Type:

V=5 rounding Laurel Plain

GJLp- Total body
7 sherds: 62

P.S.S. = PseUdo-Scallop Shell
MotifSymbols: 8.... Lower Portions ofMotifPossibly Missing;

..... 8 Upper Portions ofMotif Possibly Missing;

.....8.... Upper and Lower Portions ofMotifPossibly Missing;



Table 5.2 Sample Attributes
---I N T E RIO R--- ---E X T E RIO R---

'-'o

Sitel Sherds Surface Type Relation Up Decor. Mode Use or Method or Decor. Mode Use or Motir Complete Rim Shape Up Shape Type or
Vessel Available Treat· or or Decor. Element or Punctate Construc~ Element or Appl. Punc. Pres. Decor. Decorative

ment Punctate Punctate Applies. or Boss tion or Bon Represented Di8tlnctlon

to Motir tion
GJLp-8 llip/rlm In<! 4b 5b 7b 19 n/a 3d Call Ie 2a: Obl. 8b... No In<! Tapered. Core type-

V=I I rim la 2a 3a rounded. bevel- Laurel Dentate

Ml. 29 Ie 2a: Hom. out

GJLp-8 llip/rtm Smoothed 4b 5e 7b la 2a 3a In<! Ig n/a 3b Be... No (nd Flattened. Core Type: Laurel
V=2. M28 synunetriC B08SedSUbtype.

Bossed

GJLp-8 Total body
sherds: 62

GJLp-12 I lip/rim In<! n/a n/a 7b Ig n/a 3d Call Ib 2a: Short 3d 8b... No Ind Flattened. Core Type- Lamel
V=I 0\>1. P6eudo-Scallop

M5 Ib 2a: Shell
HorlZcmtal

GJLp-12 4 rim Smoothed n/a n/a 7b Ig n/a 3d Call Ie 2a 3d Ind No Ind Tapered. Type'Lawd
V=2 IlIp/rlin rounded. Dentate

symmetric
GJLp-12 Total body

sherds: 12
GJLp-13 I IIp/rim n/a n/a In<! 100 Ind Ind Ind Call In<! In<! In<! In<! No Ind Flattened, Untyped

M2 SQuared
OJLp-16 I lip Ind n/a n/a 7b Ind 100 Ind Ind Ib 2a: Short In<! 8a.. No Ind Flattened, Ind- Pseudo-8.S

V=I Vert. tapered or Undragged
Oblique

OJLp-16 3 rim Smoothed n/a n/a 7b Ig n/a 3d Ind Ie 2e: Obl. 3d ..8J... No Ind lnd Type: Drugged

V=2 5 body Oblique -Dentate
Interrupted Subt.

OJLp-22 3 body Smoothed n/a n/a In<! lnd Ind (nd Can 100 100 Ind Ind No Ind Ind Untypt"d

M8
GkLk-3 IlIp/rim Smoothed n/a n/a 7b Ind In<! Ind Call Ind In<! Ind In<! No Ind Rounded. Untyped

tapered
GkLk-4 1 lower r1m Smoothed n/a n/a 7b Ig n/a 3d can Ib 2a: Obl. 3d 8d.. No Ind Ind Type: Pseudo-

V=I MI Ib 2a: Scallop Shcll

Horizontal

GkLk-4 llip/rtm Smoothed Ind: Ind 7b la 2a 3e Call la 2a 3c Be .. No Ind Rounded. Type: Bossed

V=2 M2 I body broken at symmetric. Subtype: B06S and

punctate tapered Punctate'

GkLk-7 lUp Smoothed 4b 5e 7b Ig n/a 3b Call la 2a 3a 8e.. No Ind Plano convex- Type- Laurel

M3, 33. 34. 4 Up/rlm out Punctate

46 I rim
I rlmlbody

33 body.
OkLq-2 3 rim Smoot!led n/a n/a Ind Ig n/a In<! Cot! Ib 2a: 3d ...Be No Ind Ind 'l'y'pe: Pseudo-

MI Horizontal SC'allop Shell

Ib 28: Short
V"t

GkLq-3 6 body Smoothed n/a n/a In<! Ind 100 Ind Can Ind Ind lnd Ind No lnd lnd Untyped

M24.44-46
GkLa-6 4 body Smoothed n/a n/a 100 Ind n/a Ind Cot! In<! Ind In<! Ind No Ind Ind Untyped

GkLa-7 I body Smoothed n/a n/a Ind Ind 100 Ind Cot! Ind Ind Ind Ind No Ind Ind Untyped

OkLq-IO 2 rim lnd n/a n/a In<! Ig n/a 3d Cot! If 2e: Veri. 3d ... Be... No Ind Ind Type: Dragged

M2 Obllque - Linear
Stamp

G:kLr~7 2 Up/rlm Smoothed n/a n/a 7b Ig n/a 3d Call Ib 2a: Short 3d 8b.. No Ind Flattened, COl-~ Type: Laurel

M80.100 Obi. bevel-out Pseudo· Scallop

Ib 2a: Shell

Horizontal



Table 5.2 Sample Attributes
---I N T E RIO R--- ---E X T E RIO R---
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Sltel Sherds Surface Type Rdation Lip Decor. Mode Use of Method of Decor. Mode Use of Motif Complete Rim Shape Lip Shape Type or

Vessel Available Treat· of of Decor. Element of Punctate CDnstruc~ Element of Appl. Pune. Pres. Decor. Decorative

ment Punctate Punctate Applies. or Boss tion or Boss Represented Dil'ltlnetlon

to Motif tion
OkLr-8 7lip/rlm Smoothed n/a n/a 7b Ig n/a 3d con Ig n/a 3d 81 Yes -Slralght Plano convex~ Core Type: Laurel

V=l small shallow tn, Plain

vessel rounded
GkLr~8 1 lip/rlm Ind n/a n/a 7b Ig n/a 3d Ind 11 2a., ObI. 3d 8e" No 100 Flattened, 1'ypt': Laurel

V=2 1 rim top edge llndragged Oblique

thickened - Linear Stamp

OkLr-8 1 lip/rIm Smoothed 4b 5e 7b la 2a 3a con Ig n/a 3b 8c Yes Ind Flattened, Core Type; Laurel

V=3 square, Bossed Subtype.

synunetr1c BOSBed

OkLr-8 2 lip/rlm Smoolhed n/a n/a 7b Ig n/a 3d con Ib 2," 3d 8e Yes -Straight Flattened, Type: Pseudo-

V=4 1 rim Horizontal tapered Scallop Shell

Ib 2a: Short
OrA.

OkLr-8 3 lip Smoothed 4b Ind 7b 1a 2a 3a con Ig n/a 3b 8e", No Ind Plano Type: Laurel

V=f> 1 rim convex-out Bossed
Subtype: Bossed

OkLr-8 Total body
sherels: 107

OkLr-lO 1 bo<ly SmooUled n/a n/a In<! Iud Inj Inj con Ind Ind In<! In<! No Ind lnd untyped

GkLr-ll 4 lip/rlm Smoothed 4b 5c 7b la 2a 3a Coil Ig n/a 3b 8c Yes Straight Plano callvex- Core Type: Laurel

V=1 M201. 1 rim out Bossed SubtypE':

202,121, Bossed

632

GkLr-ll 1 lip/lim Smoothed n/a n/a 7b Ig n/a 3d con Ib 2a: 3d Be.. No Stralgllt Flattened. Type: Pseudo-

V=2 5 rim Horizontal square. Scallop Shell

MI19,377. 2 Iimlbody Ib 2a, Short syrnnletrtc,
640,906, Obi

639

GkLr-ll 3 rim Smoothed. n/a n/a 7b 19 n/a 3d con Ie 2e: Vert, 3d .. ,8c", No Ind Ind 1)peDmgged

V=.3 M634, Oblique· Dentate

635,636,
967

GkLr-ll J lim 100 n/a n/a Ind Ig n/a 3d Call 11 2a: Vert. 3d ",8c... No Ind Ind Type: Laurel

V=4 M631 Undragged Oblique
Linear stamp
(flnge:rnail?l

GkLr-ll 1 Uplrim Smoothed 4b 5c 7b la 2a 3a Coil Ig n/a 3b 8c Yes Ind Round. Core Type: Laurel

V=5 M968 tapered, Boosed Subtype:

Sy'IlunetJic BO&sed

GkLr-ll 1 rim 100 4b 5a Ind Ig n/a 3b Coli la 2a 3a In<! No Ind Ind Type' Laurel

V=6 M633 Ie 2tr. Incised Subtype:

hoIizontal Punctate

GkLr-ll 1 Up/rlm Ind n/a n/a 7b Ig n/a 3d con Ib 2<c 3d 8e" No Ind Flattened. TYI*: Pseudo-

V=7M964 Horizontal square. bevel-ln Scallop Shell

GkLr-11 Total body
sherds: 151

GkLr-13 14 body Smoothed n/a n/a In<! Inj n/a Ind Coli Inj Ind Ind Ind No Ind Ind Untyped

M2, 3, 26,
38



Table 5.2 Sample Attributes
·_·1 N T E RIO R·-- -·-E X T E RIO R·_·
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Site/ Sherds Surface Type Rclatloo Up Decor. Mode Use of Method of Decor. Mode Use or Motif Complete Rim Shape Up Shape Type Of

Vessel Available Treat- of of Decor. Element of Punctate Construe· Element ofAppJ. Punc. Pres. Decor. Decorative

ment Punctate Punctate Appllca- or Bon tloo or Boss Represented DiBtlnctlon

to Motif !ion
OkLr-15 1 body Smoothed n/a n/a Ind In1 Ird In1 ColI Ind Ind Ind Ind No Ind Ind lilltnwd

M69

OkLr-16 4 Uplrlm Smoothed 4e 5a 7b Ig n/a 3d Cot! Ie 2a: Vert 3a 8f... No Straight Potnte'd. bevel- CUlllhtnatlOl1
V.I 3 rims. la 2a Dut Dentalt:, Ptl11CtElte-.

1 rlm/body If 2e: ObI. Dragged Obl1qut:
jLtn,~ fit amp',

Interrupte"d Suhl

GkLr-16 1 rlm lnd n/a n/a Ind Ig nJa 3<1 Cot! Ie 2'1 3d ... Be... No Ind Ind Typ'~: Dentatl'

V.2 16 bodY
GkLr-17 111p/rlm Smoothed n/a lnd 7b Ig n/a 3d Cot! Ie 2a 3a 8e.. No 100 Rounded, Corn htnEttlon:

7 body synlITletr1C' Dentatf: und

Ib 2a: Short lJndragged Oblique

Vee'
.. Paeudc· S,S.

GkLr-18 I 11m Smoothed n/a n/a Ind In1 Ind In1 ColI If 2e: ObI. 3d In<l No Ind In<l l)pe, Drugged

MH. 94. 95 81xxly Oblique" Linear
'ltamp

GkLr-20 1 Up/rlm Smoothed n/a n/a 7b Ig n/a 3,1 Cot! If 2e: ObI. 3d 8h.. No In<l Plarl0 convex- Typ.:,: Drnggt:d

V.L M61 Striae on Dut Obl1que - Linear

interior stamp

GkLr-20 2 rim Ind n/a n/a Ind Ig n/a 3<1 con If 2a: Vert. 3d 8.1 ... No Ind Ind Com blm,.tton

Vo2 M60. If 2e: ObI. UndJagged Obi

129 find Dragg,~ObI.
(Llnl:aJ: atampl

Interrupted Subt.

GkLr-20 1 Ilp/rlm Smoothed 4c 5c 7b Ig n/a 3b Col! la 2a 3a Be Yes Ind Rotmded, Core Type' Lewd

\1=3 MI thlckened. Puncttl.te

GkLr-20 lltp/rlm Ind n/a n/a 7b Lg n/a 3<1 Col! If 2a: Vert. 3d 8b.. No Ind Bevel~out. Com binBtiOU.

V~4. M83 1 rim Ie 2a thickened Undragged oblique

tr'lanbfUlar -lin~B1amp

GkLr-20 Total bod)'
and Dentate

sherds: 19
OkLr-24 15 rim Smoothed Possibly 5a Ind Ig n/a 3b Col! La 2a 3a ... Be... No Ind Ind Comblnatlon'

M7.9·15. 31 body 4c: broken If 2e: Obl.
Punetate; Dreg

ObUqu~ -
21 at Ie 2a (LlnffirStamp);

punctate Ib 2e I)c,ntllte; Drag

Ib 26' Obi Oblique (p.S 5.);
Undraggecl Oblluqe

IP.S S.)

GkLr-25 1 llp/rlrn Smoothed 4b 5c 7b 1'1 2a 3a Col! 19 n/a 3b 8'0.. No Ind Plano convex- TnX': Laurel

V.I M2.39 11 body In HOS6(rl Subtype:
Bossed

GkLr··25 Illp/rlm Ind n/a n/a In<! In1 Ind Ind Col! Ind [nj 100 Ind No lnd Flmtened. Vntyped

V~2 MI4 ] rim squarej,
85 body be\'el-out

GkLr-26 9 rim Ind n/a n/a Lnd Ig n/a 3d ColI Ib 2e: ObI. 3<1 ... Be. No Ind In<l Combinf'tlon

81xx1y If 2a: Vert. Draggfrl Ol:i.

Ib 2e. ObI. (p.s.s.);
Undrogged Ob).
(Linear atump).

GkLr-27 4 body Smoothed n/a n/a Ind Inj Ln1 In1 Col! In1 Ind Ind lnd No Ind Ind lintyped

M3
OkLr-29 411p/nm Ind 4c 5a 7b Ig n/a 3<1 Col! Ie 2a: Vert. 8b... No Ind Flattened, C'ombinhtlon:

V.L M4. 7 rim la 2a 3a tapered Dentate: PLlnctate:

28-:10 19 body Ie 2e: ObI. DroggedOlJl,
(Dentate)

GkLr-29 211p/nm Ind 4c 5b 7a: 19 n/a 3b Coli Ie 2b: ObI. 3a 8·,.. No -Strrughl with Pointed, bevel~ Typ~: Paeudo-
V_f) 811m Incised: Ib 2a: everted lip Dut Scallop Shell

MI,M21 91xxly (super) Horizlmtal Subtype; Punctate

la 2a and Incised Lip



Table 5.2 Sample Attributes
·--1 N T E RIO R--- ---E X T E RIO R---
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SiteI Sherds Surface Type Relation Up Decor. Mode Vile of Method of Decor. Mode Vile of Motif Complete Rim Shape Up Shape iypt: or

Vessel Available Treat· of of Decor. Element of Punctate Construe· Element of Appl. Pune. Pres. Decor. Decorative

ment Punctate Punctate Appllca. or Bon tion or Boss Represented Distinction

to Motif tion
GkLr-29 lUp/rlm Ind 4c 5b 7b Ig nla 3d Coil Ib 2a: Vert. 8f... No Excurvate P01nted. bevel- Co,",!-bllll'ltion

Ve3 M23. 10 rims la 2a 3a out Undrag. Obi
(P 5.S.). Pun<-1ate;

7.22.5 Ie 2e: ObI. Drag ObI. IDentate):
Ib 2a: ObI. Drag ObI (L lnear

If 2e: ObI. ,tamp)
Interrupted Subt.

GkLr-30 I body Smoothed n/a n/a IOO Ind [00 Ind Coil Ind [nd [00 100 No Ind Ind Untyped

M5
GkLr-31 2 rim [00 n/a nia 100 Ig n/a 3d Coil If 2a: ObI. 3d ...8c... No 100 Ind Comblnaticm.:

2 body If 2e: Vert. Undmg. ObI.
{linear stamp):

Drag. ObI. (Linear
stamp)

GkLr-34 28 body Smoothed n/a n/a Ind Ind Ind Ind Coil 100 [00 Ind [nd No Ind Ind Untyped

M18. 19.
27.38

GkLr-37 3 body Smoothed n/a n/a Ind 100 100 [00 CoIl Ind 100 [00 100 No Ind [nd Untyped

MI2
GkLr-38 2 Up/rlm Smoothed n/a n/a 7b Ig n/a 3d Coil 100 n/a 3d [00 No Incurve at Flattened. Untyped

MI 2 body base: po...">Sible squared
bowt Ism vessel

GkLr-39 4 rimlbody Smoothed n/a n/a Ind Ig n/a 3d Coil 100 100 [nd 100 No too Ind untyped

M3. 4, 5 9 body (Ie?!
GkLr-51 I body Smoothed n/a n/a 100 100 100 [nd Coil 100 100 Ind 100 No Ind Ind lJnt}T)ed

M6
GkLr-52 I rim 100 n/a n/a Ind Ind 100 100 Coil Ie 2a: Vert. Ind 8a. .. No Ind 100 Type: Laurd

M4 Dentate

GkLr-56 I Up Smoothed n/a n/a 7b Ig n/a 3d Coil 100 100 3d Ind No Ind -Rounded Untyped

4 body
GkLr-59 3 Up/rim Smoothed n/a n/a 7b Ig n/a 3d Coil Ig n/a 3d 81 Yes 100 Flattened Core Type: Laurel

V=I I rim Plain

MI9.20.
21. 35

GkLr-59 I Up Ind n/a n/a 7b Ig n/a 3d CoIl Ib 2a: Short 3d 8b... No [nd Plano convex- Type: Laurel

V=2 I rim ObI. out Pseudo-Scallop

M78.79 Ib 2a: Hortz. Shell

GkLr-59 411p/rim Smoothed n/a n/a 7b Ig n/a 3d Coil Ig n/a 3d 81 Yes Incurvate Sloppy rOT~ Type Laurel

V=3 I rim rounded. bevel- Platn

M87 out. tapered

GkLr-59 2 Up/rim Smoothed n/a n/a 7b Ig n/a 3d Coil 19 n!a 3d 81 Yes -Straight Rounded. Core Type: Laurel

V=4 I lip synunetrtc Plain

M81-83

GkLr-59 11Ip/rim Smoothed 4b 5e 7b la 2a 3a Coil Ig n/a 3b Be.. No Ind RoundL"d. l'ypt-: Laurel

V=5 I rim BOSRM Subtype.
BOABt>tl

GkLr-59 3 Up/rim Smoothed n/a n/a 7b Ig n/a 3d Coil 19 n/a 3d 81 Yes Ind Plano convex- Core Typt:. Laurd

V=6 out PIIl1n

GkLr~59 2 rim Smoothed n/a n/a Ind Ig n/a 3d Coil Ie 2e: ObI. 3d 8J.. No 100 Ind Type

V=7 If 2e: ObI. Draggt"d ObUque -
IDt'ntate.- and

Total body Ltnear Stwup)
GkLr-59 sherns: 56 Interrupted Subt.

GkLr-61 5 rim Smoothed n/a n/a Ind Ig n/a 3d Coil If 2e: ObI. 3d ... 8c... No Ind iOO Dragged Oblique

M22. 3536. 4 body
(Linear Stamp)

83



Table 5.2 Sample Attributes
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Site/ Sherd. Surface Type ReI.tlon Lip Decor. Mode Use or Method or Decor. Mode Use of Motlr Complete Rim Shape Up Shape Type or
Vessel Available Treat- or or Decor. Element or Punctate Construe- Element or Appl. Pune. Pres. Decor. Decorative

ment Punctate Punctate Appllca- or Boss tlon or Boss Represented DisUnctton

to Motlr tlon
GkLr-63 I lip/rim Smoothed n/a n/a 7b Ig n/a 3d Co1l Inr! n/a 3d 1m No Ind Plano convex- Untyped

MI out
OkLr-65 I txxly Smoothed n/a n/a Ind Ind Ind 100 Co1l Ind Ind Ind Ind No Ind Ind Untyped

M5
GkLr-66 I lip/rim Smoothed 4e 5e 7b la 2a 3a Co1l Ig n/a 3b ... &0.. No 100 Flattened. Type:B096~

MI.4 29 txxlv squared Subtype: B09S

GkLs-l numerous Smoothed 4b 5a 7a la 2a 3a Co1l Ie 2e 3b 8c.. No Straight Plano COI1VCX- Type: Dragged
V=3 Up/rlm & InCised out interior Oblique {Dentate}

txxly overhang Subtype: BoosOO
and D~oratooLip

GkLs-I numerous Smoothed 4b 5e 7b la 2a 3a Coll Ig n/a 3b &0 Yes lncurvate- Rounded. Core Type: BctHled
V=4 Up/rIm & Exterior constricted be'vel~out Subtype: Boss

txxly striae neck

GkLs-I numerous Smoothed n/a n/a 7b Ig n/a 3d Coll Ib 28: Short 3d &i Yes Incurvate Rounded, Type: Laurel
V=5 Up/rUn Vert. symmetric Pseudo- Scallop

lb 18, Shell
HoriZontal

Ib 2a: Short
Vert.

GkLs-I numerous Smoothed n/a n/a 7b Ig n/a 3d Call Ib 28. Short 3d &i Yes Straight Rowlded. Type: Pseudo-
V=6 Up/rtm txxly. ObI. synunetrtc Scallop Sht'll

base Ib 18,
Horizontal

Ib 2a: Short
Vertical

GkLs-I IlIplrlm Smoothed n/a n/a 7b Ig n/a 3d Coll Ie? 2a? 3d Ind No Ind Rounded, Ind,

V=7 3 lip s}'IIln1etrtc (Dentate-?)

OkLs-I I rIm/lip 100 n/a n/a 7b Ig n/a 3d Ind Ie 2a 3d Be.. No Ind Bevel-out Type: Dentate-

V=8 tapered

GkLs-I Total sherds
txxly 1083
rim: 129

GkLs-24 I lip Smoothed n/a n/a 7b Ig n/a 3d CoIl Ib 2a: Short 3d 8a.. No Ind Pointed, bevel- Ind. ype

M2 Oblique out Ps~udo 5.5, or

V=I
Ulldrag, ObI

OkLs ..24 3 run [nd n/a n/a 100 Ind Ind Ind Coll Ih 2a Ind ... &0... No Ind Ind Twisted: Cord

M3.4 8 txxly Decoration

V=2
---clkLt-7 base Smoothed n/a n/a [nd Ind Ind Ind Coli Ind Ind Ind Ind No Ind [nd Unt}'J.led

M24

GkLt-7 6 txxly Smoothed n/a n/a Ind Ind Ind Ind Coll Ind Ind Ind Ind No Ind Ind Untyped

M24
GkLt-17 I lip/rIm Smoothed 4b Ind 7b Ig n/a Ind CoIl la 2a 3a 8e.. No Ind Ind Type: Punctate

M5 I txxlv
GkLt-21 2 rIm Ind 4b 5b 100 la 2a 3e Coll la 2a 3e 8e.. No Ind Ind Type: Pseudo-

V=I: M6.2 Ib 2a: Scallop Shell

Horizontal Subt}1)('" Boss and
Punctate

GkLt-21 I Up/rIm Ind nia n/a 7b Ig n/a 3d Coll Ib 2a: Short 3d 8b... No -StraIght Flattened.
V=2: M5 I rlm/txxly ObI bevel-out. 'fypt-: Pseuoo.

Ib 18, tapered Scallop Shell
Hor1zaotal

GkLl-22 19 rim Ind 4e 5b Ind Ig n/a 3b CoIl Ib 2a: Short 3a 8b... No Ind Po1nted, Combination

V=I: M75- ObI. bevel-out Dragg~dand

79: 81. 82 la 2a tJndragg~Obi
(P.S,S.I:

Ib 2e, ObI. Punctate

GkLt-22 3 Up/rIm Smoothed 4b 5e 7b Ig n/a 3b CoIl la 2a 3a &0 Yes Ind Plano convex- Core Type:

V=2 In Punctate

M84.168.



Table 5.2 Sample Attributes
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Site/ Sherds Surraee Type Relation Up Decor. Mode Use of Method of Decor. Mode Use of MotU Complete Rim Shape Up Shape Type or
Vessel Available Treat- of of Decor. Element of Punctate Construe- Element of AJ>pl. Punc. Pres. Decor. Decorative

ment Punctate Punctate AJ>pllca. or Boss tlon or Boss Represented Distinction

to Motif tlon
GkLt-22 3 lip/rim Ind 4b 5e 7b la 2a 3a Coli Ig n/a 3b & Yes Jnd Rounded. Core Type Rooaed

Vo3: M83. I rlm tCl..pered Subtype Bossed

173

GkLt-22 1 lip/rim Ind n/a n/a 7b Ind Ind Ind Coli 100 Ind Ind Ind No Ind Rounded. lJntyped
V=4: M85 tapered

GkLt-22 3 lip/tim Smoothed 4b Ind 7b la 2a 3a Coli Ig n/a 3b & Yes Sl1ght Flattened. Core Type. Bo~sed

Vo.S Ml. 1 rim ex('un'ate tapered Subt}'Jx'" Boseed.

171

GkLt-22 1 rlm Ind n/a n/a 100 Ind nia Ind Coli Ib 2a Ind ...8e... No [nd Ind Cambirmtion

V=6 M82 Horizontal Druggroand

Tolal body Ib 2e: ObI. Undragg('d (P.S.S.}

GkLt-22 sherds: IB2
ClkLt-32 3 lip 100 4c 5a 7b Ie 2b 3d Coli Ib 2e: ObI. 3a Be.. No Ind Pointed. bevel~ Combllllltlon"

3 rlm Oblique la 2a out Draggffi Obi
(P.S.S.lllwlrag

If 2e: ObI. ObI. (lInear StallLp)
Puncta.te

OkLt-44 I tim Smoothed Ind: Ind Ind la 2a 3a Coli Ind Ind 3b Ind No Iud In£1 Type: Bossed.
2 body broken at Subtype: Boss

punctate
OkLt-46 12 body Smoothed n/a n/a 100 [00 Ind Ind Coli Ind Ind Ind Ind No Ind Ind Untyped

OkLt-47 I rlm/body Smoothed n/a n/a Ind Ind Ind Ind Coll 100 Ind [nd Ind No [nd Ind Untyped

GILk-3 I lip/rIm Jnd n/a n/a 7b Ie. 2b 3d Coll Ie 2a: ObI. 3d Ba... No [nd Plano C'OllVex- Iud: Undmg ObI

M6 13 body Inside lip In 0'
Dentate

OILk-7 2 tim Smoothed n/a n/a Ind Ig n/a 3d Coll Ih 2a: Hariz, 3d ... Be. .. No Ind Ind 1\l,>lRtl:'d Cord

M3 II body Band Ot"Coratlon

OlLk-9 6I1p/r[m Smoothed 4e 5e 7b la 2a 3a Coll Ig n/a 3b & Yes Ind Rounded, Core Type: Boosed

MI I rlm oblique pronounced Subtype Bossed

50 body angle smoothtng
overllanQ:~

OlLr-3 I body Smootbed n/a n/a Ind Ind Ind Ind Coll Ind Ind Ind Ind No Ind Ind Untyped

M2
GILr-8 llipirtm 100 n/a n/a 7a Ig n/a 3d Coll Ib "", ~h",t 3d 8b.. No Ind Flattened, Type: Pseudo·

V=!: MI7 Oblique ObI. overhang on Scallop Shell

P.S.S. lb 2a: 1nstrle Subtype.
HoriZontal Decomtt'<1 Lip

GlLr-8 2 rlm Ind n/a n/a Ind Ig n/a 3d Coll Id 2a 3d -Bh... No Ind Ind Type: Cv.'S

V=2
MI3

OlLr-B 13 rlm Smoothed 4e 5b 7b Ig n/a 3d Coil la 2a 3a BJ ... No Ind Plano ('~nvex~ Typ~:

V=3 I lip/rim Two angles Ie 2e, ObI. In DraggKIObl.

MID. I I. IB
Subtrpe:
Punctate

InterrupkdSubt

GILr~8 5rirn Ind n/a n/a Ind [nd Ind Ind Coil Ib 2e: ObI. 3d ... & .. No Ind Ind 1}1>e

V=4. M12 Dragged Obi

Total body
(P.S.S 1

GlLr-B sherds: 13
QILr-16 1 rlIn Smoothed n!a n/a 100 Ig n/a 3d Coil If 2e: ObI. 3d ... Be.. No Ind Ind hp~" Dragged Obl

MB (Linear stamp)

GILt-I 1 lip/rim Smoothed: 4b Ind 7a la 2a 3a Coil 19 n/a 3b Be.. No Ind Flattened, 1}1>e Bossed

V=I 4 body Brush Ovoid squared. Subtypt· Bossffi

M24 marks stamps thickened and Decon\kd Lip

GILt-I I rlm Smoothed n/a n/a Ind 19 n/a 3d Coil Ind 2e: Vert. 3d Ind No Ind Ind 1)''''

V=2 I lJody she'd very Drngged Obi.

M41 worn (Dentall;'" tool?)



Table 5.2 Sample Attributes
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Site/ Sherds Surface Type Relation Lip Decor. Mode Use of Method of Decor. Mode Useo( Motif Complete Rim Shape Lip Shape Type or

Vessel Available TreatM of of Decor. Element of Punctate Construc~ Element of Appl. Pune. Pres. Decor. DecoTativ~

ment Punctate Punctate Appllca. or Boss tion or Bo88 Represented Distinction

to Motif tion
GlLt-4 8 body Smoothed n/a n/a 100 Ind Ind Ind Cot! Ind Ind Ind Ind No Ind Ind Untyped

M37
GlLt-6 I lip/rtm Smoothed 4b 5e 7b la 2a 3e Coil la 2a 3c 8e.. No Ind Plano convt'..x- TYTW' BOSSM

MI2 out Subtyp-: Bossed
and Puncmk

llILt-IO I Up/rlm Smoothed n/a n/a 7b Ig n/a 3d Cot! b 28., ShOrt ObI. 3d 8d Yes Straight Flattened, Type, Pbeudo-

MI. 2.147 9 rims
2B,HorlZontal squared. S{'e.llop Shell

V=I 41 body
tb 28· Short Obi

Ib
G1Lt-IO 1 rim Ind 4d Ind 100 Ig n/a 3b Coil Ia 2a 3a 8e. No Ind Ind Type, Punctate

MI48 2 body
V=2

GILu-4 numerous Smoothed n/a n/a 7b Ig n/a 3d Coil Ib 2a: Short 3d 8d Yes Incurvate Flatten~d, 1)])(0: Pseudo-

V=I Up/rim and ObI tapered Scallop Shell

body
Ib Za.

Hor1zontal
Ib 2e.: Short

ObI
GILu-4 I lip/rim Smoothed n/a n/a 7b Ig n/a 3d Cot! If 2.., ObI. 3d 8bO' No -Straight Rounded.. Comb1nllt1on:

V=2 9 rim If 2e, ObI. tapered Dragged find
Undmg,ge-dObl
(Linear sta.mp)

GILu-4 3 Up/rtm Ind n/a n/a 7b Ig n/a 3d lnd Ib 2a: Vert. 3d Ba.. No Ind Plano conw'x- rnd PSS.

V=3 out 0'
Undrag ObI

GILu-4 3l1p/rlm Ind n/a n/a 7b Ie 2a 3d Co1l Ie 2a, ObI. 3d 8e... No Incurvate Flattened, Type.

V=4 applied bevel~out Dentate SubtylX'"'

oblique
Intt'"Jlor Decor

GILu-4 I lip/rIm 5n100t11OO n/a n/a 7", 19 n/a 3d Coil te 2a: Obl 3d 8~O' No Ind Flattened T'l'P"

V=5 1 r1m. Dentate Ie 20: Hartz. Dmtt'lte

1 rlm/body stamps
Ie 20: Vert. Subtype:
Ie 2a: Hartz. Decorated Lip
Ie 18: Vert.

GILu-4 2l1p/rlm Smoothed 4b 5e 7b la 2a 3a Co1l Ig No SllgJltly Flattened, Typ:- Bos:'>e-d

V=6 n/a 3b Be.. excurvate tapered, bevel- Subtn:>e: Bossi:d

out

GILu-4 numerous Smoothed -4b 5b 7b 19 n/a 3d Co1l la 2a 3a -8h Yes Incurvate- BE"vel out, Type C\VS

V=7 sherds; Id 2.., ObI. bird foot flared out at tapered Subtype Punctatt-

partIal motif lip
reconst.

GlLu-4 numerous Smoothed n/a n/a 7b Ig n/a 3d COli Id 2a, ObI. 3d 8hO'. No -Straight Flattened, Type: C\VS

V=8 lip/rim Interior
O'\/erllang

GILu-4 numerous Brushed n/a n/a 7b Ie: n/a 3d Co1l Id 2a: Hartz. 3d -8e... No Excurvate Rounded, C'ombinatlon

V=9 IIp!rlm cross- Elaborate Ie 2b Vert. bevel-out ('WS and Inejsed

hatched parallel and

Interior
cross-

hatched
Wide grcn:es

GILu-4 lllp/rtm Smoothed n/a n/a 7b Ig n/a 3d lnd Ind n/a 3d Ind No Ind Flattened, Untyped

V=IO squarf'd

GILu-4 IlIp/tim Smoothed, n/a n/a 7b 19 n/a (nd 100 Ind n/a Ind 100 No Inc! Painted, bevd- Untyped

V=II I body Striae out
GILu-4

Total sherds. body: 2663
rtm 169

HeLx-l 1 rim Ind 4b 5a lOO Ig n/a 3d Ind Ie 2a, ObI. 3a 8h No Ind Ind Core Type

Newves..<;el la 2a Dentate
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Table 5.2 Sample Attributes
---I N T E RIO R--- ---E X T E RIO R---

.....:J

.....:J

Site/ Sherdo Surface Type RelaUoo Up Decor. Mode Use or Method of Decor. Mode Use of Motif Complete Rim Shope Lip Shope Type Of

Vessel Available Treatw of of Decor. Element of Punctate Construe- Element of Appl. Pune. Pre•. Decor. Decorative

ment Punctate Punctate Appllca- or Boss tion or Boss Represented Distinction

to MoUf tion
HeLx-1 30 lip/rim Smoothed 5c 7b la 2a 3a Coil Ig n/a 3b Be Yes IncuI"'\:at~ Flattened Con Type: Bossed

V=6 4b Subtype: B06!wd

HcLx-1 Total body
sherd" 572

HcLx-2 I body Ind n/a n/a Ind Ig n/a 3d Coil Ind n/a 3d 100 No Ind Ind Unt}'})ed

M84
--Type: Dt:Jlt~HdLw-6 3 rim Smoothed n/a n/a Ind Ig n/a 3d Coil Ie 2a: Vert. 3d ...Sa.. No Ind Ind

V=I M18, I body
51

HdLw-6 I rim Smcothtng 4b Ind Ind Ig n/a 3b Coil la 2a 3d 8c.. No Ind Ind Type: Laurel

V=2 5 body Striae Punctate

HdLw-7 I rim Ind n/a n/a 100 Ig n/a 3d Coil Ib 2a 3d .. Be .. No Ind Ind Type: Pseudo-

V=l M34 5 body HorIZontal Scallop Shell

HdLw-7 J rim Smoothed 4b Ind Ind la 2a 3a Ind Ig n/a 3b 8e.. No Jnd Ind 1'J1)C: Bos~ed

V=2 Subtype:: BosalXl.

M2.3
IIdLx-19 2 lip/rim Ind n/a n/a 7b Ind Ind Ind Coil Ind Ind Ind Ind No Ind Rounded. (Jntn>ed

M205 bevel-ln.
taoered

HeLs-12 2 lip/rim Smoothed n/a n/a 7b 19 n/a 3d Ind Ind n/a 3d 100 No Ind Plano COIlVex- lintyped

V=I M16 out

lIeLs-12 Illphim Smoothed -4c 5c 7b la 2a 3a Coil 19 n/a 3b 8e.. No Ind Rounded. Type Boo,aro

V=2 63 body crescentlc taperN:l Subt}-pt' Boos

HeLt-l I IIp/rtm Smoothed 4b 5c 7b 19 n/a 3d Ind la 2a 3a Be Yes Ind Rounded. lore Type'

M6 taperN:l Punt'tatl:'

Hi.'Lw-l Illp Smoothed nla n/a 7b Ind Ind Ind Coll Ind 100 Ind Ind No Ind Pointed Untyped

V=I M218

HeLw-1 I lip Smoothed n/a n/a 7b Ind Ind Ind Coli Ind Ind Ind Ind No Ind Rounded. Untyped

V=2 M218 bevel-ln.
tapered

HfLp-7 12 lip/rIm Smoothed 4b 5c 7b la 2a 3a Coll 19 n/a 3b Be Yes Ind Plano convex-out Core1'ype: Bosst"d

V=ll 152 bodY /strtae ~ubtype Hoosed

HfLp-9 1 Up/rim Smoothed n/a n/a 7a Ind Ind Ind Coil Ind Ind Ind Ind No Ind Flattened. bt·\:cl·in, Untyp:-d

V=25 Incised tapered

HfLp-13 I rtrn Smoothed 4b 5b 7a la 2a 3a Coll Ind Ind 3b Be., No Excurvate Flattened squred Typt,. Boosed

M3. 4, 8 I lip/rim Ovoid Subtype: Boost"d

12 body stamo and Dero.rated Lip

HfLr-ll 1 lip Ind n/a n/a 7a Ind Ind Ind Coll Ind Ind lod Ind No lnd Rounded, Untyped

M4 Incised syrrrrnetIic

IIfLr-22 t Up/tim lod 4c 50: 2 7b la 2a 3a Ind 19 n/a 3b 8e.. No lnd -Pointed Type Boosed

horizontal 2 rOW"s 2 rows subt.'t"Pt': Doublt-

rows Row Bossed

HfLu-9 I body Smoothed. n/a n/a Ind 19 n/a 3d Coil Ind nia 3d 100 No Ind Im1 JntYp""d

M2
HtLp-l 1 lip Smoothed n/a n/a 7a 19 n/a 3d Coll Ie 2a: ObI. 3d 8b No lnd Flattened. Combination'

V=22 several rim Ovoid Ie 2e: Obi. bevel-tn Draggeda.lld

stamp Undrugged ObI.
IDentate)

Deeorated Lip

IIILp-l 1 lip several Bnlshed n/a n/a 7b 19 n/a 3d Coll If 2e: ObI. 3d 8c.. No Ind -Pointed Type: DrnggM.

V=24 rim, body ObHque (L1nt'ill
Stampl

lIiLp-1 Total sherds
Body: 75
LID;' RIm: 20



Table 5.3 Study Area Attribute Frequencies

ATTRIBUTE PERCENT
FREQUENCY

Pseudo-scallop shell 22.7
Undragged 18.0

Dragged 4.7

Punctates 17.3

Bossed 14.0
Bossed 12.7
Boss and Punctate 1.3

Dentate 17.3
Undragged 12.0
Dragged 5.3

Linear Stamps 15.3
Undragged 6.0
Dragged 9.3

No Decoration 4.7

Cord-Wrapped Tool 2.7

Incised 2.7

Twisted Cord 1.3

Check Stamp 0.7

Double Punctate Row 0.7

Double Bossed Row 0.7

100.1%
(Total Drag Stamped) (19.3)
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applied in a short motif lose their significance in a blanket category

of "Undragged Oblique."

Decorative distinction and the mode of application are now

known to be important in temporal determinations. Placing

emphasis on motif may be at the expense of that information. It is a

precarious situation where typing consistency is paramount in Laurel

ceramic analysis. but the inappropriateness of the available

classification system sacrifices the essence of the assemblage.

Frustration with restrictive traditional classification systems

undoubtedly forms the impetus to create site-specific typologies.

This is not. however. the answer unless aU Laurel assemblages are

reanalyzed using the same taxonomic criteria.

I found that the core-type definitions outlined by Lugenbeal

(1976) were too restrictive for the Manitoba sample. With only a few

exceptions. the criteria for core-type was fulfilled only by the simple

motif types such as Laurel Plain. Laurel Punctate and Laurel Bossed.

Type varieties, as defined in the previous section. was the most often

employed category in the typological assignment process.

Subtypes were also created to better reflect the nature of some

vessels. I assumed a view that modifications to the system were

possible without sacrificing the comparability of the assemblage. A

few of the more unique categories created for the assemblage include

the subtypes interrupted motif. double punctate row and double

bossed row vessels.
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For consistency. I included Lugenbeal's (1976) designations of

toothed and untoothed (smooth edge) tool categories. Additionally. I

have divided the toothed and untoothed categories into dentate.

pseudo-scallop shell and linear stamp (smooth edged tool) where

possible for the dragged and undragged categories.

Table 5.4 summarizes the tyPological assignments of the study

area ceramic assemblage. Individual type summaries are presented in

separately. Figure 5.1 is the attribute key for the decorative motif

illustrations displayed in Figures 5.2.5.3 and 5.4. The figures are

arranged in Borden alphabetical order. Figure 5.2 includes all the

vessels that displayed a complete motif. Lip shape and range of lip

thickness are included beside the associated vessel.

Figure 5.3 includes vessels that were sufficiently complete for

type assignment. but for which part of the vessel motif was missing.

Lip profiles and measurements are also provided for these vessels.

Figure 5.4 contains illustrations of vessels where partial motifs were

available, but for which no lip sherds were associated.

There was tremendous variation in the lip profiles and thickness

as can be seen in Figures 5.2 and 5.3. To accommodate this

characteristic, lip thickness ranges are provided for vessels when

required. Attempts to assign lip sherds to basic repeating modes were

qUickly abandoned. Few consistencies were noted except that the lip

areas of the vessels were either thinned or they retained a consistent

thickness to the rim below. The Laurel potters afforded little

attention to the lip portion of the vessels in the study sample.
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Table 5.4 Study Area Combined Ceramic Type Frequencies
DECORATION TYPE VESSEL PERCENT

COUNT FREQUENCY
Punctate 11 9.9

Subt. Double Row Punctate 1 0.9

Plain 7 6.3

Dentate 9 8.1
Subt. Interior Decoration 1 0.9
Subt. Lip Decoration 1 0.9

Pseudo-scallop shell (pss) 18 16.2
Subt. Boss & Punctate 1 0.9
Subt. Punctate 1 0.9
Subt. Decorated Lip 2 1.8

Bossed 24 21.6
Subt. Bossed 21 18.9
Subt. Boss and Punctate 2 1.8
Subt. Double Boss Row 1 0.9
Subt. Decorated Lip 2 1.8

Dragged Oblique 14 12.6
P.S.S. Tool 2 1.8

Dentate Tool 6 5.4
Untoothed 6 5.4

Subt. Decorated Lip 1 0.9
Subt. Punctate 1 0.9

Interrupted Var. 3 2.7

Undragged Oblique 4 3.6
Subt. Linear Stamp 4 3.6
Subt. Punctate 1 0.9

Incised 2 1.8
Subt. Punctate 1 0.9

Cord-Wrapped Tool 3 2.7

Combination Vessels 16 14.4

Miscellaneous 3 2.7
Check stamp 1 0.9
Twisted Cord 2 1.8

TOTAL VESSELS III 99.9%
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Pseudo-Scallop Shell Short Stamp

~ ~ ~
Pseudo-Scallop Shell Horizontal
Stamp ~

;vVV\./V\Afi

Dentate Stamps · I 0- 0- · I 0= t> t> t>t> 0 DOD · I 0
j 0- · 0

Linear Stamps
(( ( \\ \t1t:JtJ

Push-Pull (Dragged) Pseudo-Scallop

~ illilllID
Push-Pull (Dragged) Dentate

I I , , I ~PccrJ> ~ ItO

Push-Pull (Dragged) Linear Stamp

({(([(( (((( (( C

Punctates

OV~ 00
Bosses

~,y•
Cord-Wrapped Stick

I I I I ~ ~

Twisted Cord
~

IncIsIng

~ ////1111
Check Stamp

•••
No Decoration

D
Indeterminate Decoration

ITI
Figure 5.1 Decoration Key for FIgures 5.2.5.3. 5.4
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SITE GjLp-3 GjLp-3 GjLp-3 GjLp-3 GjLp-3 GjLp-S
VESSEL V=l V=2 V=3 V=4 V=5

I~EJnU nD'tiE]DEJao000

Thickness II

(cm) 0.52-0.64 0.64-0.80 0.64-0.70 0,44-0.61 0.62-0.83 0.52

SITE Gj Lp-7 GkLr-8 GkLr-8 GkLr-8 GkLr-l 1 GkLr-l1
VESSEL V=5 V=l V=3 V=4 V=l V=S

--0no REJ nffi no ~D
1~.70-1.04Thickness

(cm) 0.65-1.00 0.57 0,46 0.39-0.65 0.59

SITE GkLr-20 GkLr-59 GkLr-59 GkLr-59 GkLr-59 GkLs-l
VESSEL V=3 V=l V=3 V=4 V=6 V=4

nonoiff nononoI
~ ,

Thickness
(cm) 0.55-0.75 0.53-0.65 0.41 0.61 0,42-0.51 0.52-0.72

SITE GkLs-l GkLs-l GkLt-22 GkLt-22 GkLt-22 GILk-9
VESSEL V=5 V=6 V=2 V=3 V=5

nmn~nonoDOnEJ
Thickness

(em) 0.52-0.65 0.54-0.69 0.50-0.64 0.68-0.71 0.50-0.59 0.70-0.88

SITE GILt-l0 GILu-4 GILu-4 HcLx-l HeLt-l HfLp-7
VESSEL V=l V=l V=7 V=6 V=11

n~nffi f\\ ~;~1 »D ~Dno~~~
Alli.'::'~·

)
Thickness

(cm) 0.42 0.39 0.39-0.62 0.50-0.76 0.32-0.39 0.55-0.60

Figure 5.2 Laurel Vessel Attributes and Lip Profiles;
Complete Motif Present. All profiles are oriented with vessel
exterior to the left. (See Figure 5.1 for Attribute key.)
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SITE A 1976-1 N GjLp-3 GjLp-7 GjLp-7 GjLp-7 GjLp-8 GjLp-8
VESSEL V=7 V=2 V=3 V=4 V=l V=2

D'" "n~ nOn8nGJn:::. nO~ . ~ b :'!.etlc
rL c. co a c a j;:

!UlocCinc

Thickness
(em) 0.45 0.46-0.56 0.42 0.79-0.83 0.54 0.37 0.52

SITE GjLp-12 GjLp-12 GjLp-13 GjLp-16 GkLk-3 GkLk-4 GkLk-7
VESSEL V=l V=2 V=l V=2

0§ nOD, \lGJnOn8 no (1EJOLJa~~
D D "00

CI"p

Thickness
(em) 0.70-0.76 0.59 0.70 0.37 0.55 0.63 0.61

SITE GkLr-7 GkLr-8 GkLr-8 GkLr-1 1 GkLr-11 GkLr-1 6 GkLr-17
VESSEL V=2 V5 V=2 V=7 V=l

~~n~~~ nEJ n~ ~~ ~-nD" ,II., I

~~~ ~

Thickness
(em) 0.45-0.51 0.83 0.50 0.42 0.52 0.24-0.32 0.45

SITE GkLr-20 GkLr-20 GkLr-25 GkLr-25 GkLr-29 GkLr-29 GkLr-29
VESSEL V=l V=4 V=l V=2 V=l V=2 V=3

n~n'''' nonGJ nlj~ I,S: n!'\'

~B
1> c> (> I> O'.:.lVO
1>1/[/ [>
I> I> I) J> I~

Thickness
(em) 0.54 0.51-0.62 0.51 0.89 0.54 0.34-0.38 0.57

Figure 5.3 Laurel Vessel Decorative Attributes and Lip Profiles; Partial Motif Present. All
profIles are oriented with vessel exterior to the left.
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SITE GkLr-38 GkLr-59 GkLr-59 GkLr-63 GkLs- 1 GkLs- 1 GkLs- 1
VESSEL V=2 V=5 V=3 V=7 V=8

~[I]

n~nonQ ~~ nQ ))~
CI D ~

,~I~ ~:=:

Thickness
(cm) .76-0.85 0.62 0.80 0.42 0.50 0.53-0.61 0.36-0.40

SITE GkLs-24 GkLt-21 GkLt-22 GkLt-22 GkLt-32 GILk-3 GILr-8
VESSEL V=l V=2 V=l V=4 V=l

~[Jn~~~nQ0rJnD (llL~~
" " ,.

r-\.... ·..\....;""\...../l..-
'"'~ '\..I'P__"-

Thickness
(cm) 0.35 0.53-0.57 0.43-0.46 0.64-0.69 0.34-0.38 0.38 0.71

SITE GILr-8 GILt-l GILt-6 GILu-4 GILu-4 GILu-4 GILu-4
VESSEL V=3 V=l V=2 V=3 V=4 V=5

~~GD non;;,~;:)) no ~" It~ t ( nm\,,?D'//11 ''frO
: ".~ ~ /( 'I i J d "1 $'t!

Thickness
(cm) 0.48 0.89 0.63-0.64 0.43 0.38-0.48 0.71 0.61-0.72

Figure 5.3 (continued) Laurel Vessel Decorative Attributes and Lip Profiles; Partial Motif Present.
All profiles are oriented with vessel exterior to the left.
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SITE GILu-4 GILu-4 GILu-4 GILu-4 GILu-4 HdLx-19 HeLs-12
VESSEL V=6 V=8 V=9 V=10 V=11 V=l

"L] ~ i~I!1 n"" .. ,,, nGJ 'iGJ (\[Jn[!]\ I )III II

I'll \" {\)
Thickness j

(cm) 0.55-0.58 0.52-0.63 0.68-0.75 0.78-0.80 0.26 0.37 0.39-0.48

SITE HeLs-12 HeLw-l HeLw-l HfLp-9 HfLp-13 HfLr-l1 HfLr-22
VESSEL V=2 V=l V=2 V=25

nEJ 118 ~GJ~nDnGJnD•••

Thickness
(cm) 0.62-0.72 0.32 0.48 0.83 0.64-0.77 0.84 0.50

SITE HiLp-l HiLp-l
VESSEL V=22 V=24

n~n~I 1'1

Thickness
(cm) 0.70-0.82 0.48

Figure 5.3 (continued) Laurel Vessel Decorative Attributes and Lip Profiles; Partial Motif Present.
All profiles are oriented with vessel exterior to the left.



SITE GjLm-4 GjLn-l GjLp-3 GjLp-7 GjLp-16 GkLk-4 GkLq-Z
VESSEL V=6th V=l V=Z V=l

= § ~ ~ ~I ffi11••••
••• •••••

SITE GkLq-l0 GkLr-l1 GkLr-l1 GkLr-ll GkLr-16 GkLr-ZO GkLr-Z4
VESSEL V=3 V=4 V=6 V=Z V=Z

~ 8 ~ ~ ~ B ~
l> t>

~ C>
I>t> r> r>

SITE GkLr-Z6 GkLr-31 GkLr-5Z GkLr-59 GkLr-61 GkLr-66 GkLs-Z4
VESSEL V=7 V=Z

~ ii ~ II ~ ~
. " . ... .... ..... ."..· . .· . .·. .

SITE GkLt-17 GkLt-Zl GkLt-Z2 GILk-7 GILr-8 GILr-8 GILr-16
VESSEL V=l V=6 V=2 V=4

U·~ ~ a ~ III ~~

SITE GILt-l0 HcLx-l HdLw-6 HdLw-6 HdLw-7 HdLw-7
VESSEL V=2 V=New V=l V=2 V=l V=2

B E:J §~O;Q\ C1 D D\ " p~ O~g, , ,\ ~. ~ I) ~, , ,

Figure 5.4 Laurel Vessel Attributes. No Lip Profiles; Partial Motif
Present.
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5.2.1 Assemblage Typologies

The study area ceramic assemblage was dominated by four

categories: Laurel Bossed, Laurel Pseudo-scallop Shell, combination

vessels and Laurel Dragged Oblique, Typologically, the best

represented is Laurel Bossed (Table 5.4) with the core-type

represented by 11 vessels (Figure 5.5). Only two Laurel Bossed

vessels were subtyped Boss and Punctate (Table 5.5) (Figure 5.6). All

other vessels except one fell into the subtype Bossed. This vessel was

assigned to a subtype of Two Bossed Rows. For two of the subtype

Bossed vessels, the additional subtype decorated lip was also

assigned.

The next best represented type was that of Laurel Pseudo-scallop

Shell (Table 5.6). Subtypes were assigned to three vessels. one vessel

with bosses and punctates (Figure 5.7), one with punctates and an

incised lip and one with a decorated lip. Only two of the pseudo

scallop shell vessels fell with the core-type (Figure 5.8), all others are

therefore considered type varieties. Most of the pseudo-scallop shell

type fell outside the core-type because of a nonconformity to the

motif arrangement definition of oblique overhorizontal or alternatively

because of the presence of punctates. Figure 5.9 and Figure 5. 10

display a common motif within the collection of oblique over horizontal

overoblique. Another common arrangement was horizontal over

oblique. Failure of these vessels to conform to the core-type based on

such slight variations illustrates the restrictive nature of the existing

core-type definitions.
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o 3 em. GkLs-l, Vessel 4

Figure 5.5 Laurel Bossed, Subtype Bossed.

o 3 em. GILt-6

Figure 5.6 Laurel Bossed, Subtype Boss
and Punctate.
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Table 5.5 Laurel Bossed Vessels

SITE jVESSEL SUBTYPE CORE TYPE
GjLp-3 Bossed X

Vessel 5
GjLp-8 Bossed X

Vessel 2
GkLk-4 Boss and Punctate
Vessel 2
GkLr-8 Bossed X

Vessel 3
GkLr-8 Bossed

Vessel 5
GkLr-ll Bossed X
Vessell
GkLr-ll Bossed X
Vessel 5
GkLr-25 Bossed
Vessell
GkLr-59 Bossed
Vessel 5
GkLr-66 Bossed
GkLs-l Bossed X
Vessel 4
GkLt-22 Bossed X
Vessel 3
GkLt-22 Bossed X
Vessel 5
GkLt-44 Bossed
GlLk-9 Bossed X
GlLt-l Bossed and

Vessell Decorated Lip
Gllt-6 Boss and Punctated

GlLu-4 Bossed
Vessel 6
HcLx-l Bossed X
Vessel 6
HdLw-7 Bossed
Vessel 2
HeLs-12 Bossed
Vessel 2
HfLp-7 Bossed X

Vessel 11
HfLp-13 Bossed and

Decorated Lip
HfLr-22 Two Bossed Rows
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d S all Sh IIIPT bI 56 La e aure seu 0- c op e
SITE/ VESSEL SUBTYPE CORETYPE

GjLp-3 -
New Vessel

GjLp-l2 - X
Vessell

GkLk-4 -
Vessell

GkLq-2 -

Gklr-7 - X

GkLr-8 -
Vessel 4

GkLr-ll -
Vessel 2

GkLr-ll -
Vessel 7

GkLr-29 Punctate and
Vessel 2 Incised Decorated Lip

GkLr-59 -
Vessel 2

GkLs-l -
Vessel 5

GkLs-l -
Vessel 6

GkLt-21 Boss and Punctate
Vessell

Gklt-21 -
Vessel 2

Gllr-8 Decorated Lip
Vessell Pseudo-scallop shell

GILt-lO -
Vessell

GILu-4 -
Vessell

HdLw-7 -
Vessell
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o 3 cm. GkLt-21, Vessell

Figure 5.7 Laurel Pseudo-scallop Shell,
Subtype Boss and Punctate.

GkLt-21, Vessel 2

o 3 cm. GkLr-7

Figure 5.8 Laurel Pseudo-scallop Shell, Core Type.
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o 3 em.

Figure 5.10 Laurel Pseudo-scallop Shell.
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GkLs-1, Vessel 6



Combination vessels were next highest in frequency and

constituted 14.4% of the ceramic assemblage (Table 5.4). Nearly

every decorative attribute is represented in this group of vessels.

Most notable is the occurrence of drag stamping on all but three of

these vessels (Figures 5.11 and 5.12). All the constituent attributes

from each vessel are listed in Table 5.7 and more complete

descriptions of these vessels are presented later in this chapter.

The Dragged Oblique type vessels represent 12.6% of the

assemblage (Table 5.4). A variety of tools and motifs were utilized in

the creation of the decoration on these vessels. The individual tool

and decorative attributes are presented in Tables 5.4 and 5.8. Four

vessels in this group were assigned subtypes based on the presence of

interrupted motifs or interrupted motifs with punctates and bossing

(Table 5.8). No Dragged Oblique vessels satisfied the core-type

definition, therefore all are considered type varieties.

In reducing order of importance, the remainder of the

assemblage was composed of Laurel Punctate (Table 5.9), Laurel

Dentate (Table 5.10), Laurel Plain (Table 5.11), Laurel Undragged

Oblique (Table 5.12), Laurel Cord-wrapped Tool (Table 5.13) and

Laurel Incised vessels (Table 5.14). Relative frequencies are listed in

Table 5.4.

Five punctate vessels were sufficiently complete for aSSignment

to the core-type (Figure 5.13). One vessel of the Laurel Punctate type

was assigned a subtype to recognize the presence of a double row of

punctates (Table 5.9) (Figure 5.14).
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GkLr-16, Vessell o 3 cm.

Figure 5.11 Laurel Combination Vessel: Drag Stamped, Denate Stamped, Punctate.



GkLr-29, Vessel 1

A-1976-1N

3 em.

Figure 5.12 Laurel Combination Vessels: Drag Stamped, Dentate
Stamped, Punctate.
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Table 5.7 Combination Vessel Attribute Frequencies

Site/Vessel Undragged Stamps Dragged Stamps Punctates CWT Incising Interrupted
Motif

Dentate Linear Pseudo- Dentate Linear Pseudo-
Stamp Scallop Stamp Scallop

Shell Shell
A1976-1N X X X

GkLr-16 X X X X
V=l
GkLr-17 X X

GkLr-20 X X X
V=2
GkLr-20 X X
V=4
GkLr-24 X X X X X

GkLr-26 X X

GkLr-29 X X X
V=l
GkLr-29 X X X X X
V=3
GkLr-31 X X

GkLt-22 X X X
V=l
GkLt-22 X X
V=6
GkLt-32 X X X

GlLu-4 V=2 X X

GlLu-4 V=9 X X

HiLp-l X X
V=22

TOTALS 16.7% 14.3% 11.9% 9.5% 14.3% 11.9% 16.7% 2.4% 2.4%



d ObIIDbl 58 LTa e aure ra~e ique
Site/ Dragged Dragged Dragged

Vessel Pseudo- Dentate Linear Stamp
Scallop Shell

GjLn-l X

GjLp-16 X
Vessel 2 (Subtype

Interrupted)
GkLq-lO X

GkLr-ll X
Vessel 3

GkLr-18 X

GkLr-20 X
Vessell

GkLr-59 X X
Vessel 7 (Subtype

Interrupted)
Gklr-61 X

GkLs-l X
Vessel 3 (Subtype

Bossed and
Decorated

Lip)
GILr-8 X

Vessel 3 (Subtype
Interrupted

and Punctate)
GILr-8 X

Vessel 4

GILr-16 X

GILt-l X
Vessel 2

HiLp-1
Vessel 24
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Table 5 9 Laurel Punctate Vessels
SITE / VESSEL SUBTYPE CORE TYPE

GjLp-3 - X
Vessell

GjLp-3 - X
Vessel 2

GjLp-3 Double Punctate
Vessel 3 Row

GkLk-7 -

GkLr-20 - X
Vessel 3

GkLt-I7 -

GkLt-22 - X
Vessel 2

GILt-iO -
Vessel 2

HdLw-6 -
Vessel 2

HeLt-I - X
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Table 5.10 Laurel Dentate Vessels
SITE / VESSEL SUBTYPE CORE TYPE

GjLp-8 - X
Vessell

GjLp-12 -
Vessel 2

GkLr-16 -
Vessel 2

GkLr-52 -

GkLs-1 -
Vessel 8

GILu-4 Interior
Vessel 4 Decoration

G1Lu-4 -
Vessel 5

HcLx-1 - X

HdLw-6
Vessell

Table 5.] 1 Laurel Plain
SITE/ VESSEL CORE TYPE

GjLp-5 X

GjLp-7 X
Vessel 5

GkLr-8 X
Vessell

GkLr-59 X
Vessel]

GkLr-59 X
Vessel 3

GkLr-59 X
Vessel 4
GkLr-59 X
Vessel 6
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5Table .12 Laurel Undragged Oblique
SITE / VESSEL STAMP TYPE SUBTYPES CORE TYPE

Gjlp-3 Linear Stamp Punctate No
Vessel 4

GjLp-3 Linear Stamp - No
New Vessel

GkLr-8 Linear Stamp - No
Vessel 2

I

Gklr-ll Linear Stamp - No
Vessel 4

d T IIC d WT bl 5 13 La e aure or - rappe 00

SITE/ VESSEL SUBTYPE CORE TYPE
GILr-8 - No

Vessel 2
GILu-4 Punctate No

Vessel 7
GILu-4 - No

Vessel 8

Table 5.14 Laurel Incised
SITE / VESSEL SUBTYPE CORE TYPE

GjLp-7 - X
Vessell
GkLr-ll Punctate
Vessel 6
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GjLp-3, Vessell o 3 em.

GjLp-3, Vessel 2
3 em.

GkLt-22, Vessel 2

Figure 5.13 Laurel Punctate.
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o 3 cm. GjLp-3, Vessel 3

Figure 5.14 Laurel Punctate, Subtype Double Punctate Row.



The Laurel Dentate type was poorly represented with only 9

vessels present in the study area sample. One Laurel Dentate vessel

was assigned to the subtype Interior Decoration and another to the

subtype Decorated Lip. Only two vessels were identified as core-types

(Table 5.10), one of which is displayed in Figure 5.15. All other

dentate decorated vessels are considered varieties. Vessel 5 from

GlLu-4 displayed very close complex dentate stamping. which

completely covered the decorated surface (Figure 5.3. Figure 5.16)

Laurel Plain was assigned only to vessels with adequate

representation to ensure decoration was not present below a plain lip

and upper rim. A Laurel plain vessel from GkLr-8 is presented in

Figure 5. 17. By virtue of its definition. all identified Laurel Plain

vessels were assigned to the core-type and no subtypes assigned.

The Laurel Undragged Oblique category was poorly represented

by only four vessels. All vessels were decorated with linear stamps.

One vessel was assigned to this category with a subtype Punctate.

Following the literal definition of the type Laurel Punctate. this

vessel could not be placed in that category. However. a glance at the

decoration of this vessel (Figure 5.18) indicates that linear stamping

was secondary to the row of punctates above it. Because of poor

individual vessel representation. no vessels were assigned to the

Undragged Oblique core-type.

None of the three vessels typed as Laurel Cord-wrapped Tool

were assigned to the core-type. primarily on the basis of motif non

conformity (Figure 5.19). All three vessels are considered varieties of
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GjLp-S, Vessel 4

3 em.

Figure 5.18 Laurel Undragged Oblique and Puncate.
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the type. The subtype Punctate was assigned to one of these vessel

(Figure 5.20).

Two Laurel Incised vessels, one core-type (Figure 5.21), and the

other subtype Punctate, were also identified in the Laurel ceramic

assemblage.

5.2.2 Typological Discrepancies and Problems

It was necessary to make a few modifications to the original

Notigi Lake Site typologic classifications. The basic interpretation of

the decorative elements did not actually change, but the type

assignments were modified to reflect those of Lugenbeal (1976).

Affected were vessels 2,3,4,5,7,8 and 9.

Vessel 22 from the Kame Hills site (HiLp-l) (Figure 5.3) and

vessel 3 from Wapisu Lake (GkLs-l) (Figure 5.3) created a

classification dilemma. At fIrst glance, the decoration on both

vessels appeared to have been made with a type of twisted cord or

corded tool, but further examination revealed the disorder of the

impressions both vertically and horizontally on both vessels. The

decoration impressions on the Kame Hills vessel were very clear, but

the decoration on the Wapisu Lake site vessel was slightly

obliterated. Dickson (1980:81) described the lip decoration of Vessel

22 as CWT impressions, but the irregular ovoid impressions appear

more likely to have been created by a small, single-toothed tool.

Similar lip decoration was also noted on vessels from HfLp-13 and

GILt-I.
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--==--o 3 em.
GILu-4, Vessel 7

Figure 5.20 Laurel Cord-Wrapped Tool, Subtype Puneate.
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GjLp-7, Vessell

o
Figure 5.21 Laurellneised.

3 em.
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Comparison of the lip and rim decoration on the Kame Hills

vessel revealed a striking similarity between the impressions. It

appears that the same tool was used to impress the lip and to make a

single row of stamps immediately below the lip. Directly beneath the

single row of stamps, bands of drag-stamps were made with the same

tool. The overall effect produced a decoration more aptly described as

pseudo-cord impressed (E. Leigh Syms, Pers. Comm. 1996).

The impressions on Vessel 3 from the Wapisu Lake site appear

to have been created in the same manner. Tisdale and Jamieson

(1982:58-59) also noticed the similarities in the rim decorations of

the two vessels. Both vessels also displayed lip decoration, the

Wapisu Lake vessel with incised lines and the Kame Hills vessel with

irregular ovoid stamps. I have assigned both vessels to varieties of

Laurel Dragged Oblique, dentate tool.

5.3 Assemblage Characteristics

Table 5.4 displays the study area assemblage type and subtype

analysis results. Table 5.3 is a break-down of the assemblage

attributes. There is a significant change in the overall assemblage

impression when the vessels are viewed alternatively from a type and

from an attribute analysis perspective. Especially important is the

frequency shift of dentate stamping, which increases from an 8.1 %

type representation to a 12.0% attribute use frequency.

There is also an increase in the use of punctates to 17.3% over

the 9.9% representation by the Laurel Punctate type. These increased
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dentate and punctate frequencies are important for two reasons.

First, the use of these attributes is considered to increase with time.

This changes the immediate temporal perception of the assemblage.

Second, the change is significant because it is the combination vessel

decorative attributes that are primarily responsible for the increase in

frequencies (Table 5.7). Therefore, the temporal change is probably

restricted to the combination vessels, and not the entire assemblage.

The proposed temporal position of the combination vessels will be

discussed in greater detail in Chapter 7.

5.3.1 Interior Decoration and Lip Decoration

Excluding the application of punctates and the presence of

bosses, interior decoration was identified on only four, possibly five

vessels. Two of the vessels were decorated with dentate impressions

and two with incising (e.g. Figure 5.22). The interior of the third

vessel, vessel 9 from Notigi Lake, is completely covered with broad

parallel and cross-hatched striations (Figure 5.23).

Lip decoration was identified on only 10 vessels (Table 5.15). It

should be noted, however, that 34 vessels with significant rim

representation (Figure 5.4) had no accompanying lip sherds.

5.3.2 Interrupted Vessel Motifs

Steinbring (1983:39) and Buchner (1982:40,41) have identified

and defined a decoration motif characteristic termed "stepping" at the

Astwood and Bjorklund sites of southeastern Manitoba (Figure 3.1).

Within the Astwood Site Laurel ceramics, Steinbring (1983:39)

considered this "decorative variant" the defining characteristic of the
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GkLt-52 Exterior

o

GkLt-52 Interior

5 cm.

Figure 5.22 Interior Lip Decoration (Incising).
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GILu-4, Vessel 9
-==-o 3 cm.

Interior

Figure 5.23 Laurel Cord-Wrapped Tool and Incised. Striated Interior.



Table 5.15 Lip Decoration and Associated Vessel Type

SITE /VESSEL Lip Decoration Associated Vesse}
Type

GjLp-7 V=3 Pseudo-Scallop Shell Untyped

GkLr-29 V=2 Incised Pseudo-Scallop Shell

GkLs-l V=3 Incised Dragged Oblique

GILr-8 V=l Pseudo-Scallop Shell Pseudo-Scallop Shell

GILt-I V=I Ovoid Stamps Bossed

GILu-4 V=5 Dentate Stamps Dentate

HfLp-9 V=25 Incised Untyped

HfLp-13 Ovoid Stamps Bossed

HfLr-il Incised Untyped

HiLp-1 V=22 Ovoid Stamps Dragged Oblique

(dentate)

Lip Decoration Frequency Summary

Decoration Type Number Frequency

Ovoid Stamps 3 30.0

Incising 4 40.0

Pseudo-Scallop Shell 2 20.0

Dentate I 10.0
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"Astwood type." A "Step" is defined by Steinbring (1983:39) as

consisting "of a linear, horizontal-incised design around the shoulder

and neck region of a smooth-surfaced vessel. The band of fine,

spaced incisions is uniquely characterized by having a 'Step'."

Buchner (1982:40,41) noted the same "step design" on several of the

Bjorklund Laurel vessels. All of the step designs illustrated by

Steinbring (1983) and Buchner (1982)' show horizontal decoration

with intermittent short obliquely applied impressions that do appear

like a "step" between a break in otherwise continuous horizontal

lines.

Saylor (1989: 156) identifies "stepping" as part of the decorative

motif on some Laurel vessels in the Wanipigow Lake Laurel ceramic

sample. Deviating from Steinbring's (1983:39) original definition

based on ceramics observed at the Astwood and Bjorklund sites,

Saylor (1989: 156) redefines stepping as a change in decoration

direction where the "horizontal element on the vessel body takes a

downward jog before continuing its usual orientation ... and ... may

also include any change in the orientation of body decoration, from

horizontal to vertical, or even to curved lines."

Saylor (1989: 156) refers to other sites and instances where this

same characteristic is observable and cites Janzen's (1968: 123 Plate

III) pseudo-scallop shell vessel from the Naomikong Point site and

one of Wright's (1967:Plate VII, Figure 6) pseudo-scallop shell vessels

from the Pelican Falls site near Sioux Lookout, Ontario. The vessels

described by Janzen (1968:Plate III) and Wright (l967:Plate VII, Figure
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6) are remarkable in similarity. However, I do not believe "stepping,"

as originally defined by Steinbring (1983), is an accurate description

of the vessels' motifs. On both these vessels, the horizontal pseudo

scallop shell motif is interrupted by rows of several short vertically

stamped pseudo-scallop shell impressions. The "step" appearance

joining the aqjacent horizontal rows is not present.

There is one vessel from Wright's (1967) investigations in

Ontario that does appear to be closer to a stepped motif, but again it

presents another variation to the theme. The decoration is on a

pseudo-scallop shell vessel from the Killala Lake site (Wright

1967:54-55; 157 Plate VIII-l). The stepping on this vessel appears to

be restricted to the lower half of the motif. Horizontal rows of

pseudo-scallop shell rows appear to 'step' down and join with a row

of short vertical pseudo-scallop shell directly below the horizontal

rows.

Saylor (1989: 156) also describes a stepped element on Vessel 6

from the Wapisu Lake site in the northern Manitoba study sample.

Having examined this vessel, I have not noted any stepping in the

vessel decorative motif. A comment made by Tisdale and Jamieson

(1982:57) in regard to this vessel in their original analysis was that

the decoration was "relatively crudely applied." This observation is

consistent with my own. The uneven rows of horizontal pseudo

scallop shell decoration are probably a result of lack of concern or

haste, not a decorative variant as suggested by Saylor (1989: 156).
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I also disagree with Saylor's (1989: 156) assessment of Vessel 3

from the Wanipigow site as displaYing a stepped motif. This vessel is

very similar to a pseudO-SCallop shell vessel in The Pas Reserve site

collection (Figure 5.24). These two vessels, as well as six dragged

decoration vessels from the study area, have rows of obHquely applied

decoration that cross-cut a horizontal motif. A pseudo-scallop shell

impressed vessel from the Pelican Falls site described by Wright

(1967:50 Plate VII. Figure 9). also appears to fall into this decorative

category.

The break in motif on these vessels is not filled with joining

'steps'. Rather, the truncation rows completely interrupt the

horizontal decorative motif. creating an alternating horizontal and

long oblique or vertical motif. These vessels are found in the

combination and Dragged Oblique type categories and are indicated

as subtypes in Tables 5.7 and 5.8 and can be correlated with the

interrupted vessels illustrated in Figures 5.3 and 5.4: GjLp-16, Vessel

2; Gklr-59, Vessel 7; GlLr-8. Vessel 3; GkLr-16, Vessell; GkLr-20,

Vessel 2; GkLr-29, Vessell. Figures 5.25 and 5.26 display portions of

combination vessels with interrupted motifs.

These vessels are more accurately described as having interrupted

decoration and are more reminiscent of the Upper Peninsula pottery

described by Brose (1970:80-81 Plate XIII-k) from the Middle

Woodland component at the Summer Island site. Accordingly. the

ceramics from the study area that display this decorative
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Figure 5.24 Laurel Pseudo-scallop Shell Vessel, The Pas Reserve Site.
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GkLr-16, Vessell
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Figure 5.25 Laurel Combination Vessel: Denate Stamped, Drag Stamped, Interrupted Motif.



GkLr-29, Vessel 3

GjLp-16, Vessel 2

o 3 em.

Figure 5.26 Laurel Vessels, Subtype Interrupted Motif.
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characteristic were assigned a subtype or designation of Interrupted to

acknowledge the previously recognized phenomenon.

Three of the Interrupted subtype vessels from the study area

were classified with the Dragged Oblique types. The other three

vessels displayed a combination of decorative attributes and were

placed in the "Combination Vessel" category. Vessel 3 from GlLr-8,

one of the Dragged Oblique 'Interrupted' vessels, was of particular

interest. Fourteen lip and rim sherds were identified as part of this

vessel. The sherds displayed a variety of complex dragged decoration

applied in horizontal, oblique and wavy lines (Figure 5.27). Because

few of these sherds could be rejoined to create the entire original

decorative order, the illustration of this vessel's motif in Figure 5.3 is

slightly contrived, although I am confident the motif is a reasonable

facsimile of the original.

5.3.3 Combination Vessels

Combination vessels comprised 14.4% (16 vessels) of the

northern Manitoba assemblage (Table 5.7). Drag stamping was

present on 13 or 81.2% of the combination vessels and made up

35.7% of the individual attribute frequencies. Interrupted motifs, all

created with drag stamps, were noted on three of the combination

vessels. Two of the three combination vessels without drag stamping

in their motif (Vessel 4 from GkLr-20, and the GkLr-17 vessel) were

decorated with combinations of dentate and linear stamps (Figure

5.28) and dentate stamping and pseudo-scallop shell decoration. The

only other combination vessel lacking drag stamping was vessel 9
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Figure 5.27 Laurel Dragged Oblique, Subtype Interrupted Motif.



GkLr-20, Vessel 4
o 3 em.

Figure 5.28 Laurel Combination Vessel: Denate and Linear Stamp.
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from the Notigi Lake site (GlLu-4). This vessel was decorated with

several horizontal rows of loose CWT impressions beginning directly

below the lip followed below by closely spaced criss-crossed incised

lines (Figure 5.3; Figure 5.29).

Combination vessels were also a large component of the

Wanipigow Lake Laurel ceramic assemblage in southeastern

Manitoba (Figure 3.1). Here. 16.9% of the Laurel vessels were

identified by Saylor (1989: 145) as having more than one type of

decorative attribute and setting them outside the established

typologies. In contrast to the study area assemblage. only one of the

Wanipigow combination vessels contained drag stamping in its motif

(Saylor 1989: 167). Saylor (1989: 174) suggested that the type "Laurel

Combination" be formed "based on the possible modes of different

tools for decoration of exterior rim and body. and the oblique-over

horizontal motif." The problem with this type definition becomes

apparent when examining Saylor's Figures 23 to 28 (1989: 168-173) of

vessels that have been placed into this category. The vessels display

a variety of one or more decorative attributes that include punctates.

pseudo scallop shell impressions (short vertical and horizontal).

incising. interior decoration and linear stamps.

Considering the myriad of decorative attributes included in the

proposed Laurel Combination type. such a distinction would be of

little value. The attempt to form a new type by Saylor (1989) was no

doubt a function of the inappropriateness of the classification system

devised by Lugenbeal (1976) and Stoltman (1973) for Manitoba
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GILu-4, Vessel 9
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Figure 5.29 Laurel Combination Vessel: Cord-Wrapped Tool and Incised.



assemblages. Within these traditional classificatory schemes. each

of Saylor's (1989) combination Laurel vessels would be considered

aberrant. as would the study area combination vessels. Saylor

(1989: 174) is correct in her assertion that the frequency of occurrence

for these "idiosyncratic" vessels is in need of consideration. However.

changing the defining criteria of a ceramic type and creating a

lumping category under the guise of a new type is not a tenable

solution; it would serve only to add another confusing aspect to the

existing taxonomic chaos that surrounds ceramic analysis.

Dawson (1981:19) also reported a relatively high frequency of

34.8% vessels with combined decorative attributes from the

Wabinosh site in Ontario. However, it is not explicitly stated which

attributes are involved in the decoration of the vessels. As well, the

frequency may reflect some sampling bias. since the Wabinosh Laurel

assemblage contained only 23 vessels.

5.3.4 Unusual and Idiosyncratic Vessel Types

An isolated and unusual decorative attribute in the study area

was one that Mayer-Oakes (1970: 169) termed "super-pseudo scallop

shell." Vessel 2 from GkLr-29 (Figure 5.3. Figure 5.30) was the only

vessel observed with this type of scallop impressions in the study

sample. The scallop furrows were wider than any of the other

pseudo-scallop shell vessel and averaged 0.40 em in height. The

individual decoration rows were visibly larger compared to other

pseudo scallop shell decorated vessels from the study area. The

typical pseudo-scallop shell vessel decoration row size ranged from
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0.10 to 0.20 em in height. This vessel also had lip decoration and

elongated punctates.

A double punctate row was noted on Vessel 3 from the study

area Wuskwatim Lake ceramic assemblage (GjLp-3) (Figure 5.2;

Figure 5.14). A vessel with a double punctate row was also noted on

a vessel from the Caribou Lake site (Buchner 1979:52, 163 Plate 9k)

and one from the Wenasaga Rapids site (Hamilton 1981:104. 109).

More unusual was the identification of vessels with double bossed

rows both at the Wenasaga Rapids site (Hamilton 1981:104.109) and

in the study area at HfLr-22 (Figure 5.3), a South Bay locale on

Southern Indian Lake in the northern section of the study region.

Check stamping is another infrequent component in Laurel

ceramic assemblages. In addition to the one check-stamped vessel

from the study area at GjLm-4 (Figure 5.4), Hamilton (1981:94) and

Reid and Rajnovich (1991 :205) have reported one each from the

Wenasaga Rapids site and the Ballynacree site respectively. As noted

by Smith (1981 :41 in Hamilton 1981: 157), this characteristic is more

common in Saugeen assemblages.

Smith (1981 :41 in Hamilton 1981: 157) also noted that twisted

cord decoration was only known in northwestern Ontario at the

Wenasaga Rapids site (Hamilton 1981:109. 157). Since then.

twisted-cord impressed vessels have been recovered at the Ballynacree

site (Reid and Rajnovich 1991 :205) and now in Manitoba in the study

area sites of GkLs-24 (Vessel 2) and GlLk-7 (Figure 5.4).
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5.3.5 Geographic Patterning

There appears to be a distinction between assemblages from the

northern and southern sections of the study area. A total of 69 of

the 85 sites in the study area are concentrated in the very southern

part of the study area between 55° 30' and 56° latitude (Figure 1.2).

All the recoveries were relatively small with only a few sites producing

more than one or two vessels. The largest sites are concentrated

around

the lakes in the southern portion of the area. The type frequencies of

the vessels from these sites are presented in Table 5.16.

There is a notable concentration of combination vessels with

drag stamping and Dragged Oblique vessels (48%) within the GkLr

Borden area between the north shore of Threepoint Lake and around

Footprint Lake (Figures 1.2 and Figure1.3. Pocket Map). A large

portion, 58%. of the combination vessels are restricted to an even

smaller area within the GkLr region and all but one interrupted motif

vessel were also located here. The other interrupted vessel was

located near Footprint Lake.

North of 56° latitude another reduction in assemblage

representation is evident. Only 15 Laurel recovery areas and 20

Laurel vessels have been identified and only 12 of the 15 vessels were

assigned types. Bossed vessels represented 50% of the vessels from

this more northern area.

No CWT ceramics were located in the northern regions of the
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study area. Wood (1983: 109) described a cord-impressed and

punctated vessel from HcLx-l; however, dUring the analysis this

vessel could not be found. A Laurel Bossed vessel (Figure 5.2; Figure

5.31) described by Wood (1983: 109) and a Laurel Dentate vessel

(Figure 5.4) were the only two Laurel vessels in the Leaf Rapids

Portage assemblage.

5.4 Chapter Summary

This chapter was presented with the intention of introducing the

general study area assemblage composition and the characteristics

that make this assemblage unique. The attribute analysis was a

useful endeavor that provided a structured format for the data.

The typological analysis was sometimes difficult because of the

complex characteristics of the assemblage and the inapplicability of

the Minnesota derived systems. Most often, the Laurel types in the

study region did not conform to the Minnesota based definition of

core types.

It should also be· realized that Stoltman's (1973) formation of

Laurel types in Minnesota was based on sherd, not vessel frequencies

and Lugenbeal's (1976) modification of this classification scheme was

based on only a total of 49 Laurel vessels (Lugenbeal 1976: 131). As

well, problems were derived from the unusual composition of the

Manitoba sample. For example, combination vessels had a

significant representation in the study area sample, but no

correlations could be found with any other examined collection. A
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typological system specific to southeastern and central Manitoba is

needed for both statistical and regional differentiation reasons.

It was possible to modify the existing system and preserve the

comparative value of the results while illustrating the unique nature

of some of the individual vessels and vessel categories. This was

accomplished through the use of general type categories. by the

creation of new categories (e.g. the combination vessel category)

where types were not appropriate or available and by the creation of

subtypes (e.g. the Interrupted Motif subtype). The results illustrate

the need for regional modifications to the existing Laurel analytical

models.
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6. THIN-SECTION MANUFACTURING DETERMINATIONS

A select sample of 10 sherds was thin sectioned for microscopic

analysis of manufacturing attributes. Manufacturing attributes

considered in this study include vessel surface treatment, temper type

and the method of construction. Discernible surface treatment and

manufacturing technique are recorded in Table 5.2.

6.1 Macroscopic (Visual) Examination

An initial qualitative visual inspection of the sample of Laurel

ceramic sherds from the study area assemblage indicated a universal

use of grit in moderate amounts for tempering. In some cases, an

approximation of the grit mineral composition was attempted, but

generally determinations beyond the presence or absence of grit were

arbitrary. In many instances, it was possible to establish coiling as

the mode of manufacturing of the Laurel vessels in the study area

through examination of the individual sherds.

6.2 Petrographic Thin Sectioning Procedures and Limitations

Ten thin sections were taken from sherds representing 10

different vessels from geographically separated areas with the study

region. Five sherds were sectioned horizontally (Figure 6.1A) and five
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were sectioned vertically (Figure 6.1B). The purpose was to obtain a

small sample of quantitative manufacturing information on paste

tempering and vessel construction.

Ideally. before one begins making temper determinations a

survey of local (i.e. vessel recovery area) clay sources should be

conducted to determine the size and composition of the natural grit

content. Unfortunately. this was not an option for this analysis.

Alternatively. several other criteria were employed to determine the

natural versus added grit inclusions in the ceramic sherd sections.

Angularity of grains is useful in this determination since natural

lithic inclusions tend to be more rounded that added grit. As well.

when grit is added to clay a bimodal distribution of the grains is

characteristic and observable in thin section. The natural grains will

cluster around a smaller grain size and the added grit around a

distinctively larger size. As well. natural lithic inclusions in clay

tend to be monomineralic (Brandzin 1994:62). Therefore. the

recognition of polymineralic lithic fragments aids in identification of

the culturally introduced material versus naturally occurring lithic

fragments (Stoltman 1991).

6.2.1 Temper Determinations

Petrographic analysis was conducted on all 10 sherd sections to

determine temper type. quantity and composition. The results are

displayed in Table 6.1 and 6.2. The petrographic results confirm

hand specimen determination of the use of grit temper. Most often.
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Table 6.1 Grit Composition and Frequencies - Thin Section
Observations

Site/ Quartz Feldspar Micas Other Approximate
Vessel Grit Content

GkLr-29 48.2 36.9 12.1 2.8 5-7%
Vessel 2

GkLs-I 26.6 59.9 11.9 1.7 7-9%
Vessel 3

GkLs-I 51.4 36.6 9.2 1.8 10-12%
Vessel 4

GjLp-3 27.9 62.3 9.8 0.0 7-10%
Vessel 4

GjLp-3 20.9 77.9 1.2 0.0 12-15%
Vessel 5

GkLr-13 23.9 58.7 17.4 0.0 5-10%

GILu-4 33.8 57.1 6.5 2.6 7-10%
VesselS

HcLx-1 23.5 74.1 1.2 1.2 10-12%
Vessel 6

HeLs-12 8.5 89.8 0.0 1.7 5-7%
Vessel 2

HeLs-12 15.1 79.5 4.1 1.4 8-10%
Vessell
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Table 6.2 Sherd Thin Section Descriptions
Site/ Vessel Type Thin Section Minerai Rounding Rounding Oxidization Porosity Particulars

Vessell Orientation Composition Polymlneralic Monomlneralic
(Sample #) Fragments Fragments

GkLr-29 Super Pseudo- Perpendicular Feld~par-nch rock Subangular to Sub A.nguiar to Mottled Moderate Unusual oXIdization and
Vessel 2 scallop shell across coils frags; loose quartz Angular subrounded reduced/oxidized lithic inclusion patterns
(I) (see figure 12b) grains

GkLs-l Dragged OblIque perpendicUlar Feldspar-nch rocle Angular Subrounded Very oXHhzed Low Excellent example of coil
Vessel 3 Subtype Bossed across coils frags around edges cross section patterning
(2) Core reduced

GkLs-l Bossed Honzontal/paraHel Feldspar and quartz Very Angular Angular to OXIdized throughout Moderate Concentrallon ot quartz
Vessel 4 Subtype Bossed to coils grams; subrounded crystals around perimeter
(3) (see figure l2a) Feldspar/quartz rock

frags

GjLp-3 Undragged Oblique PerpendIcular Feldspar-nch rock Angular Subrounded to Highly OXidized Low Paste well-worked. Cross
Vessel 4 across coils fragments subangular section evidence for coils is
(4) poor.

GjLp.3 Bossed HOTIZon!a1/paraHel Very large gnt rock Very angular Subrounded to Highly oxidized MOderate to low Very large temper pIeces
Vessel S Snbtype Bossed with coils frags feldspar rich snbangular throughout
(5)

GkLr-13 Untyped Vessel HonzontaJ/paraHel Feldspar rock trags Angular Angular to Reduced Moderate Gnt broken mto conslltuent
(6) with coils QuartzlFeldspariBio subrounded minerals and dispersed

tite grains

GILu-4 CWI HonzontaJ/paraHel Feldspar/quartz Angular Angular OxidIZed around Moderate to low None
Vessel 8 with coils frags edges
(7)

HcLx-l Bossed Perpendicular Polymmeralic Rock Angular Rounded to sub Highly oxidized Moderate None
Vessel 6 Subtype Bossed across coils frags angular
(8)

HeLs-12 Bossed HOTIZOIItal/paraHet Dlsaggregated Angular Rounded to angular Edge IngWy Moderate to low Some metamorphosed
Vessel 2 Subtype Bossed with coils Feldspar; Few rock oxidized minerals present in rock
(9) frags fragments

HeLs-12 Untyped Perpendicular Polymmeralic rock Vcry angular to Rounded to sub Edges very oxidized Moderate None
Vessel 1 across coils frags Subangular angular
(10)



the grit was composed of feldspars, micas (usually biotite), and

quartz. The feldspars, plagioclase and potassium feldspar dominated

the mineral composition of all except two examined sherds (Table

6.1). The source of the grit was probably disaggregated feldspathic

granite cobbles.

As I (1994: 117) have previously discussed, there are several

theories regarding an apparent preference for feldspar rich grit in the

construction of ceramic vessels. Sheppard (1971:28) proposed that

the low reactivity of feldspar dUring firing made it a more desirable

choice than quartz. Quartz, when heated to temperatures above 573 0

C will expand and contract (Rice 1987:95) and excessive amounts of

quartz in the clay matrix dUring heating may compromise a vessel's

structural integrity (Hanna 1982: 171; Neff 1993; Sheppard 1971 :29).

Hanna (1982: 196) has also suggested that a preference for feldspar

may have been related to the intended function of the vessel.

Following discussions with several geologists, however, I believe

a simpler explanation for this phenomenon is probably involved.

Feldspar is much more susceptible to weathering than quartz and a

feldspar rich cobble is much easier to disaggregate than a quartz

cobble (Harvey Young, personal communication 1994). Feldspars are

easily identified by their crystal faces and potassium feldspar appears

pink in hand specimens. I believe it was as simple as the potter

choosing the 'pink' rocks over the 'white' rocks because it was

realized that they would disaggregate more easily.
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All sherd section samples displayed a definite bimodal

distribution. The larger grains were consistently very angular and

polymineralic. Angularity of the smaller grains ranged from sub

rounded to angular. The polYmineralic grit fragments were almost

consistently dominated by feldspars and quartz with micas present in

moderate amounts. Some muscovite was observed but biotite

dominated the mica minerals. A very small percentage of

unidentified minerals were present in all sherds (Table 6.1).

Grit volume estimates were highly variable ranging from 5% to

15% (Table 6.1). The distinction between temper and natural lithic

inclusions in the thin-sectioned sherds was not always obvious. The

larger pieces of temper tended to break down their constituent

mineral components and disperse in the surrounding matrix. Often.

the disaggregated grains remained clustered around the larger

polymineralic fragments and the association based on relative

position. mineral type and angularity was clear. Occasionally.

however. a few larger monomineralic grains were sufficiently

separated and dispersed in the matrix as to preclude distinction

between natural or cultural inclusion. In these instances. grains

smaller than the estimated average size of the constituent grains of

the polymineralic fragments were ignored. If the grains were larger

than the average grain size and showed sufficient angularity. they

were considered to be temper.

Table 6.2 displays oXidation, porosity and any other notable

particulars observed in the sherd sections. Unlike the Late Woodland
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sherds that I (1994) previously examined. the porosity of the Laurel

sherds was moderate to low. This is no doubt a characteristic of coil

manufacturing.

6.2.2 Vessel Construction Determinations

Occasionally in hand specimen. positive or negative coil breaks

were visible on the broken superior surfaces of the examined Laurel

ceramic sherds. Occasionally. a chevron-like pattern could also be

observed on the lateral sides of the sherds. To examine the

correlation between the lateral and superior patterns. five sherds

with definite coil breaks visible on the top and bottom surfaces were

thin sectioned with the section oriented perpendicular to the vessel

coils (Figure 6.lB). The result was a positive correlation between the

macroscopic and microscopic observation of the sherds.

The cross-sectioned coils are recognizable in the clay matrix as

disruptions in the form of fissures. A standard light microscope was

most useful in recognizing the coil patterns. A basic pattern

reflecting the stacking of coils was evident to varying degrees on the

sections. Increased difficulty in distinguishing this pattern

corresponded to less distinctive coil breaks on the longitudinal

surfaces of the actual sherds. The distinctiveness of the coils is

probably a function of the amount of working undergone by the clay

dUring the manufactUring process. The basic patterns observed in

the thin sections of the five sherds are illustrated in Figure 6.2.

Arthurs (1986:90-92) also microscopically examined cross
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GkLr-29 Vessel 2

GjLp-3 Vessel 4

GkLs-l Vessel 3

HcLx-l Vessel 6 HeLs-12 Vessell

Figure 6.2 Ceramic Cross-Sections Illustrating Coil
Manufacturing.
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sections of coil pottery and identified two basic forms. The first

displayed stacked. approximately rounded coils. The most frequent

form of coil was rhomboidal in cross section and similar to what

Brandzin (1996) identified as chevron-like.

One of the sherds that was sectioned on a vertical plane

belonged to the super pseudo-scallop shell vessel 2 from GkLr-29.

The fissures in this section were filled with very fine quartz crystals.

The presence of the quartz dust along the coil fissures gave the

impression that the coils had been rolled in very fine quartz dUring

formation.

The thin section from GkLs-l, vessel 4, also had quartz crystals

dispersed throughout its matrix and along the section edges. The

accumulation of grit dust on the coils dUring the manufacturing

process is again indicated. The distribution pattern is different than

that of the GkLr-29 vessel because this section was cut on a

horizontal plane (Figure 6.1A) and the concentration along the edges

of the section represent the outside walls of the vessel and the

exposed face of the coils. Rolling the coils in grit dust may be the

explanation for the observation by Meyer and Carter (1978: 104) and

Brandzin (1996) that the surface of some recovered Laurel sherds

display a concentration of fine temper minerals on the surface.

The super pseudo-scallop shell section was also unusual in its

mottled oxidization patterns. Several distinct darker and denser

patches were noted throughout the section. A slightly different lithic

concentration pattern was also noted within the darker patches.
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This mixed matrix may indicate that grog was an ingredient in the

clay mixture.

6.3 Chapter Summary

The thin sectioning of the 10 ceramic sherds from the study area

collection provided interesting manufacturing information. A

correlation was made between observed patterning on individual

sherds in hand specimen and those in thin section. There is a

relationship between the ease with which the coils are identified in

hand specimen and their distinctiveness in thin section. The relative

amount of grit and porosity levels in all the sherd sections were

moderate and in contrast to previously examined Late Woodland

sherds where the porosity was considerably greater.

The overall composition of the grit favored feldspar except in two

vessels where quartz dominated the relative mineral amounts. The

domination of feldspars in the grit of all the other vessels is probably

related to the relative ease of disintegration of feldspathic cobbles.

The two thin sections that contained a relatively larger quartz

content also displayed a concentration of grit dust around the

perimeter of the individual coils in the thin section. This may

indicate a relationship between the phenomenon. However, with a

sample of only two this cannot be definitively asserted.
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7. LAUREL TEMPORAL PARAMETERS AND STUDY AREA

PLACEMENT

7.1 LaurelPhases

Based on characteristic ceramic assemblages, Stoltman

(1973: 114-118) proposed three Phases for Laurel: Pike Bay, McKinstry

and Smith (oldest to youngest). Lugenbeal (1976:578-580) later

suggested the addition of a fourth and fifth phase for Laurel. The

fourth phase is that of Hungry Hall, the next evolutionary phase

following the Smith phase. Hungry Hall encompasses the western

portion of the Rainy River region drainage and is based on ceramic

evidence.

The fifth phase, Anderson, is closely related to Hungry Hall and

characterized by high percentages of Laurel Dentate, large amounts

of Laurel Cord-wrapped Stick and Laurel Punctate. The absence of

Laurel Pseudo-scallop Shell, the rarity of Laurel Bossed and the low

frequency of Laurel Undragged Oblique is also characteristic of this

phase. Lugenbeal (1976) did not temporally define this phase except

for some speculation that it was either contemporaneous with or

later than Smith and Hungry Hall. The Anderson and Lockport sites

were the only representatives of this phase (Lugenbeal 1976:580-581).
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Lugenbeal (1976:571) summarized the characteristic ceramic

frequency patterns of Stoltman's (1973) phases:

The Pike Bay Phase:

High relative frequency representation of:
Laurel Oblique (approx. 50%);
Laurel Plain (approx. 10-20%);
Low relative frequency representation of:
Laurel Pseudo-scallop Shell (approx. 20%);
Laurel Bossed (approx. 13%);
Laurel Punctate and Laurel Dentate.

The McKinstry Phase:

High relative frequency representation of:
Laurel Pseudo-scallop Shell (approx. 45%);
Laurel Bossed subtype Boss and Punctate (approx. 25%);
Low relative frequency representation of:
Laurel Oblique (approx. 20%);
Laurel Dentate « 8%);
Laurel Punctate (=s 2%).

The Smith Phase:

High relative frequency representation of:
Laurel Dentate (> 8%) and Laurel Punctate;
Lower relative frequency representation of
Laurel Plain and Laurel Pseudo-scallop Shell.

Lugenbeal (1976:578-581) describes the characteristics of his
new phases as follows:

The Hungry Hall Phase:

Laurel Dentate peaks (> 30%);
Laurel Punctate increases in importance;
Laurel Undragged Oblique reduction in importance;
Laurel Dragged Oblique virtually disappears;
Laurel Pseudo-scallop shell and Laurel Bossed almost disappear.

The Anderson Phase:

Laurel Dentate very high percentages;
Laurel Cord-wrapped Tool substantial representation;
Laurel Punctate substantial representation;
Laurel Pseudo-scallop shell virtually absent;
Laurel Bossed is rare;
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Laurel Undragged Oblique <10%.

Reid and Rajnovich (1991) translated Lugenbeal's (1976) phases

into complexes found within the Boundary Waters region. The

Anderson phase assemblages were not separated from the Hungry

Hall complex. The associated dates for each complex based on

radiocarbon dates are as follows:

1. The Pike Bay Complex:

2. The McKinstry Complex:

3. The Smith Complex:

4. The Hungry Hall Complex:

200 B.C. to A.D. 300

A.D. 300 to A.D. 600

A.D. 600 to A.D. 900

A.D. 900 to A.D. 1200

7.2 Laurel Development and Movement

Four temporally distinct development periods have been

proposed for Laurel by Reid and Rajnovich (1991):

1. Development, 200 B.C. to A.D. 0;

2. Initial extension of the influence. A.D. 0 to A.D. 200;

3. Expansionary. A.D. 200 to 800 and

4. Entrenchment. A.D. 800 to 1200.

Within these periods. Reid and Rajnovich (1991) proposed

spatial-temporal movement and development of Laurel. They (1991)

proposed that the Development period for Laurel (200 B.C. to A.D. 0)

took place within the Boundary Waters - Rainy River region. The

extension of Laurel from here was initiated by an expansion north

towards the lakes of northern Manitoba and then eastward toward
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the Lake Superior area. During the final Laurel phase, an east to

west movement after A.D. 800 is suggested. By A.D. 1200, only the

most westerly sites at the edge of the Canadian shield with Laurel

components were left (Reid and Rajnovich 1991).

Although it is not explicitly stated, Reid and Rajnovich (1991)

appear to have excluded northern Manitoba and Saskatchewan from

this scenario. Since that writing, late Laurel ceramic types

displaying CWT impressions, as well as relatively late absolute dates

have come to light and a late Laurel presence in both Saskatchewan

and northern Manitoba has been demonstrated. In terms of Reid and

Rajnovich's (1991) temporal movement scheme, indications are that

occupation in the northern regions of the western provinces began

dUring the later stages of the "Initial extension of the influence"

period, and discontinuous representation of Laurel in the area is

evident throughout the remaining Laurel developemental sequence.

Until recently, the earliest dates so far assigned to Laurel did

come from the Boundary Waters region. A date of 1200+ / -165 B.P.

(DIC 575) has been reported from Ballysadare on the Winnipeg River

in Kenora (Reid 1984:39; Reid and Rajnovich 1991:202), 1990+/-90

B.P. (GAK 1282) from McCluskey, southwest of Thunder Bay and

1980+/-40 B.P. (WIS 486) from McKinstry Mound 1 on the south

shore of the Rainy River (Reid and Rajnovich 1991:202).

More recently, early dates for Laurel have come from outside the

Boundary Waters area. Carbon residue from a Laurel pseudo-scallop
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shell sherd recovered from the lower terrace of the Wabinosh River

site on the west shore of Lake Nipigon has produced an AMS date of

1980 + / - 80 B.P. (TO-5204) (Valley 1996:46). From the upper terrace

at the same site, residue from another sherd yielded an AMS date of

2100 + / - 200 BP (TO-607l) (Scott Hamilton, Pers. comm. 1996).

Unfortunately, since inconsistencies are known to exist between

absolute dating methods, so comparison of the AMS and

conventional radiocarbon dates may not be valid. These

inconsistencies are discussed more fully later in this chapter.

7.3 Problems with Spatial-Temporal Trend Establishment

Before hypotheses or models of spatial and temporal patterning

are formed through material culture interpretation, appropriate

attention should be given to the limitations inherent in the process.

The classificatory systems for Middle Woodland archaeological

remains is best described as perplexing and obscure. As discussed

earlier, taxonomic chaos extends into the very basic systems of

attribute and type analysis where standard definitions are not strictly

adhered to. As well, the choice of taxonomic system for presentation

of the material appears to vary with the personal preference of the

investigator. Mason (1970) has addressed this problem and how it

relates to the assignment of evolutionary and developmental

designations to disparate groups encompassed by the Woodland

taxonomic structure.
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Brose (1970:91-92) pointed out that attribute selection is

another major stumbling block in ceramic studies. The process of

attribute selection tends to be based on archaeologist-specific

paradigms focused in support of preexisting expectations. An

example of this may be seen in the attributes selected by MacNeish

(1958) and Wright (1967) to support an Asian origin for Laurel. Their

approach neglected to explain geographic and temporal separations of

significant proportions. It also resulted in a rejection of radiocarbon

dates by Wright (1967:95) because they did not support his selection

and definition oflate and early attributes (Brose 1970:92-93).

Further to this. Hanna (1980:77-78) points out that the "one

ceramic ware - one culture" concept is only an assumption and that

it is possible more than one cultural and physical unit may have

participated in the construction of one ware. Therefore. in tracing

the apparent evolutionary patterning of a configuration based largely

on observed ceramic types. caution should be the better part of

supposition. It should also be realized that cultural boundaries are

not sharply delineated in the record and our interpretations may

have no relationship to reality. The process of superimposing

archaeological classifications and organizational models is therefore

arbitrary (Hamilton 1981).

As well. although temporal and/or spatial factors are most often

cited as the explanation for change or material culture patterning.

other factors may contribute to the overall assemblage composition.

In addition to regionalism and temporal changes. sampling. group
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composition and vessel or site function may also contribute to the

characteristics of a particular assemblage.

An additional problem that is apparent in the literature is the

attempt by investigators to attach specific points in time to both

assemblages and occasionally entire regions, where Laurel

components are found. As well, temporal assignment or

readjustment is sometimes attempted based on the presence of a

single vessel type. Since most Laurel types are known to exist

throughout the entire existence of Laurel a more holistic view is

always necessary.

Brose (1970:94) used site function to interpret a high instance

of Banked Stamped (linear stamping in short vertical motifs)

ceramics at Summer Island, although he did not elaborate on what

that function might be. He (1970:94) viewed the patterning as a

result of a "founder eflect" related to limited site function rather than

temporal or geographic trends. Brose's (1970:91) hypothesis was

based on a proposal that ceramic type frequencies are correlated with

site-type and function of the vessel. Under this assumption, it can

be expected that sites of different functions but supporting the same

group will show variation in frequencies of different vessel types.

Alternative options to patterning explanations such as this are

seldom explored. An assumption that variations are always an

indication of temporal change or regionalism neglects other

possibilities and may perpetuate inaccurate spatial-temporal

assumptions.
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7.3.1 Stability of Types and the Use of Frequencies for Temporal

Positioning

The preceding section was not intended to argue against the use

of temporal-spatial models of explanation. but rather against their

misuse. The Laurel ceramic assemblage is remarkable in many

respects and it is useful in the relative temporal placement of Laurel.

Stoltman (1973:82) found that every type of pottery was present at

every phase in his Minnesota sample and that only the frequencies of

those types varied. He (1974:83-84) believed that between assemblage

variations were as much a product of space as time for Minnesota

Laurel.

In Wright's (1967:93) early studies of Laurel. he also observed

that although regionalism was apparent within Laurel assemblages

there was also a significant degree of continuity. especially in regard

to ceramic decorative attributes. These similarities were also noted

by Mason (1967:339-340) within the entire northern Middle

Woodland temporal "continuum" specifically the attributes pseudo

scallop shell. stab-and-drag (or push-pull) and linear stamping

(Mason 1967:339).

Brose (1970:93) interpreted the homogeneity of ceramics within

the Northern Tier Middle Woodland groups as a result of "adoption

and adaptation of ceramic styles ... by people whose ecological

adaptation to the area imposed the need for great mobility over large

distances on their culture" (Brose 1970:93). He (1970: 167-168) also

proposed that wide spread ceramic similarities may be a reflection of
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band exogamy and low population, resulting in diffusion of a ceramic

tradition.

7.4 Decorative Trends and Spatial - Temporal Correlations

Several authors have attempted to correlate Laurel spatial and

temporal parameters with decorative trends. Type frequency

variations may be indicators of regional development, temporal

position, or a combination of both. The following sections explore

these proposed correlations.

7.4.1 Decorative Trends and Spatial Correlations

Stoltman (1973), Lugenbeal (1976), Wright (1967) and Reid and

Rajnovich (1991) have all proposed apparent associations between

Laurel ceramic decorative attributes and temporal or spatial position.

Stoltman (1973:86-88) was convinced he had established a pattern of

declining early decorative patterns north through Minnesota,

Michigan, Ontario and Manitoba. A theory that the oldest Laurel

sites were the most southerly appeared to be corroborated by

radiocarbon evidence (Stoltman 1973:92-93).

To confirm any north-south geographic patterns that may exist,

Lugenbeal (1976:559-561) arranged all of the known Laurel sites in a

south to north distribution and listed the occurrence of eight ceramic

attributes in each site. His (1976:561) table lists Summer Island,

Arrowhead Drive and Naomikong Point, all in Michigan, as the most

southerly sites. Lac Seul, Eaka, Pelican Falls, Tailrace Bay and

Pelican Narrow as a group were the most northerly five sites.
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Between the most northerly and southerly sites. he (1976) considered

the Minnesota sites geographically grouped along the Rainy River.

Wright's (1967) sites from the north shore of Lake Superior and the

sites of southeastern Manitoba.

Using this arrangement, Stoltman's perceptions of a decrease in

age towards the north could not be confirmed. Little if any

correlation was found between a northward movement and attribute

frequency (Lugenbeal1976:560-563). Lugenbeal (1976:558) showed

that contrary to the coincidental geographic patterning discovered by

Stoltman. Laurel trends are much less tidy. He found that almost

every phase of the Laurel developmental sequence is represented

within a 40 mile segment of the Rainy River. Early sites occur in the

north as well as south, such as those near the Long Sault Rapids of

the Rainy River. indicating that for northern Minnesota and the

Rainy River region time appears to be more of a contributing factor to

ceramic Variability than geographic position.

The geographic patterns that Lugenbeal (1976:568-569) did

notice conformed more to an east-west not a north-south

configuration as Stoltman (1973) observed in his Minnesota sample.

For example. the frequent use of superimposed punctates combined

with oblique dragged-stamping appeared to be characteristic of

eastern Laurel sites. Vessels with interior decoration also appeared

to be more frequent in eastern Laurel sites such as Heron Bay and

Naomikong Point. where there is a 14 and 14.9 percent occurrence

respectively. Conversely, in the most western sites, there is a less
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than 1% recognized occurrence of interior decoration. An exception

was found at Hungry Hall where interior decoration was present in

approximately 12% of the sample (Lugenbeal 1976:568-569).

The production of a horizontal motif shows a patterning that

favors a higher occurrence in the middle and late western sites. In

the eastern sites, it appears on less than 5% of the vessels. This is

contrasted in the Minnesota and Rainy River sites where horizontal

motifs reach a 25% level dUring the Smith Phase (Lugenbeal

1976:568-569).

Lugenbeal (1976:567) noted a high occurrence of Laurel Dentate

only in western Laurel sites of Minnesota and Manitoba. His

(1976:568) observation that Laurel Bossed appeared to be

characteristic of only the Middle Laurel western sites and as only a

small component of the eastern sites is significant in this study.

Stoltman (1973:87) viewed high frequencies of Laurel Bossed as

characteristic of northern Minnesota assemblages and rare outside

Minnesota.

Bossing was not a prominent attribute noted in early or later

investigations in Manitoba. MacNeish (1958: 150) noted only two

sherds with exterior bossing in his southeastern Manitoba studies.

Similarly, Mayer-Oakes (1970) found few plain bossed or boss and

punctate vessels, although exact numbers are impossible to extract

from his data. Mayer-Oakes (1970: 199) separated his sample into

bossed, boss and punctate and punctate and although rim sherd not

vessel frequencies are reported. the overall numbers are low. The
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total frequency for his (1970:222. 225) Mode 6A. Laurel plain boss

and punctate. is only 10 sherds. Laurel plain bossed. Mode 6B,

totals only three sherds.

Wright (1967) reported vessels with exterior bossing from 14

sites in Ontario. However, the bossing was in almost every instance

combined with other forms of decoration. the most frequent being

pseudo-scallop shell. Most sites appear to have produced only one

vessel each, with the exception of the McLaren Site where three

vessels displayed external bosses. Plain Laurel Bossed was

represented by only two vessels, one of the subtype Bossed and one of

the subtype Boss and Punctate.

Later studies that uncovered significant Laurel sites in

Manitoba. such as the Wanipigow Lake site. the Bjorklund site. and

Lockport. also failed to produced substantial numbers of Laurel

Bossed vessels (Table 7.1). The assemblages from these three large

Manitoba sites contained 0%.3.2% and. 5.0% bossed vessels

respectively. totaling only four vessels. three subtype Bossed and one

subtype Boss and Punctate. Alternatively. the study area is a

significant exception to this pattern and is unique in its high

representation of Laurel Bossed vessels.

7.5 Decorative Trends and Temporal Correlations

The following is an elaboration of the seriation conducted by

Reid and Rajnovich (1991:216-217). Although it is based on the

Boundary Waters Composite. for the most part the findings are in
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agreement with the general results of Stoltman (1973:84-88) and with

Lugenbeal (1976:658-659). Wright's (1967) findings are not as

detailed and are thus not as easily compared, however. some

consistencies and deviations can be noted.

The proposed trends are as follows:

1. Dentate Stamped - Stoltman (1973:85.86.92) and Reid

and Rajnovich (1991 :216): peaks in late Laurel at Hungry Hall.

Reid and Rajnovich (1991:216) and Lugenbeal (1976:552): very

characteristic of and increasing towards the late period.

Stoltman (1973:86): in Minnesota rare until late Laurel.

Wright (1967: 100): becomes much more important in later

Laurel.

2. Pseudo-scallop Shell - Reid and Rajnovich (1991):high

percent in early to middle period and then declines. Lugenbeal

(1976:553): peaks in Middle Laurel with a virtual absence in

very early and Late Laurel. Stoltman (1973:91-92): consistent

strong representation through Middle Laurel times, decreases

in late phases. but persists and remains important through

time.

3. Plain Bossed - Lugenbeal (1976:553) and Reid and

Rajnovich (1991:216): shows an increase towards and peaks in

middle Laurel then decreases toward late Laurel.

4. Plain Boss and Punctate - Lugenbeal (1976:553): peaks in

late-middle Laurel. Reid and Rajnovich (1991): peaks in early

Laurel. Stoltman (1974:88): Boss and Punctate dominated
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before plain Bossed. All studies agree on a decrease in late

Laurel times.

5. Plain Punctate - Lugenbeal (1976:553): increase in time to

Late Laurel. Reid and Rajnovich (1991): early start and persists

throughout Laurel times.

6. Plain - Reid and Rajnovich (1991): an early start and a

decrease towards late Laurel. Lugenbeal (1976:553): most

abundant in early Laurel, then decreases. Stoltman (1973:88):

in Minnesota, increases towards middle Laurel, then

disappears.

7. Dragged Dentate - Reid and Rajnovich (1991): minor

component in middle and decreases to late Laurel. Nothing to

compare in Lugenbeal (1976) and Stoltman (1973) because of

lumping in to the Dragged Oblique type. However, Lugenbeal

(1976:553) thought that Laurel Dragged achieved popularity in

early and almost disappeared in the late period (Lugenbeal

1976:658).

8. Dragged Pseudo- scallop Shell - Reid and Rajnovich (1991):

minor in early Laurel and disappears. Nothing to compare in

Lugenbeal (1976) and Stoltman (1973).

9. Linear Stamp - Reid and Rajnovich (1991): persists

throughout Laurel times. Nothing to compare to in Stoltman

(1973). Lugenbeal (1976:553) found Undragged Oblique

(comparable to linear stamping) increased through time.
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10. Dragged Linear Stamped - Reid and Rajnovich (1991 :217):

peaks in early and decreases towards late periods. Nothing to

compare in Lugenbeal (1976) and Stoltman (1973). Wright

(1967): remains constant.

11. Cord Wrapped Stick - Lugenbeal (1976:541-542), Reid and

Rajnovich (1991 :217): agree that this is exclusive to late

Laurel.

12. Incised - present in small quantities in each period. Most

studies agree there are no perceivable trends. However, the

current study suggests that high frequencies of incised vessels

may be an early Laurel characteristic in southeastern Manitoba.

Although Laurel Incised vessels consistently appear as a minor

component of most Laurel assemblages a few exceptions have been

reported. Stoltman (1973:87) reported high frequencies from the

Pearson site and MacNeish (1958: 141) from the Cemetery Point site

in Manitoba. Both observations were based on rim sherd

frequencies. Lugenbeal's (1976 :500-501) reanalysis of the Cemetery

Point assemblage using vessel representation again produced a

relatively high frequency of 18.8% of incised vessels in the earlier

occupation assemblage. However, the overall vessel representation in

terms of number and type from Cemetery Point is actually quite

small. In actual numbers, a total of only three incised vessels were

recovered from Cemetery Point. As well, it should be noted that

Lugenbeal's (1976:498) assignment of this type to the early
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occupation was done with some uncertainty and without

stratigraphic support.

The Bjorklund site in southeastern Manitoba also produced an

elevated number of incised vessels. A total of 14 incised vessels

(11.3%) were recovered from the Bjorklund site (Buchner 1982:49-50).

The sample of Laurel vessels was sufficiently large (n= 124) to rule out

sampling bias. Temporally, the incised vessels from Bjorklund were

early in the sequence. The earliest Laurel levels produced only four

incised vessels, but virtually to the exclusion of any other types. The

incised sherds at the Bjorklund site were consistently found earlier

than dentate sherds, but later than Laurel Oblique in the

stratigraphic sequences.

7.5.1 Other Ceramic Trends

Little has been proposed in the way of temporal patterning for

lip decoration. Lugenbeal (1976:546) perceived there may be a

correlation between this attribute and the very latest Laurel sites.

However. a stronger indication for an early existence, middle

reduction and late reoccurrence of lip decoration appeared to emerge.

Available information from Manitoba sites do not provide any

temporal evidence for lip decoration patterning.

Similarly, there does not seem to be any clear pattern for the

occurrence of interior decoration although there is a weak correlation

with late Laurel based on the Hungry Hall assemblage (Lugenbeal

1976:546-547). As discussed above, interior decoration has a strong

regional but weak temporal correlation.
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Lugenbeal (1976:547) states there may be an increase of oblique

over horizontal motifs towards late Laurel based on observations of

the Hungry Hall and Lockport assemblages. He sees a definite

decline in short oblique motifs and an increase in horizontal motifs

through time (Lugenbeal 1976:547).

Stoltman (1973:84) and Lugenbeal (1976:658) proposed a

temporal trend for Laurel ceramics where decoration trended from

simple to complex motifs through time. Lugenbeal also (1976:578

579) suggested a site seriation in which the types Laurel Dentate and

Laurel Punctate increased in frequency and correlated negatively with

a decrease in Laurel Pseudo-scallop Shell and Laurel Bossed.

7.6 Temporal Positioning of the Regions

The temporal position of Laurel in the various comparison areas

and the study area will be examined in this section. Temporal

implications based on decorative patterning information is combined

with available radiocarbon and thermoluminescence results.

Ceramic type frequency distributions are provided for a total of

43 sites for comparison purposes. Table 7.2 lists the type and

subtype frequencies for the assemblages from the selected comparison

sites. Table 7.3 contains only the type designations for the same

sites. Table 7.3 was produced without subtypes for literary clarity.

Both tables display the combined frequencies for the southeastern

Manitoba sites in the table and from various smaller Laurel
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Table 7.2 General Laurel Type and Subtype Individual Frequencies
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recovery areas in west central Manitoba and east central

Saskatchewan. Individual site ceramic distributions are displayed in

regionalized tables for southeastern Manitoba. west-central Manitoba

and adjacent Saskatchewan in Tables 7. L 7.4 and 7.5 respectively.

Combined regional frequency totals are presented in Table 7.6.

Various methods of combining and displaying assemblage

frequencies were used to provide easy access to several aspects of

comparison. As well. I thought it important to present all the

frequency information collected dUring the process of this study

whether or not it was immediately useful. The purpose of doing this

was to assemble the data for future investigators.

Radiocarbon dates for various areas are provided in Table 7.7.

Available thermoluminescence dates and AMS dates are provided in

Tables 7.8 and 7.9 respectively.

A discussion of the various dating options and those employed

in this study are first discussed. The recoveries within the individual

regions are then explored with political boundaries serving only to

define the regions for descriptive purposes. Temporal zones do not

conform to political boundaries and for this reason discussion of the

proposed temporal placement for the regions is reserved for the final

sections in this chapter and presented within a holistic context.

7.6.1 Radiocarbon Dating

The correlation of absolute dates and Laurel ceramic type

patterning is a difficult process. For conventional radiocarbon dates.

problems arise from poor or compromised associations between the
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Table 7.6 Regional Frequency Totals

<fl
W
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xaJo ""aJoXW <fl~ <flXw =>~8WOc: ~u «Oc: I-Oc:<flU,,- <flU,,- <flU,,-

Punctate 9.5 10.0 11.1 9.9

Plain 6.7 10.0 18.5 6.3

Dentate 25.9 10.0 18.5 8.1

Pseudo Scallop Shell 11.3 30.0 11.1 16.2

Bossed 3.4 10.0 11.1 21.6

Dragged Oblique 14.3 5.0 11.1 12.6

Undragged Oblique 8.5· 0.0 0 3.6

Incised 6.4 0.0 7.4 1.8

CWS 5.8 20.0 11.1 2.1

Combination 3.4 0.0 0 14.4

Misc. 4.3 0.0 0 2.1

Mixed Blackduck/Laurel 0.6 0.0 0 0.0

VESSEL COUNT 328 20 27 111



Tabl 7.7 Selected Radi' b Dates bv R,
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SITE REFERENCE RADIOCARBON ASSOCIATION / LAB REFERENCE

DATE DECOR. TYPE NUMBER
SEMANITOBA
Caribou Lake Buchner 1979:60. 128 1100 +/- 105 B.P Bossed DIC 12l7a

Buchner 1979:60. 128
Buchner 1979:60. 128 1100 +/- 110 B.P. Bossed DIC 12l7b

860 +/ - 50 B.P. Dentate DIC 1216

Lockport Buchner 1988: 29 1410+/-290 B.P. ? GX-l0865
Wanipigow Lake Saylor 1989: 200 960 +/- 120 B.P. Pseudo scallop shell GX4694
WEST CENTRAL
MANITOBA
The Pas Reserve Site Tamplin 1977: 143-144 1820 +/- 150 B.P. Pseudo scallop shell A-1424

Tamplin 1977: 143-144
1590 +/ - 50 B.P. Pseudo scallop shell A-l368

The Pas Moraine: Dickson 1976: 36-37 1135 +/ - 65 B.P. Pseudo scallop shell S-1079
Oscar Point Site

NORTH CENTRAL
MANITOBA
Kame Hills Site Dickson 1980: 18 1290 +/ - 150 B.P. AmbigUOUS Context GAK6063
Wapisu Lake Site Tisdale and Jamieson 1645 +/ - 195 B.P. No Association S-959

1982:53-55 1920 +/- 85 B.P. No Association S-956
Notigi Lake Site Wiersurn and 1200 +/- 130 B.P. "Plain" (body?): poor S-746

Tisdale 1977: 18 association

Wiersurn and 920 +/- 150 B.P. ews :Vessel 7 S-744
Tisdale 1977: 18

All dates are uncalibrated.



Tabl 7 Sel d d b D b
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SITE REFERENCE RADIOCARBON. ASSOCIATION / LAB REFERENCE
DATE DECOR. TYPE NUMBER

SASKATCHEWAN
Crown Site Quigg 1986: 32 645 +/ - 70 B.P. Bossed S-2527

785 +/ - 155 B.P. Bossed S-2555
Gravel Pit Site Klimko 1985: 105 815+/ - 135 B.P. Laurel Vessel S-2355
ONTARIO
Sand River Site Wright 1967: 95 1630 +/- 100 B.P. General and Poor M 1507

Assoc. with Laurel
Heron Bay Site Wright 1967: 95 1340+/-170 B.P. General and Poor GSC208

Assoc. with Laurel
Meek Site Reid 1984: 39 1670 +/- 115 B.P. Dentate (Predominates) DIC764
Lady Rapids Site Reid 1984: 39 1430 +/- 60 B.P. Dentate DIC 1718
Ballynamore Site Reid 1984: 39 1460 +/- 130 B.P. Dentate, Pss, DIC571

Dr~edPss.
Ballynamore Site Reid 1984: 39 1010 +/- 60 B.P. Dentate, Punctate, DIC759

Pss., Linear stamp
Meek Site Reid 1984: 39 1500+/-170 B.P. Dentate, incised, Pss DIC 766

Ballysadare Site Reid 1984: 39 2115 +/ - 165 B.P. Linear and dragged DIC575
stamp; Plain

Ballynacree Site Reid and Rajnovich 710+/-45 B.P. All Laurel ceramic DIC2876
1991: 205 types present

(Dentate Predominates)

Ballynacree Site Reid and Rajnovich 710 +/-65 B.P. All Laurel ceramic DIC2884
1991: 205 types present

(Dentate Predominates)
Ballynacree Site Reid and Rajnovich 630 +/ - 55 B.P. All Laurel ceramic DIC2885

1991: 205 types present
(Dentate Predominates)

All dates are uncalibrated.
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Table 7.8 Laurel Thermoluminescence Dates

SITE REFERENCE T.L. DATE TESTED SAMPLE/ LAB REFERENCE
TYPE or ASSOCIATED NUMBER

TYPE
SASKATCHEWAN

Unpublished A.D. 245 +/- 350 Laurel body sherd DUR88TL133-1AS
Peterson Creek Site

Meyer and Hamilton A.D. 880 +/ - 220 FCR/ Boss and Punc. DUR88TL123-1AS
1994:108
Meyer and Hamilton A.D. 810 +/- 230 FCR/ Boss and Punc. DUR88TL128-1AS
1994:108

Spruce Rapids Site *Brandzin 1996 **A.D. 1060 +/- 65 Laurel body sherd UWfL-200
[AD.1063+/-96J
[A.D. 1058 +/- 88J

MANITOBA

Leaf Falls Site Current Study A.D. 801 +/- 152 Sherd/lnt. punctate UWfL-195
Ext. boss Vessel 6

Kame Hills Site Current Study A.D. 732 +/- 256 Sherd/ Dentate Push- UWfL-196
Pull Vesse124

Wuskwatim Site Current Study **A.D. 1441 +/- 87 Sherd/ Exterior UWfL-197
[AD. 1469 +/- 1111 Punctate Vessel 4
[A.D. 1398 +/-139]

Notlgi Site Current Study **A.D. 160 +/·426 Sherd/ CWS Vessel 8 UWfL-198
[40 B.C. +/-6171
[A.D. 320 +/ - 5801

Notlgi Site Current Study **A.D. 824 +/·73 Sherd/ CWS and UWfL-199
[AD. 843 +/- 101] Punctate Vessel 7
[A.D. 805 +/- 105]

*A TL date ofAD 1100 +/ - 226 was previously reported in Brandzin 1996:108. A recalculation by U ofWashington TL lab
produced 2 dates with lower error terms.

**An average of two dates has been calculated using Long and Rippeteau 1974. Multiple dates were the result ofvariations
in measured radioactivity in soil samples.
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Table 7.9 Laurel AMS Dates

SITE REFERENCE AMS DATE DECOR. TYPE LAB REFERENCE
NUMBER

Rock Island Site Mason 1991: 124 1769 +/- 94 B.P. Linear Stamped/ GX-15261
Push-pull
(Predominates)

Naomikong Point Site Janzen 1968: 92 1520 +/- 400 B.P. Pseudo scallop shell M-2055
(Predominates)

Wabinosh Site Valley 1996: 46 1980 +/ - 80 RP. Pseudo -scallop shell TO-5204
(P.S.S. and Plain
Predominates at site)

Wabinosh Site Hamilton Pers. Corom. 2100 +/ -200 B.P. Indeterminate sherd TO-6071
1997

Heron Bay Site Wright 1967: 96 1810 +/ - 150 B.P. Unspecified Type GSC686
(P.S.S. predominates at
site)



dated sample and the cultural component. An absence of

stratigraphic separation of living floors is a characteristic feature for

much of the Boreal forest and the subsequent correlation between a

radiocarbon sample and cultural material is often strained.

7.6.2 AMS Dating

Accelerated Mass Spectrometry (AMS) is valuable for generating

radiocarbon dates from carbonized residue removed directly from

ceramic sherds. This process eliminates the problem of association.

but there is some controversy regarding the reliability and

comparability of conventional charcoal and bone collagen dates with

AMS dates (Grace Rajnovich. Pers. Comm. 1996; Scott Hamilton,

Pers. Comm. 1997). To my knowledge at the time of this writing. no

one has formally proposed reasons for this consistent divergence in

results, in which AMS procedures produce older dates. However. Dr.

Roelf Beukens (Pers. Comm. 1997) from the IsoTrace Radiocarbon

Laboratory at the University of Toronto offered his personal view that

the older AMS dates may be the result of careless removal of the

residue from pot sherds. Inclusion of the clay matrix and the older

organics contained within will produce a false date.

Conventional and AMS radiocarbon dating procedures were not

an option in this study due to a lack of suitable material. The

majority of the analyzed ceramic sample was collected dUring the

early 1970's within a methodological framework that differs from the

current. The importance of preservation of sherd residue and

protection against contamination of organic materials was not
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completely realized. As a consequence, residue was scrubbed from

recovered sherds and occasionally, preselVation of sherds and

reconstructed vessels was attempted by coating the ceramics with

white commercial glue.

7.6.3 Thermoluminescence Dating

Thermoluminescence (T.L.) dating is another option in which

both the problem of association and contamination can be

eliminated, since it is the timing of the original vessel firing that is

actually measured. The problem that is not eliminated and which is

a risk regardless of the method of absolute dating procedure used is

that of post-depositional re-heating through forces such as forest

fires.

The direct dating of ceramic sherds through T.L. procedures was

the only alternative available for the northern Manitoba assemblage.

In addition to the Manitoba T.L. dates, four dates from

Saskatchewan are also presented. The dating procedures for the five

Manitoba sherds and for the sherd from the Spruce Rapids site in

Saskatchewan were all conducted at the University of Washington.

7.6.4 Southeastern Manitoba

7.6.4.1 The Wanipigow Site

Saylor (1989) has assigned a late position to the Laurel

component at the Wanipigow Site in southeastern Manitoba (Figure

1.3). There are three areas and sub-areas in this site and intra-site

variation in ceramic type frequencies has been noted by Saylor
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(1989: 192, 193). A relatively strong representation of pseudo-scallop

shell vessels concentrated in the Beach subarea of the Wanipigow

site core area is contrasted by only a few scattered pseudo-scallop

shell vessels outside this area. As well, all of the Dragged Oblique

vessels from this site are concentrated in the Beach subarea. The

difference in assemblage composition compared to the other site

areas may indicate a temporally or functionally distinct area.

Saylor's (1989: 195) criteria for her designation of the Wanipigow

Lake Cabin Point area as "a late-late Laurel occupation" based on the

presence of the Punctate, Dragged Oblique, Barbwire Linear and

Combination is a little tenuous. although several late Laurel

indicators are present in the site's overall combined assemblage. The

strongest ceramic representation (16%) is in the Undragged Oblique

category (Saylor 1989: 145), which is thought to increase through

time (Lugenbeal 1976:553). Additionally. 10 of the 14 vessels that

fall into this category are dentate stamped (Saylor 1989: 147).

Laurel Dentate is also present in relatively high numbers,

comprising almost 14% of the assemblage, and 8 of the 11 vessels

placed in the combination vessel category exhibit dentate stamping

as one of the decorative attributes (Saylor 1989: 167). Further

evidence for the presence of a late assemblage at the Wanipigow site

is indicated by the occurrence of punctates on 51 of the 65 analyzed

vessels (Saylor 1989: 197).

Within the northern Minnesota and southeastern Manitoba

assemblages. Lugenbeal (1976:658) identified Laurel Dentate as the
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most important attribute in late Laurel assemblages and noted an

apparent universal use of superimposed punctates. Lugenbeal

(1976:659) believed that the use of punctates is the most significant

time indicator for Laurel assemblages within northern Minnesota and

southeastern Manitoba.

If the Laurel Oblique and pseudo-scallop shell dominated

ceramic assemblage from the Wanipigow Beach area is removed from

the cumulative site frequencies, there is a remarkable concentration

of the site's remaining ceramic assemblage within late Laurel. The

only late indicator that is conspicuously missing is that of the CWT

type. This may be an indication that the Wanipigow assemblage

should be placed in the initial or middle portion of the late Laurel

temporal sequence. However, whether or not the presence of cord

impressed vessels is a requisite for the latest Laurel assemblages is

open to some speculation.

A radiocarbon date from this site of AD 990 +/ - 120 (GX 4694)

(Table 7.7) was obtained from material associated with a pseudo

scallop shell vessel (Saylor 1989: 194). Therefore, support for placing

the main Wanipigow site area into the initial late temporal sequence

does exist.

7.6.4.2 The Caribou Lake Site

Buchner (1979) has assigned a late position to the Caribou Lake

assemblage in southeastern Manitoba (Figure 3.1). Only 37 Laurel

vessels were identified, and it was difficult to confirm this placement

based on the reported ceramic assemblage. Early types are strongly
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represented at this site by the types Pseudo-scallop shell, Dragged

Oblique, and Bossed (subtype Boss and Punctate) with frequencies of

21.6%, 13.5% and 8.1 % respectively (Tables 7.2 and 7.3).

Conversely, Laurel Plain Punctate is also well represented at

16.2% as are Laurel Dentate and Laurel Undragged Oblique vessels

each with 8.1 %. As well, three vessels in the assemblage exhibited

CWT impressions, two of which Buchner (1979:52) viewed as sharing

Laurel and Blackduck characteristics. The third vessel, exhibiting

CWT impressions on the lip and vertical rows of dentates was

classified by Buchner (1979 :51-52) as aberrant.

This bimodal temporal representation of Laurel types suggests a

separation of the assemblage into an early and late component.

However, no stratigraphic correlation is offered by Buchner (1979) for

the Laurel ceramics at the Caribou Lake site. Without access to this

information, and in the absence of radiocarbon correlations 1 can

only suggest that the separation is warranted.

7.6.4.3 Lockport, Anderson and Cemetery Point Sites

Lugenbeal (1976:487-502) re-analyzed the southeastern

Manitoba ceramic assemblages and the provenience information from

the Lockport, Anderson and Cemetery Point sites, and for the most

part discounted the results of MacNeish (1958). Lugenbeal's

employment of vessel units provided a more defensible interpretation

of the sample in terms of provenience (Lugenbeal 1976:490), site

correlations (Lugenbeal 1976:496) typologie assignment (Lugenbeal
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1976:498) and frequency declarations (Lugenbeal 1976:495). Each of

these sites is discussed below separately.

7.6.4.4 The Lockport Site

The Lockport site is a stratified site containing Laurel,

Blackduck, Selkirk and Middle period components (Lugenbeal

1976:493), The site is worthy of note for its firm late position in the

Laurel chronology. Contrary to MacNeish's (1958:59-62) distinction

between an Anderson and a Nutimik phase, Lugenbeal (1976:493)

found only the Anderson Laurel phase represented in the Lockport

collection. A total of 40 analyzable Laurel vessels were identified.

The vessels were distributed through levels 5 to 10, but concentrated

in levels 5 to 8 (Lugenbeal1976:492). The sample is dominated by

Laurel CWT (35%) and Laurel Dentate (32.5%). Laurel Punctate is

also well represented at 20.0% (Tables 7.2 and 7.3). A late position is

supported by the recovery of only two Laurel pseudo-scallop shell

sherds (MacNeish 1958: 170, Lugenbeal 1976:492) and an absence of

Laurel Dragged Oblique (Lugenbeal1976:488, 489, 492).

The stratigraphic information from Lockport indicates that the

Laurel ceramic types, including the late types, are equally represented

in all excavated levels (Lugenbeal 1976:490, 492-493). With no

serious stratigraphic integrity concerns, this assemblage is valuable

for the information it contains regarding the constituents of an

exclusively late southeastern Manitoba Laurel component.

Based on findings from subsequent excavations at Lockport,

Buchner (1988:29) has presented radiocarbon dates, from mixed
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assemblages. Buchner (1988:29) noted that "By and large, Laurel

artifacts are restricted to Bed F." A radiocarbon sample from this bed

produced a date of 1410 +/- 290 B.P. (GX 10865) (Table 7.7).

Buchner (1988:29) believed this represented the "climax" of Laurel at

Lockport while a date of 1185 +/ - 255 B.P. (5-2854) signified the end

of the occupation.

Buchner (1988:29) produced an "interpolated" Laurel range at

Lockport of B.C. 200 to A.D. 832. The earlier end of the range was

associated with MacNeish's (1958) Lockport Linear type.

Descriptions provided by MacNeish (1958: 145, 150) and sparse

photographic evidence (1958: 147) makes the task of defining this type

difficult and leaves Buchner's (1988:27, 29) association of the

Lockport ceramics with this type open for further temporal

interpretation.

7.6.4.5 The Anderson Site

Within the Anderson site Laurel materials, Lugenbeal (1976:494)

found only 11 Laurel vessels represented by only 33 rims sherds. He

(1976) typed these vessels as nine Laurel Dentate, one Laurel Incised

and one Laurel Punctate (Table 7.1). Provenience information for the

Anderson vessels was not discussed by Lugenbeal (1976). He

(1976:580-581) suggested that based on the strong representation of

Laurel Dentate, Anderson was temporally late, perhaps even later

than Hungry Hall, and geographically confined to southeastern

Manitoba.
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7.6.4.6 The Cemetery Point Site

The Laurel vessels reconstructed by Lugenbeal (1976:496) from

the Cemetery Point site collection total 24. Lugenbeal's (1976:497)

observations could not support MacNeish's (1958) claim of shared

similarities with the Lockport collection. He found the Cemetery

Point vessels to be quite dissimilar to either the Lockport or

Anderson collections. Also, contrary to MacNeish's (1958) claim of a

single Nutimik component at Cemetery Point Lugenbeal (1976:498)

distinguished "a very early Laurel component and a transitional

component that can scarcely be classified as still belonging to the

Laurel ceramic tradition." The early Laurel vessels included nine

Laurel Dragged Oblique, two Laurel Plain. and one Laurel Bossed.

subtype Boss and Punctate. Also tentatively placed in the early

component were three Laurel Incised vessels (Lugenbeal1976:497).

Lugenbeal (1976:497) believed that the pottery from the later

component at Cemetery Point was "the most convincing group of

transitional sherds between the Laurel and Blackduck ceramic

traditions" that he had seen at a single site. Stratigraphically, there

appears to be some support for Lugenbeal's claims of a Laurel to

Blackduck transitional sequence at this site (1976:499), but most of

the evidence comes from the mixing of traits perceived by Lugenbeal

1976:498). The "transitional" ceramics were dominated (62.5%) by

vessels that displayed a cord-wrapped-stick decoration reminiscent of

Laurel, but had rim and lip characteristics more typical of Blackduck.

Laurel Dentate (25%) and Laurel Punctate (12.5%) made up the
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remainder of the "late" component sample (Tables 7.2 and 7.3). All

the dentate, punctate and CWT impressed vessels were restricted to

the upper stratigraphic levels (Lugenbeal 1976:499,501).

7.6.4.7 The Bjorklund Site

The Bjorklund site (Figure 3.1) appears to have considerable

time depth. Dentate vessels represented 32% of the Laurel ceramics

and were restricted almost entirely to the upper stratigraphic levels

and occurred almost to the exclusion of other types. Buchner

(1982:42) was confident that the Bjorklund upper levels containing

the dentate ceramics represented the latest stages in the Laurel

temporal sequence. Of the 40 dentate vessels recovered from the

Bjorklund site. 31 were of the core type. i.e. dentate stamping

combined with punctates. Laurel Punctate vessels numbered only

nine, but the stratigraphic data strongly supported an association

with later Laurel at the site (Buchner 1982:42-43).

Drag stamping. present on 21.6% of the Laurel vessels at the

Bjorklund site. was consistently found in the earlier levels (Buchner

1982:52-53). Again, this is consistent with the temporal order at

Cemetery Point where the dragged oblique vessels were assigned to

the early Laurel level (Lugenbeal 1976:500-501).

7.6.5 West Central Manitoba

In west-central Manitoba, Laurel recoveries appear to be

relatively small and scattered. Laurel pottery recovery areas in this

region include the Loucks Falls and the nearby Dead Moose sites

north of The Pas, Manitoba on the Grass River (Figure 3.1). The
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Loucks Falls pottery is represented by punctated and linear push-pull

decorated sherds (Hlady 1970a:104-Plate 13; 106; 107-Plate 15; 110

Plate 17; Hlady 1971:43-44, 45-Plates 6&7,47-51). At the Dead

Moose Site, Laurel dentate stamped (fork prong-like impressed)

pottery was recovered. To the east, sherds with similar dentate

stamping were recovered from Tin Can Narrows on Lake

Athapapuskow (Hlady 1971:39, 40-Plate 5). The push-pull, punctate

and dentate decoration on the sherds represented in Hlady (1970a.

1970b, 1971) were not uncommon to the northeast in the current

study area. Hlady (1970a: 106) and Wright (1967: 108) have also

reported Laurel Pseudo-scallop Shell from Herb Lake 160 kIn

northeast of The Pas Manitoba and from Whitemouth Falls.

The Pas Reserve site is a stratified multi-component site located

in The Pas Indian Reserve on the north bank of the Saskatchewan

River (Figure 3.1). Two occupation areas were located within The Pas

Reserve site. One occupation area contained relatively discrete

superimposed Selkirk. Laurel and Archaic components. A second

occupation area contained an "Avonlea" layer between Selkirk and

Laurel layers. The three components were underlain by a Late

Archaic layer (Tamplin 1977).

It was possible to examine sherds representing three of the four

Laurel vessels identified at The Pas Reserve Site. The ceramics are

curated at the University of Manitoba archaeology laboratory and the

Manitoba Museum of Man and Nature. Two vessels are decorated

with pseudo-scallop shell stamping and the third is a Laurel Plain
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vessel, which has been largely reconstructed. Although rim and lip

form of the pseudo-scallop shell vessels are both typical and

comparable to the study area ceramics, both vessels displayed a

decorative motif slightly different than any in the study sample.

One pseudo-scallop shell vessel displayed a complex motif

beginning at the lip edge with short oblique pseudo-scallop shell

stamps (Figure 5.24). There is a row of round punctates encircling

the vessel at the interface of the short oblique stamps and several

continuous horizontal rows of pseudo-scallop shell stamps. The

lines of horizontal pseudo scallop shell impressions encircle the

vessel but are interrupted by oblique pseudo-scallop shell

impressions that begin at the bottom edge of the top row of short

oblique stamps and extend to the top of a vertical row of short

pseudo-scallop shell stamps that conclude the motif. The vessel was

sufficiently complete to determine that the obliquely applied

decoration occurred at regular intervals. in sets of ten. and around

the entire circumference of the vessel. This vessel is similar to Vessel

3. a pseudo-scallop shell vessel from Wanipigow Lake that Saylor

(1989: 154) refers to as stepped.

The second pseudo-scallop shell vessel had a much simpler

motif that consisted of continuous horizontal pseudo-scallop shell

stamps with a superimposed horizontal row of round punctates. The

third vessel examined from The Pas Reserve collection is almost

complete and displays no decoration (Figure 7. 1). All three of the
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Figure 7.1 Laurel Plain Vessel from The Pas Reserve Site.
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latter vessels identified as Laurel from this site were remarkable in

the completeness of their reconstruction.

Sherds of an alternating boss and punctate vessel, were also

recovered from The Pas Reserve site but could not be located for

examination. The lack of elaboration in vessel decorative type and

the small number of recovered vessels. suggests that the Laurel

component is temporally restricted and represents a middle Laurel

occupation. Radiocarbon dates associated with the Laurel

occupation at The Pas Reserve site are 1820 + / - 150 B.P. (A- 1424)

and 1590 +/- 50B.P. (A-1368) (Tamplin 1977:143-144).

A Laurel component reported by Gibson (1975: 13) at the Oscar

Point site on the north end of Lake Winnipegosis (Figure 3.1) was

reconfirmed by Kelly and Connell (1978:47). A radiocarbon date of

1135 + / - 65 B.P. (S-1079) (Dickson 1976:36-37) was obtained from

bone associated with Laurel Pseudo-scallop shell ceramics. The

descriptions of Kelly and Connell (1978) do not indicate if the

pseudo-scallop shell sherds they recovered were from the vessel

described by Gibson (1975) or from a separate vessel. A single vessel

is assumed.

The information from the Tailrace Bay site in Central Manitoba

is. for the most part. restricted to the impressions I gained from the

large assemblage through a very brief examination of the ceramic

materials curated at the University of Manitoba archaeology

laboratory. As mentioned in Chapters I and 3. the methodological
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approach used by Mayer-Oakes (1970), which was conventional at

that time, restricted the utility of his original analysis.

Although a complete re-analysis was not completed on the

Tailrace Bay collection, visual perceptions of the collection were that

the ceramic attributes were very comparable in decoration and motif

to those from the study area. Especially notable are the similarities

between the varieties. of pseudo-scallop shell, square tooth dentate

stamps and the push-pull attributes. The pseudo-scallop shell

sherds show a wide variation in terms of size and shape of the

decorating tool edge. The same characteristic was noted in the study

area sample where the size and morphology of the impressions

showed a considerable range of variation. I also observed the

attribute that Mayer-Oakes (1970: 169; Plate B-right side) referred to

as "super-pseudo scallop shell." This decoration is identical in basic

morphology to typical pseudo-scallop sherds, the only diflerence

being one of size.

I also observed one conical base and numerous smoothed body

sherds in the collection. One alternating boss and punctate vessel

and several sherds probably belonging to a single Laurel incised

vessel are also within the Grand Rapids materials. One pseudo

scallop shell vessel is especially interesting in the small size of

decoration and its abbreviated motif. The vessel decoration began

directly below the lip and consisted of one row of short oblique

pseudo-scallop shell stamps followed below by three very narrow

horizontal rows of pseudo-scallop shell stamping. The entire motif
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covers only 1.2 cm of the upper vessel rim. This vessel was also

notable for its thinness and fine paste.

Mayer-Oakes' (1970:370,378) contention that the Tailrace Bay

site represented a very early manifestation of Laurel in North

America, possibly the earliest, was confirmed for him by Stoltman

(1962. cited in Mayer-Oakes 1970:370) and Wright (1967: 100) who

both suggested that pseudo"scallop shell decoration dominated in

early Laurel times.

Mayer-Oakes (1970:230) proposed a decrease in pseudo-scallop

shell relative frequencies in his assemblage through time. However.

this appeared to be the case for all the types he identified. Most

recovery numbers are too small and the fluctuation too erratic to

clearly see any relative temporal patterning in the sample's recovery

information.

According to Mayer-Oakes (1970:238) pseudo-scallop shell

dominated the Tailrace Bay sherd sample. It is not known exactly

what percentage of the actual vessel count can be classified under

this type but a casual sorting of sherds into their constituent vessels

certainly did suggest predominance by these vessels. This. in

addition to the presence of dragged decoration and bossed vessels

suggests at least a representation of middle Laurel in the assemblage.

The reanalysis of this assemblage is necessary and would prove to be

a valuable contribution to the Laurel history in Manitoba.

Sherds representing several Laurel vessels have also been found

by amateur archaeologist Gary Wowchuck in the Swan River area of
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west central Manitoba (Figure 3.1) and the collection was recently

examined by David Meyer (Pers. Comm. 1997). Meyer's descriptions

of the ceramics indicate the presence of four CWT impressed vessels.

It is significant that CWT impressed vessels are relatively restricted in

this region. Also present in the collection were a punctate. a plain. a

bossed. a pseudo-scallop shell vessel and a combination dentate and

pseudo-scallop shell vessel (Table 7.4).

7.6.6 Saskatchewan

Table 7.5 presents the types and frequencies for the

Saskatchewan Laurel recoveries that were obtainable for this

investigation. At total of 27 vessels from 15 sites were tentatively

assigned types.

Three Laurel Bossed vessels are included in the Saskatchewan

Laurel ceramic assemblage. The vessels were recovered in the

Nipawin region and in close proximity to each other (Figure 3.1). The

only Laurel vessel recovered from the Crown site was a Laurel Bossed

subtype Bossed and one of the two vessels from Peterson Creek was a

Laurel Bossed subtype Boss and Punctate vessel. As well, a Laurel

Bossed, subtype Bossed vessel was recovered from the Gravel Pit site

just east of the Crown and Peterson Creek sites. The vessel from the

Gravel Pit site was found in association with two coil manufactured

vessels that had bossing combined with net-impressions, the latter

an Avonlea characteristic (K1imko 1985:79, 115). Meyer (1994) and

K1imko (1985: 115) have proposed an interaction between Laurel and

Avonlea at this site to explain the mixed attribute vessels.
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Pseudo-scallop shell, plain, punctate and incised vessels have

also been recovered from a range of areas, and drag stamped vessels

have been reported from the Franklin and Spruce Rapids site (Table

7,5).

The Armit River site (FeMk-1) is located on the Saskatchewan

side of the Armit River just north of the Porcupine Hills (Low 1996).

At this site Low (1996) identified three CWT impressed vessels.

The presence of CWT impressed vessels at the Armit River site

and in the Swan River area, and high relative frequency of this type

in both locations is of significance, especially since the two areas are

separated only by approximately 80 km (Figure 3.1).

Meyer (1983) attempted to place several northern Saskatchewan

Laurel assemblages into a general time frame through ceramic

decorative attribute analysis based on 13 vessels: six Laurel Plain,

one Laurel Bossed subtype Boss and Punctate, one Laurel Incised

and five Laurel Dentate. He (1983:20) suggests a late Laurel

assemblage based on high frequency of Laurel Dentate, a low

frequency of Laurel Pseudo-scallop Shell and a "decline in the use of

bosses" as well as the introduction of cord-wrapped tool impressing.

Meyer (1994) does, however, indicate that the temporal

representation of Laurel in Saskatchewan probably began in the

middle Laurel period.

Meyer's (1983) descriptions of some Saskatchewan Laurel

dentate vessels are qualified by referring to the decoration as dragged

dentate. This distinction is temporally important. He (1983: 10, 12,
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13) used a blanket classification of Laurel Dentate for both dentate

dragged and dentate stamped vessels. As previously discussed. the

use of dragging is now known to decline in the later Laurel periods

and it is a recognized time indicator (Reid and Rajnovich 1991). It is

significant. however. that early types of drag stamping are not

present and that only three vessels were affected by the reassignment

of Laurel Dentate to Laurel Dragged Oblique.

Radiocarbon dates for Saskatchewan Laurel include 645 +/ - 70

B.P. (S-2527) and 785 + / - 155 B.P.(S-2555) associated with a Laurel

Bossed vessel from the Crown Site (Quigg 1986:32) and 815 +/ - 135

B.P. (S-2355) from a LaurellAvonlea component at the Gravel Pit site

(Klimko 1985: 105. 112-113)(Table 7.7).

As well. four thermoluminescence dates. three from the Peterson

Creek site and one from Spruce Rapids are available from

Saskatchewan (Table 7.8). A date of A.D. 245 +/ -350 (DUR88TLI33

lAS) was obtained from a Laurel body sherd and dates of A.D. 880

+/- 220 (DUR88TL123-1AS) and A.D. 810 +/- 230 (DUR88TL128-1AS)

were obtained from fire-cracked rock at the Peterson Creek site. A

smoothed Laurel body sherd from the Spruce Rapids site produced a

date of A.D. 1060 +/ - 65 (UWLT200). Provenience was available for

the dated Spruce Rapids Laurel sherd. The sherd was recovered

approximately 6 cm below surface in the upper portion of the Laurel

component. However. the utility of the provenience information at

this site is in question. The provenience of Selkirk ceramics found at

this site position them at an earlier level than the Laurel assemblage.
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The Selkirk sherds belonging to a single vessel were all recovered from

a unit with no Laurel ceramics in association (Brandzin 1996:49).

The apparent stratigraphic provenience juxtaposition of the

Laurel and Selkirk occupations is puzzling. Some stratigraphic

profiles were sketched by Alice Kehoe and the diagrams imply a good

stratigraphic integrity in the excavation area (Brandzin 1996: 11-13).

Unfortunately. there is no wall profile for the unit where the Selkirk

vessel was located. although it is unlikely that different depositional

processes are at work since the Laurel and Selkirk producing units

are in close proximity (Brandzin 1996:6). It is more likely that some

type of post-deposition disturbance is responsible. although the

discrete clustering of all the sherds from the Selkirk vessel is again

curious.

Several temporal zones are proposed for the Saskatchewan and

west-central Manitoba Laurel ceramic assemblages (Figure 7.2). The

placement of these zones within the Laurel temporal context is

discussed in the final section of this chapter.

7.6.7 Northern Ontario

In Northern Ontario. small Laurel components (Pilon 1986:388)

that consistently yield pseudo-scallop shell ceramics have also been

reported as far north as the edge of the Hudson Bay Lowlands

(Arthurs 1986: 139). The Wabinosh River site. located on the west

shore of Lake Nipigon (Figure 7.2) also produced significant amounts

of pseudo-scallop shell pottery. The site was interpreted as a core

village surrounded by several smaller satellite sites. At this site.
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Saskatchewan

, '

Manitoba

(

Wisconsin

Ontario

1. P.A. National Park 11 Channel Two 21 Wuskwatim 31 Rock Lake 41. Wenasaga Rapids 51. Meek
2. River House 12. Peterson Creek 22. Notigi 32 Lockport 42 Fisk 52. Swan Lake
3. Narrows 13. Crown 23. Wapisu 33. Anderson 43. Pelican Falls 53. Summer Island
4. Limestone POint 14. Nipawin 24. Tin Can Narrows 34. CemeteryPolnt 44 Naomikoong Point 54. Burnt Bluff
5. Franklin 15. Spruce Rapids 25. Loucks Falls 35. Bjorklund 45. Heron Bay 55. Smith

I6. Jimmy Sewap 16. Armit River 26. Dead Moose 36. Astwood 46 Hungry Hall 56. McKmstry
7. Koehler's Point 17. Duck in a Tree 27. Tailrace Bay 37. Caribou Lake 47. Long Sault 57. North Bay
8 Sturgeon Creek 18. Oto-Who-Win 28. Pas Reserve Site 38 Thunderbird 48 Wabinosh I9. Frog Portage 19. Leaf Falls 29 Oscar Point 39. Wanipigow Lake 49. Baltynacree
10. First Spruce 20 Kame Hills 30. Swan River 40 Sand River 50 Lady Rapids ~

Figure 7.2 Proposed Laurel Temporal Zones (Base Map Produced by Scott Hamilton).
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Dawson (1981) stated that there was evidence in the form of tools

that indicated the presence of the Shield Archaic on the Lower

Terrace. The time depth for the site was estimated in excess of 2,000

years. Laurel vessels with mixed Laurel-Blackduck-Selkirk attributes

were found, suggesting to Dawson (1981 :30) a continuance of the

occupation to the end of the Late Woodland period.

The Laurel groups at Vlabinosh first occupied the Lower Terrace

and then expanded on both the Lower and Upper Terraces. Evidence

in support of early and later occupations consisted of: the sparse

presence of Archaic-like lithics on the Lower Terrace in the lower

levels; the predominance of pseudo-scallop shell impressed ceramics;

the absence ofArchaic lithics on the Upper Terrace and in the upper

levels of the Lower Terrace; and the range of Laurel ceramic types on

the Upper Terrace and on the upper levels of the Lower Terrace

(Dawson 1981:33). Dawson (1981) depended on Wright's (1967)

seriation and chronological ordering for northern Ontario sites where

pseudo-scallop shell was considered a significant time indicator for

very early Laurel (Wright 1967:99-100). The actual assemblage

composition as reported by Dawson (1981: 19) is listed in Tables 7.2

and 7.3.

Dawson (1981 :3) believed the evidence in this area indicated

occupation by a residual Archaic group. as well as by people from the

south. He (1981:30) also suggested "that the Laurel occupation may

have included remnant Archaic peoples who first adopted pottery"

and he identified them as the first carriers of the Laurel "Tradition."
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The assemblage does lack late Laurel indicators such as CWT and

dentate vessels and AMS dates recently obtained from Wabinosh do

indicate an early Laurel occupation there.

7.6.8 Western Ontario

Arthurs (1986: 1I 1) analyzed 92 Laurel vessels from the Long

Sault site in Ontario. A typological classification was conducted

based on Stoltman (1973) and Lugenbeal (1976). In decreasing order

of importance, the remaining decoration consisted of Laurel Bossed.

Laurel Plain, Laurel Undragged Oblique. Laurel Dentate, Laurel

Punctate. miscellaneous sherds and last in importance was Laurel

Dragged Oblique (Tables 7.2 and 7.3). Arthurs (1986) conducted a

site seriation analysis. which placed Long Sault Laurel between that

of McKinstry Mound 2 and Nett Lake. Reid and Rajnovich (1991:214)

have subsequently reassigned the Long Sault assemblage to the Pike

Bay Complex. A glance at the frequencies for this site in Table 7.3
\

suggest that the reassignment is valid.

Reid and Rajnovich (1991: 198) have obtained late dates for

Laurel of 710 +/- 45 B.P. (DIC 2876),710 +/- 65 B.P. (DIC 2884) and

680 + / - 55 B.P. (DIe 2885) from the floor of a Laurel house structure

at the Ballynacree site in Ontario (Figure 3.1, Figure 7.2). They

believe the dates are consistent with the site's Laurel ceramic

assemblage chronological implications. The assemblage contains a

high frequency of dentate stamped vessels and some cord-wrapped

tool decoration. They state that these late dates are not
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unprecedented, and have cited three examples that support their

proposal for a very late Laurel existence. The dates cited for evidence

are 760 +/ - 90 B.P. 0-796) from the McKinstry site (Stoltman

1973:26),720 +/- 56 B.P. (DIC-569) from the Ash Rapids West Site

(Reid 1984:41) and 710 +/- 175 B.P. (S-681) from the Wabinosh River

site (Dawson 1981:32).

Reid and Rajnovich (1991) were more accepting of the McKinstry

site date than Stoltman (1973:26) was of his own date. Stoltman

(1973:26) believed the Laurel dates were "inconsistent with the

stratigraphy, indicating one or both are in error ... [and that] ... all

current evidence suggests that the construction of McKinstry Mound

2 postdates the Laurel culture." Stoltman's (1973:26) reasoning for

the exclusion of the date was obviously based on presupposition and

Reid and Rajnovich (1991) are correct in rejecting his reasoning.

However, the use by Reid and Rajnovich (1991:198) of Reid's (1984)

Ash Rapids West site date is questionable. The dated charred wood

was originally associated with an Ash Rapids Corded vessel and

considered to be an early Late Woodland date (Reid 1984:41). In fact,

Reid (1984:41) states that the "cultural affiliation was originally

erroneously reported as Laurel (Reid 1977:30) but correctly published

in a subsequent article (Reid and Rajnovich 1980:77-79) ... [and] ...

provides temporal placement for the recently defined Ash Rapids

Corded ceramics ... "
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Reid and Rajnovich's (1991) use of Dawson's (1981:32) date from

the Wabinosh River site may be more acceptable. Although Dawson

(1981 :32) was skeptical of the date. the radiocarbon sample was

apparently obtained from a "pure Laurel occupation." Dawson's

(1981 :32) insecurity towards the date was derived solely from the

date's placement outside the known Laurel chronologies. This is a

poor basis for rejection and defeats the dating process. However.

recent criticism of the validity of the radiocarbon dates from

Wabinosh based on reexamination of the site's stratigraphic

information has been expressed by Sandra Pentney and Scott

Hamilton (Pers. Comm. 1997) and exclusion may be warranted.

7.6.9 Michigan and Wisconsin

Mason's (1991) investigations on Rock Island. located off the tip

of the Door Peninsula in Lake Michigan. produced Laurel ceramics

that he believes represent an early Laurel manifestation. Nearly 85%

of the Rock Island Laurel vessels were classified as Stoltman's core

type Laurel Oblique (short oblique or vertical stamping. dragged and

undragged) (Mason 1991:132) (Tables 7.2 and 7.3). There were no

Laurel Pseudo-scallop shell. Dentate or Bossed vessels found at the

Rock Island site. Mason (1991) assigned Rock Island to a temporal

position within early Laurel times based mainly on Stoltman

(1973:92; 1974) who interpreted Laurel Oblique as an early

manifestation. Mason (1991: 134) temporally approximated the Rock

Island site with Pike Bay. An AMS date of 1769 +/ - 94 B.P. (GX-
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15261) (Mason 1991: 124; 1992: 115) (calibrated A.D 125-390) (Mason

1992: 115) was the only Laurel date obtained from the site. It was

obtained from encrusted food residue on a "Laurel Linear Stamped

(and push-pull)" vessel (Mason 1991: 124).

The Summer Island site (Figure 3.1, Figure 7.2) was also placed

in an early position and aligned with the Pike Bay phase. The

striking similarities in the groups' ceramics are emphasized by Mason

(1991 :134). Decorative patterning, in particular Laurel Linear

Stamped, North Bay Linear Stamped and Laurel Oblique, links these

sites to Naomikong Point and other Laurel sites (Mason 1991).

Stoltman (1973) and Lugenbeal (1976) consider Summer Island "an

outpost of the Laurel culture" (Mason 1991:121).

Summer Island and Rock Island share the absence of punctates

in association with any other decoration as well as the absence of

bosses or nodes. The absence of pseudo-scallop shell at Summer

Island is approximated by a very low frequency at Rock Island.

Conversely, it is a major part of the types reported in Ontario, from

Saugeen and some Point Peninsula sites (Brose 1970:84).

The Summer Island site had the highest percentage of plain rim

sherds in any Laurel assemblage outside Minnesota (Brose 1970:48).

The radiocarbon dates for the site indicated it was one of the oldest

known Laurel sites at the time of Stoltman's analysis (Stoltman

1973:87).

The profound dominance at these two sites of Laurel Oblique

vessels, 75% at Summer Island (Lugenbeal 1976:536) and 84.7% at
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Rock Island site (Mason 1991: 132). is remarkable. Although the

temporal placement of the Rock Island and Summer Island sites may

be correct based on absolute dating information, it is possible the

ceramic frequencies are indicative of something other than Mason's

(1991: 132) suggestion of temporal position.

7.6.10 The Northern Manitoba Study Area

For temporal placement of the study area based on decorative

attributes, I have attempted to use the "major exterior rim technique"

bar graphs for the Minnesota Complexes provided by Reid and

Rajnovich (1991 :227). However, there was a problem with their

(1991:227) scheme that affected its utility. Although they have

refined dragged and undragged stamping of all kinds into minute

distinctions, they have retained the use of types and subtypes for

punctates and bosses. This not only causes confusion with a mixing

of formal types with decoration types and techniques, it also neglects

the temporal patterning that may be present in the general use of

punctates within all types of the ceramic assemblage.

The use of trends in place of direct frequency comparisons to

Minnesota assemblages, seemed to be the most useful approach for

temporal placement of the Saskatchewan, southeastern Manitoba

and north-central Manitoba Laurel. Based on observation of the

overall decorative trends for Manitoba, the high frequency of Laurel

Bossed, Laurel Pseudo-scallop Shell and Laurel Dragged Oblique in

the northern Manitoba assemblage would suggest a strong middle

Laurel representation, but not to the exclusion of other time frames.
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An unusually strong representation of Laurel Bossed in the

study area assemblage is rivaled outside Manitoba only at the Long

Sault and Nett Lake sites (Tables 7.2 and 7.3). The predominance of

the subtype Bossed would agree with a firm middle position as

proposed by Reid and Rajnovich (1991:216) and Stoltman (1974:88).

The near absence of the subtype Boss and Punctate in the study area

sample also suggests a middle Laurel temporal position where this

type is no longer important, but when the subtype Bossed is very

popular.

In Lugenbeal's (1976:552-553) scheme, the same evidence would

indicate an earlier position for the assemblages in the middle Laurel

chronology. The trend for Minnesota and Manitoba was one where

subtyPe Bossed peaked before that of Boss and Punctate. Lugenbeal

(1976:552) also proposed that both subtypes are virtually absent in

late assemblages.

Stoltman (1973:87-88, 116) first proposed that the temporal

patterning for Laurel Bossed vessels is separated by subtype in

Minnesota where the subtype Bossed occurs early in the sequence

(I.e. at Pearson, Pike Bay, and McKinstry Mound 1) and the subtype

Boss and Punctate predominates in the later Laurel assemblages (I.e.

McKinstry Mound 2 and both Smith Mounds). As well, Stoltman

(1973:88) viewed the addition of punctates to the bossed motif as an

indication of the increasing importance of punctates through time.

Lugenbeal (1976:553) agreed with Stoltman (1973) that the popularity
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of punctates increases through time. at least within the Minnesota

and Manitoba assemblages.

In a reanalysis of McKinstry Mound 1, Stoltman (1974:87)

reversed this sequence and proposed the new data demonstrated that

the subtype Boss and Punctate dominated before the subtype Bossed

and reassigned Mound 1 to the Pike Bay phase. It is within the Pike

Bay phase that he (1974:87) proposed the "rise to ascendancy of the

subtype bossed and punctated over the subtype bossed" actually

began.

Unfortunately, a typographic error in Stoltman (1973:93) and

the lack of reference to Stoltman (1974) have resulted in a few

misinterpretations of the temporal positioning of Laurel Bossed in

Minnesota. His (1973:87) statement regarding the relatively high

occurrence of Laurel Bossed vessels in Minnesota is apparently

contradicted by the omission of the word 'not' in his statement on

page 93 which states "[p]ercentages of Laurel Bossed in excess of 8

are unique in northern Minnesota..... The preceding and succeeding

sections make it abundantly clear that the statement should read

'not unique' (see 1973:87, 88, 116). A notable misinterpretation is

found in Buchner (1982). Although a temporal association was not

possible for the Laurel Bossed vessels in the Bjorklund assemblage.

Buchner (1982:44-45) elaborates on the significance of Laurel Bossed

as a "late Laurel trait."

The strong representation of Laurel Pseudo-Scallop Shell in the

study area would also suggest a middle Laurel representation within
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the northern Manitoba assemblages. Lugenbeal (1976:553) suggests

that this type is virtually absent in both very early and very late

Laurel times. This would seem to agree with Stoltman's (1973:91-92)

assessment of Minnesota Laurel where he noted a consistently strong

representation by this type throughout middle Laurel times (as

evidenced at the McKinstry mounds), but its absence in the oldest

assemblages (Pearson). He {1973: 120) also noted that within

Minnesota, Laurel Pseudo-scallop Shell increases in relative

importance from south to north. The extent outside of Minnesota of

this patterning is not elaborated on by Stoltman (1973), but he

(1973:84) did note that the persistence of this type transcends time

and space.

Another significant time indicator in the northern Manitoba

Laurel ceramics is the high relative representation of vessels in the

Laurel Dragged Oblique category (Table 7.3). Stoltman (1973:86)

found that Laurel Oblique was more important in the earlier part of

the Minnesota seriation. Lugenbeal's (1976:458-467) division of the

Laurel Oblique type into Dragged and Undragged allowed for a more

refined temporal patterning of the type. He (1976:553) saw the

Undragged Oblique type as increasing in popularity through time,

with the Dragged type peaking in early Laurel assemblages and

decreasing through time.

Reid and Rajnovich (1991 :217) extract linear stamping from the

Undragged Oblique category and divide drag stamping into dentate,

pseudo-scallop shell and linear drag stamping. Important is their
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distinction that dragged pseudo-scallop shell stamping is restricted

to early Laurel, dragged linear stamping peaks in early Laurel and

dragged dentate peaks in Middle Laurel.

The study area assemblage contained drag stamping from all

three categories (Table 5.4). Extracting the dragged decoration

information from the combined vessel category (Table 5.7) and from

the Dragged Oblique type, the dragging type frequencies are as

follows: linear stamp dragged 41.4%, dentate dragged 34.5% and

pseudo-scallop shell dragged 24.1 %.

The core type of Laurel Dentate is defined by the association of

dentate stamping and the presence of punctates. Only two dentate

vessels in the study area were placed into this category because the

study area dentate vessels lacked accompanying punctates. If

Stoltman (1973:88), Lugenbeal (1976:552) and Reid and Rajnovich

(1991) are correct in their observations that the use of punctates

increases over time, the presence of dentate vessels without

punctates may be another temporal indicator.

As well, the overall characteristics of the combination vessels in

the study area may be of temporal significance. These vessels are

decoratively complex and the majority contain drag stamping in their

motif. It is significant that 44% of the vessels also have dentate

undragged stamping and superimposed punctates. As with the

Wanipigow site in southeastern Manitoba, I believe these indicate a

representation in the later portion of the middle Laurel sequence.
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Also present in the study area are CWT and twisted cord

impressed vessels. It is significant that the CWT impressed vessels

occur in a very restricted area. In fact. three of the four vessels were

recovered at the Notigi Lake site. The fourth vessel was recovered

just to the east of Notigi Lake. The two twisted cord vessel are also

assumed to represent a late Laurel presence in the southern regions

of study area. This is based on the late association with the Laurel

components at the Wenasaga Rapids and the Ballynacree House sites

in Ontario. The two twisted cord vessels were recovered from the

Mystery Lake and Wapisu Lake areas, also in the southern portion of

the study region.

Radiocarbon evidence for the study area Laurel occupations is

tenuous. Previously, dates for the study area were obtained from the

Wapisu Lake site (Tisdale and Jamieson 1982:53) and from the Notigi

Lake site (Wiersum and Tisdale 1977:18) (Table 7.7). The dated

material was not removed from discrete Laurel layers and mixing of

cultural materials was cited as a problem both at Notigi Lake

(Wiersum and Tisdale 1977: 18) and at Wapisu Lake (Tisdale and

Jamieson 1982:54-55).

Radiocarbon dates were also obtained from Wuskwatim Lake

(GjLp-3), but none have been associated with the Laurel occupations.

Here also, the cultural horizon is described by Tisdale (1975: 19) as

thin and shallow and the stratigraphy confused due to deposition,

slumpage and upheaval by cultural and natural forces (Tisdale

1975:18).
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Two dates 1290 + / - 150 B.P. (GAR 6063) and 1890 + / - 90 B.P.

(GAK-6067) have been obtained from Kame Hills through

conventional dating (Dickson 1980:15-18). The date of 1890 +/- 90

B.P. was obtained from a sample not in direct association with

Laurel ceramics (see Dickson 1980: 15.24.83) and is therefore

eliminated from the comparison. Dickson (1980:83) considers the

1290 + / - 150 B.P. date for Laurel in this area reasonable. but it is

not clear if the dated sample was associated with any Laurel

artifacts. Regardless of possible associations of the dated material

and the Laurel component, Dickson (1980:85) was clear in his

statements that the provenience integrity of the Kame Hills site

artifacts had been severely compromised. The Laurel sherds that

were found were distributed across the site. The association validity

of any radiocarbon date from this site is tenuous. The

thermoluminescence date obtained from a drag-stamped vessel at the

Kame Hills site was A.D. 732 +/- 256 (UWTL-196).

The thermoluminescence dates obtained from the study area

sample appear to agree with a middle Laurel chronological

positioning based on the Minnesota and northwestern Ontario

decorative-temporal template. Two notable exceptions are UWTL-197

from the Wuskwatum Lake site and UWTL-198 from the Notigi Lake

site. The Wuskwatum Lake sherd produced a late date of A.D. 1441

+/- 87 (UWTL-197). According to Dr. James Feathers from the

University of Washington, the sherd exhibited characteristics that

indicated it may have been exposed to post-depositional heat.
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Accordingly. the results for the Wuskwatim sherd will be disregarded.

UWTL-198 from the Notigi Lake site produced a date of A.D. 160 +/

426. This was very surprising since the sherd was taken from a CWT

impressed vessel. I offer no explanation for this result.

Although the University of Washington laboratory was not

uncomfortable with the results. there was mention in the report that

there were some problems attributed to the probable presence of a

mineral that had a "bright luminescence signal" (James Feathers.

Pers. Comm. 1997). However. the problem was compensated for to

the satisfaction of the laboratory and the results stand. The error

factor for this sherd is large. If the date was adjusted to a 95%

confidence level (Le. 2 sigma) the date is certainly much closer to

where we would expect. However, such an adjustment would be

based on presupposition.

The second date from Notigi Lake UWTL-199 (Table 7.8) is also

interesting in its divergence from the conventional radiocarbon date

obtained by Wiersum and Tisdale (1977: 18). The T.L. date is more

than 2 centuries older than the uncorrected radiocarbon date of A.D.

750 +/ - 130 associated with the same Laurel CWT vessel. The

question remains whether the difference in the dates is because the

radiocarbon date is incorrect, a reflection of the incompatibility of

different dating techniques or whether the confused stratigraphy at

the site is responsible for the divergent dates.
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7.7 Chapter Summary

The western Ontario/Rainy River region is encompassed by Reid

and Rajnovich's (1991:215,216,226) Boundary Waters Composite.

In regard to temporal placement, there is a clear representation of

Laurel from early to late in the Laurel continuum (Reid and

Rajnovich 1991 :215). Considering the available subsistence

resources in this area, the temporal longevity of Laurel in this region

is predictable.

There is a reduction in the occurrence of the earliest Laurel

ceramics towards the northwest into Manitoba and Saskatchewan.

However, Laurel in southeastern Manitoba is well represented and

appears to have a wide temporal range. Both inter- and intra-site

variation is observable. No sites appear to be exclusively early,

although there are a few represented by only late Laurel ceramic

indicators. The late assemblages such as those found at Lockport,

Late Cemetery Point and the upper levels of the Bjorklund site are in

contrast to the individual and composite assemblages of the study

area.

Both Manitoba and Saskatchewan have a complicated Laurel

history. There is indication that Laurel was present in northern

Manitoba by the second or third century A.D. There is some

indication that Laurel peoples did not begin to occupy Saskatchewan

until several centuries after entering northern Manitoba. This is

indicated by both the ceramic assemblage and the available

radiocarbon and thermoluminescence dates.
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The variety of dates from Saskatchewan and the apparent

patterning of the Laurel ceramics in the province do not indicate a

temporally tidy picture for Laurel in Saskatchewan. The range of

obtained dates for Saskatchewan Laurel is A.D. 245+ / - 350 to A.D

1060 +/- 65. More significant is the apparent distribution of the

ceramic assemblage. Based on assemblage characteristics there is

some suggestion that the Laurel components in the Armit River and

Swan River regions are temporally separated from those to the north.

Additionally, a separation may be indicated in the northern sector

approximately between the more northerly Saskatchewan sites and

the west central Manitoba assemblages. Especially important here

is the increase in Laurel Dentate in the north central Saskatchewan

components (Table 7.5).

Therefore, for temporal placement of west central Manitoba and

Saskatchewan assemblages a division into several temporal zones is

suggested with temporal variations within those regions (Figure 7.2).

The first region is the Swan River and Armit River region. The Swan

River recoveries are varied, but are dominated by very late Laurel

components. The Armit River is also focused within the latest

phases of Laurel ceramic development. Placement of this region is

cautiously suggested to be almost exclusively within the final stages

of the Laurel developmental sequence.

The Sturgeon-Weir River - Amisk Lake region, probably also

represents a discrete temporal position. All five dentate stamped

vessels from Saskatchewan were recovered in this area. As well, the
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Tin Can Narrows and Dead Moose sites on the Manitoba side of the

temporal zone both had one dentate stamped vessel in their

assemblages. The dentate vessels from these sites exhibit the same

dentate stamping (Hlady 1970a: 104) as those from the Frog Portage

area (Meyer and Smailes (1975:56). The thermoluminescence date

from the Spruce Rapids site supports a temporal position within the

initial late period of Laurel.

The west central region of Manitoba. exclusive of the Swan River

recoveries. appears to be focused in middle Laurel. The available

radiocarbon dates suggest the placement is early in the sequence. but

the sample size is only 11 vessels once the Swan River collection is

removed. and sampling bias is a real possibility.

The Nipawin region seems to represent another temporal zone.

All three of the Laurel Bossed vessels recovered in Saskatchewan were

recovered in this area. As well. the late Laurel ceramic markers of

dentate and CWT impressed vessels are missing. This area appears to

be firmly planted in middle Laurel. Entrance into this area may have

been at the same time as Laurel was taking advantage of the resource

along the northern tip of the Manitoba lakes. The sample is

restricted in both type and size compared to the central Manitoba

assemblage. However. I have overlapped the temporal areas from

both provinces to indicate a temporal connection between the two

regions.

Around the same time period. people manufactUring Laurel

ceramics were harvesting resources in northern Manitoba. The
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strong Laurel Bossed representation in the very northern region of

the study area indicates that the groups were also extending their

travels into the Southern Indian Lake region dUring that time. The

Laurel history in the northern portion of the study region around

Southern Indian Lake, is represented mainly by middle Laurel

ceramics with hints of late Laurel excursions into the area. Some

temporal variation may be indicated by the recovery of one Laurel

Dentate vessel at the Leaf Falls site and one at the Rusty River Camp

site. Therefore, the temporal zones of the north and south portions

of the study area have been overlapped to indicate representation in

more than one temporal period. However, the thermoluminescence

dates from that area support an approximate 8th century presence

The southern portion of the study region is not as easily placed

into perspective, since tremendous temporal variation is present in

the Laurel ceramic assemblage. Representation of decorative

attributes exclusive to very early Laurel, middle Laurel and very late

Laurel support a long, intermittent Laurel presence in this region.

The next chapter will evaluate the temporal placements

suggested here and cautiously propose possible explanations for some

of the observed patterning.
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8. INTERPRETATIONS

8.1 Laurel Site Distribution and Size

Laurel site size and density are greatest in the Boundary Waters

region and reduce in all directions away from that region. At Laurel's

greatest geographic extent in Saskatchewan and northern Manitoba.

the sites are scattered. sparse and shallow. Hamilton (1981 :22)

presented some possible explanations for observed Laurel site

patterning. The concentration of assemblages and the elaboration of

certain characteristics such as mound building. may be attributable

to the highly productive subsistence resources of the Rainy River

Manitou Rapids region. Undoubtedly. wild rice production was of

especial importance (Hamilton 1981 :22). When resource conditions

changed. a switch to other subsistence strategies was initiated.

Northward movement probably saw a reduction in group size and an

increase in mobility of the groups. This would result in small sites

with assemblages that display efficient use of available raw materials

(Wright 1967:94).

8.1.1 Manitoba and Saskatchewan Site Patterning

The sites in the study region discovered dUring the Churchill

River Diversion project are small and consistent with Wright's

(1967:94) descriptions. They were described by Wiersum (1972) as
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"representing transient camp sites, portages, or winter trapping

camps." Although larger occupations were reported by Dickson from

Southern Indian Lake, the Laurel components in all regions of the

study area are small and reflect short term occupations.

Laurel sites within the study area are concentrated along the

rivers and lakes. The presence of these sites along the waterways is

no doubt an indication of resource utilization along travel routes.

However, the virtual non-existence of recorded Laurel sites inland of

the rivers and lakes may be partially a function of research focus

along the lakes and rivers of the region.

The concentration of sites (81.2%) is in the very southern

portion of the study area, and both site size and Laurel components

are very restricted. For example, the largest Laurel ceramic

assemblage was found at Notigi Lake site and is represented by only

eight vessels (Table 5.16). The Laurel components in the northern

half of the study area are further restricted and probably indicate

short excursions into this region.

The scattered small assemblage pattern of Laurel in Manitoba is

duplicated in Saskatchewan. However. the Saskatchewan recoveries

are significantly smaller and a later entrance of Laurel into

Saskatchewan is indicated. Although two extensive research projects

have taken place along the major river systems in that province.

sizable Laurel components have not been found.
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8.2 Geographic Concentration of Types and Relationship to

Apparent Temporal Patterning

The high instance of bossing and drag stamping found in the

northern Manitoba Laurel vessel assemblage is not shared by the

Saskatchewan assemblage, although both are present. As discussed

earlier, there is some indication that Laurel Bossed is virtually

absent in the late Laurel period (Lugenbeal 1976:552). Therefore,

although only three Laurel Bossed vessels have been recovered in the

Nipawin region, there may be temporal implications for the Peterson

Creek, Crown and Gravel Pit sites in the Nipawin region where the

vessels were recovered. The presence of this type and the dates

obtained from these sites indicate a probably brief excursion into the

region dUring the middle to late-middle Laurel period. Based on the

level of resource harvest intensity in northern Manitoba dUring this

period, it is probable that the Nipawin sites are temporally related to

the Laurel Bossed components in Manitoba.

The emphasis on Laurel Bossed vessels in the Southern Indian

Lake region assemblage is probably an indication of visits into the

area dUring the peak of this type in the middle Laurel period. Two

thermoluminescence dates obtained from that region (Table 7.8)

support this proposal.

Geographic clustering of types within the southern portion of

the study area is also apparent. The combination and Dragged

Oblique vessels are geographically concentrated in a very restricted

portion of the study area. Additionally, several of the combination
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vessels. especially those with interrupted motifs. are sufficiently

similar in both decoration and lip/rim shape that an individual

potter may be responsible for production of the vessels (see Figures

5.11 and 5.12).

Unfortunately. there are no absolute dates associated with these

vessels to allow specific decorative - temporal correlations. Given

that all but three of the combination vessels were decorated with

some type of drag stamping (Table 5.7) a middle Laurel temporal

position is again implied. If. however. the trend from early to late is

towards an increase in complexity in decorative motif as Stoltman

(1973:84) and Lugenbeal (1976:658) suggest. a very late middle or

early late position may be indicated for these intricately decorated

vessels. The presence of superimposed punctates on almost 50% of

these vessels may also be an indication that the combination vessels

should be positioned closer to the beginning of the late Laurel

temporal sequence.

Three of the four CWT impressed vessels recovered in the study

area were found at the Notigi Lake site. As well. two Laurel Dentate

vessels were present at this site. one with lip decoration and one with

interior decoration. As discussed in Chapter 7. these attributes may

also be indicative of a late Laurel component. The presence of a

single Laurel Pseudo-scallop shell vessel within the Notigi Lake site

ceramic assemblage to the exclusion of other temporal or decorative

evidence does not negate a late site interpretation; however. the
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presence of a Laurel Bossed vessel at the site may be an indication of

a brief earlier Laurel presence at the site.

The remaining sites with relatively larger ceramic assemblages

(Table 5.16) do not show any clear temporal patterning. but a

position earlier than Notigi is suggested. Within these sites. only the

Wapisu Lake site produced dentate pottery and no CWT impressed

vessels were recovered. If the Notigi Lake site assemblage is removed

from the frequency calculations. dentate vessels drop to only a 5.4%

representation and the remaining frequencies indicate a firm

placement within the middle Laurel period.

8.3 Interpretation of Decorative - Spatial Correlations

Laurel Bossed vessels are disproportionately represented in the

study area compared to the rest of Manitoba and Saskatchewan. Site

size and frequency do not indicate a regional development that would

have favored the production of this type. Vessel or site function

based on seasonal visits to the area may be a contributing

explanation. but it is unlikely. Laurel Bossed vessels are

conspicuously scarce in most of the surrounding regions. and where

they are present. (e.g. the Long Sault site) the assemblages have been

placed early in the Laurel sequence or have early Laurel components.

Therefore. the high relative frequency of this vessel type in the study

region probably represents occupation dUring the middle Laurel time

period. and possibly by a specific group of people.
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There is a probable middle Laurel temporal correlation between

the Laurel occupations in the Nipawin region within the

Saskatchewan River valley and the northern Manitoba study area

based on the presence of Laurel Bossed vessels in both areas.

Because of the relatively infrequent appearance in the Manitoba

record of these vessels, their co-occurrence in these two area is

undoubtedly related. The middle Laurel representation in the

Nipawin region also extends into the west-central region of Manitoba

(Figure 7.2) as indicated by the recoveries at The Pas Reserve, Tailrace

Bay and Oscar Point sites (Table 7.4).

The Laurel components in the Sturgeon-Weir River - Amisk Lake

region of Saskatchewan and the Lake Athapapuskow region (Figure

7.2) of west central Manitoba are also temporally related. The

presence of seven dentate stamped vessels from this temporal zone

and a thermoluminescence date of A.D. 1060 +/- 65 (UWTL-200)

obtained directly from a Laurel vessel, combined with the absence of

very early Laurel indicators, suggests occupation of the area dUring

the initial stages of the late Laurel temporal sequence.

The same variety of dentate stamped vessels represented at sites

around the Sturgeon-Weir River (Meyer and Smailes 1975:56) are also

found in the Laurel recoveries from the Lake Athapapuskow (Hlady

1970a: 104) and northern Manitoba study area (Figures 8.1 and 8.2).

Representation of Laurel in the study area dUring this period is weak

compared to the middle Laurel period. Only nine Laurel Dentate
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vessels were recovered from the entire study region. However, a high

frequency of the late attributes dentate stamping and punctates on

the study area combination vessels. may also be an indication of the

presence of Laurel in the area dUring the initial late period.

Based on the similarity in vessel dentate decoration from the

study area and the dentate vessels from the eastern Saskatchewan/

western Manitoba temporal zone and geographic proximity of the

areas, I suggest the same time period is represented in the two areas.

The overlapping zones in Figure 7.2 indicate this temporal

relationship.

The Laurel components in the Notigi Lake site, the Swan River

region of Manitoba and the Armit River region of Saskatchewan are

also temporally correlated. The vessels from the Notigi Lake site and

the Armit River site share features such as interior grooving (Figure

8.3) and exterior cord-wrapped impressions. These were prominent

attributes on both Notigi vessel 9 and vessel 2 from Armit River. As

well, vessell from the Armit River site (Low 1996: lOll and vessel 9

from the Notigi Lake site share the attributes of CWT impressions

over incised decoration (Figure 5.23). Differences between these two

vessels lay in the organization of the external decorative attributes.

The upper motif of vessel 2 from Armit River and vessels 7 and 8 from

Notigi also display the same CWT oblique impressions (Figures 5.19

and 5.20). Meyer's (Pers. Comm. 1997) recent examination of the

Swan River Laurel material indicates the presence of the same CWT

motif on some of those vessels.
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Several time periods are represented in the southern portion of

the study region. I propose that the area around the lakes and rivers

in that region provided abundant resources and acted as the primary

resource area. Sporadic excursions from this area took place north

into the Southern Indian Lake region and into Saskatchewan. and

the assemblages in those areas represent extensions of the southern

study area's history. The southern portion of the study area may

have acted as a seasonal congregation area, particularly dUring

middle Laurel times.

8.4 Idiosyncratic Vessels and Group Travel Routes

Site size and composition suggest that Laurel visits to northern

Manitoba and Saskatchewan were short term. Groups traveled into

these regions from a variety of other areas within Manitoba, Ontario

and possibly Minnesota. Assemblage characteristics and the

presence of certain idiosyncratic vessels form parallels and possible

relationships to specific groups. or individual potters.

Uncharacteristically high numbers of certain types, such as

bossed vessels. a preference for complex decorative motifs such as in

the northern Manitoba combination vessels. and idiosyncratic vessels

can be correlated with only a few other areas. Especially remarkable

is the correlation between several study area vessels and unusual

vessels at the Wenasaga Rapids site in west-central Ontario.

Hamilton's (1981:94-101) method of ceramic analysis for the

Wenasaga Rapids site ceramic assemblage prevented comparison to
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the Laurel assemblage from the study area. Of significance, however,

is the shared unique decorative techniques found in both the

Wenasaga Rapids site ceramic assemblage and the study area

ceramics. Both assemblages share vessels with multiple punctate

rows, double bossed rows, check stamping and twisted cord

impressions. The idiosyncratic nature of some of these vessels

suggests a specific group connection between the areas.

As well, the instance of bossing at Wenasaga and the study area

is notable. Although Hamilton (1981) did not perform a type

analysis, he did provide an attribute analysis. The attribute break

down of the study area vessels produced a 14% frequency for bossing.

The Wenasaga Rapids site reports a 22% frequency for bossing. Also

similar is the low relative representation of alternating boss and

punctate motifs at the Wenasaga Rapids site and the study area,

with a 3.8% and 1.3% representation respectively.

The attributes of twisted cord impressions and check stamping

for Manitoba are, to my knowledge, found only within the study area.

Outside Manitoba this decoration has been reported from both the

Wenasaga Rapids (Hamilton 1981: Ill) and the Ballynacree House

site (Reid and Rajnovich 1991 :205), both with very late Laurel

associations.

Reports of combination vessels in Laurel assemblages are rare.

Outside the study area, the Wanipigow Lake site is the only other

assemblage in the Manitoba comparison sample to report this
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phenomenon. In Ontario, both the MacGillivray and Wabinosh sites

report the presence of these vessels.

An additional correlation between the Wabinosh River site and

the study area exists in the presence at both sites of vessels with a

very specific type of interrupted motif. Although not discussed by

Dawson (1981) there is an illustration of an unusual Laurel vessel

(1981:25. Figure 8-15) from the Wabinosh Lake site that appears to

have the same motif as vessel 3 from GlLr-8 (Figure lOb). These two

vessels are unique in that the motif interruption was created by very

distinct wavy rows of dragged decoration. Interrupted vessels also

appear in the Wanipigow Lake site assemblage in southeastern

Manitoba. but the decoration type varies greatly from that in the

study area.

The southeastern Manitoba Laurel assemblages are considerably

larger than those of northern Manitoba. As well. time depth is

apparent in stratigraphic information available from a few of the

larger sites such as the Bjorklund site. Unfortunately. trustworthy

absolute dates from the area are limited. but the elaboration and size

of the southeastern Manitoba ceramic assemblages are significant.

Assemblage composition differences between the study area and

southeastern Manitoba are conspicuous in regard to Laurel Bossed

and Laurel Dentate vessels. The near absence of Laurel Bossed

vessels in southeastern Manitoba is in stark contrast to the northern

Manitoba frequency (Table 7.3). A few bossed vessels have been

recovered from Lockport (n=2), Bjorklund (n=4), the early Cemetery
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Point component (n= 1) and from the Caribou Lake site(n=3) (Table

7.1). The total combined representation for the examined southern

Manitoba assemblages is only 3.4%. The study area boasts a 21%

frequency. Similarly, the southeastern Manitoba Dentate frequency

is three times that of the study area.

If the southeastern assemblages are compared to the study area

on a site to site basis, there are few correlations With the exception

of the Caribou Lake site assemblage. Both the Caribou Lake site and

the study area assemblage have comparable relatively high

frequencies for the pseudo-scallop shell and the dragged oblique types

(Table 7.3). As well, double punctate rows were present on one of the

Caribou Lake vessels and on one of the vessels from the study area.

The recovery of three bossed vessels at Caribou Lake is also

significant, considering the relatively infrequent occurrence of this

type in that region.

There also appears to be a correlation between the Tailrace Bay

site in the Grand Rapids area (Figure 7.2) and the study area based

on the occurrence of a "super" pseudo-scallop shell vessel in both

areas. As mentioned in Chapter 7. there is also a general similarity

in the pseudo-scallop shell, drag stamping and dentate stamping

attributes of the Grand Rapids area and study area vessels.

Strong correlations are evident between the study area and

southeastern Manitoba. Ontario and Saskatchewan on the basis of

ceramic assemblage composition and timing. I propose that the

correlation of unusual assemblage composition and specific
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idiosyncratic vessel types to other regions are indicative of the

presence of specific potters in the respective areas and that the

ceramic type emphases represents the timing of the visits to northern

Manitoba and Saskatchewan.

8.5 The Saskatchewan Composite

Reid and Rajnovich (1991) suggested that the creation of a

Saskatchewan composite may be warranted to encompass the Laurel

representation in that province. However, the Laurel assemblages

from northern Manitoba and Saskatchewan do not meet the defining

criteria of a new composite. Syms (1977:71) defines a composite as a

number of complexes (see chapter 2) with a shared set of traits that

are "sufficiently different that microevolutionary changes have taken

place" (Syms 1977:71).

Regionalism as expressed in independent identity is a requisite

for the formation of a new composite. However. I do not accept

regionalism as an adequate explanation for the composition of the

study area assemblages. I think most of the unusual vessel and

overall assemblage characteristics are directly related to group

distinctiveness and represent several time periods. Apparent changes

expressed within the assemblage are most probably a reflection of

development outside this region. The study area. west-central

Manitoba and Saskatchewan Laurel are more appropriately viewed as

a seasonal extension of Reid and Rajnovich's (1991:226) Manitoba

Lakes Composite. However, direct correlations between vessel types
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in the study area and some found in sites within Boundcuy Waters

Composite indicate that the relationship is not one of discrete

composite boundaries.
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9. FINAL SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

9.1 Summary

A complete attribute and typological analysis was performed on the

study area ceramic assemblage. The two approaches produced results

that suggested differing temporal interpretations for the assemblage.

Further investigation revealed that the differences were type-specific and

the two analysis approaches were reconcilable and necessary for

interpretation of the study sample.

Manufacturing attributes were determined through macroscopic and

microscopic examination of ceramic sherds. Petrographic thin sectioning

of selected sherds confirmed and refined the information available

through customary visual examination. As well. thin section analysis

results indicated a special recipe was used on some vessels, in which the

clay coils were coated in grit dust dUring the vessel manufacturing

process.

A combined assemblage analysis for all recovered Laurel ceramics in

the study region revealed a considerable temporal variation with a focus

in the middle of the Laurel temporal sequence. Specific type

concentrations and the constituent attributes for some of those types

allowed for further inter-assemblage temporal differentiation. As well,

the presence of several idiosyncratic vessels in the study assemblage
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indicates correlations between the study area and several comparison

areas dUring several temporal periods.

Thermoluminescence dating confirmed the presence of Laurel in

northern Manitoba dUring middle and initial late Laurel times.

Assemblage composition combined with absolute dates suggest a very

long Laurel history in the study area.

9.2 Satisfaction of Goals

All goals established for this project have been successfully

attained:

Goal One: Provide a synthesis of Laurel ceramic components

recovered dUring the diversion project and subsequent years of survey in

the study area.

Identification of Laurel sites in the study area through examination

of recovered ceramic material was the first necessary step. Once this was

accomplished, it was possible to plot the geographic distribution of the

Laurel ceramic recoveries. The data from the northern Manitoba study

assemblage is presented in a number of tables and from several different

aspects. Maps that illustrate the distribution of Laurel recoveries within

the study area and within the larger context of the known geographical

extent of Laurel are also presented.

Goal Two: To establish typological compatibility establishment of

existing models for analysis of the northern Manitoba ceramic

assemblages.
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The procedure for fulfillment of this goal began with an attribute

analysis of the Laurel ceramic assemblage from the study area followed

by typological assignment using existing models. The extent of the

compatibly is discussed throughout the analysis and interpretation

sections of this thesis.

Goal Three: Placement of northern Manitoba Laurel into a

temporal-spatial arena.

A combination of the observed decorative patterning. available

radiocarbon dates and thermoluminescence (T.L.) dates were used to

estimate temporal positions for Laurel in Manitoba and Saskatchewan.

Goal Four: Comparison of northern Manitoba Laurel ceramics to

those reported from other geographic areas for inter-region evaluation.

This proved to be an exceedingly problematic endeavor primarily

because of investigator analysis disparities. However. comparisons were

possible and important differences and correlations among the regions

were discovered.

9.3 Hypotheses Testing

Several hypotheses were formed for this investigation and tested for

validity:

Hypothesis 1:

Within certain parameters. northern Manitoba Laurel pottely. can

be analyzed according to established Laurel types.

Both an attribute and a type analysis were performed on the study

area ceramic assemblage and a marked difference in the two approaches
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was noted. The direct use of relative type frequencies from the

Minnesota and Rainy River region assemblages for interpretation was not

appropriate for the study area. The broad temporal-spatial nature of the

assemblage dictated the use of temporal trends rather than decorative

frequency-temporal correlations for the interpretation process. A

combination of temporal-decorative trend observations. typologie

analysis and attribute analysis proved to be the most effective approach

for the study area assemblage.

Hypothesis 2:

Northern Manitoba Laurel assemblages may be comfortably placed

into previously proposed spatial and temporal patterning based on

frequencies of ceramic decorative typologies.

Within assemblage temporal clustering was evident in the northern

Manitoba sample. Decorative attribute frequencies indicated a younger

composite assemblage than the type analysis frequencies. Once it was

determined that the variation was specific to certain types and not the

entire assemblage, some temporal divisions were possible.

The spatial-temporal position of northern Manitoba and

Saskatchewan Laurel proposed by Reid and Rajnovich (1991) is too

simple. A complex history is indicated and the formation of a new

composite to encompass these areas is rejected.

Hypothesis 3:

Northern Saskatchewan assemblages will show marked similarities

to those of northern Manitoba.
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The nature of the northern Saskatchewan and Manitoba

assemblages appear to be similar. but there are size and composition

differences. The Laurel history in Saskatchewan is much more

restricted than that of northern Manitoba. The qualities that make-up

the Saskatchewan assemblage are an interesting temporal mix that

reflect the temporal correlation between Laurel in the two provinces.

Hypothesis 4:

Thermoluminescence dating of northern Manitoba Laurel ceramics

will produce dates that correspond to and support the temporal

designations based on observed decorative attributes.

For the most part this hypothesis was proved correct; however,

direct dating information is restricted and incomplete.

Thermoluminescence results suggest that general temporal-decorative

patterning of the composite northern Manitoba assemblage is

reconcilable with the models from northern Minnesota and northwestern

Ontario.

The relatively small number of dates from the study area cannot

confirm temporal patterning, but neither do they contradict the

assemblage attribute correlations. Thermoluminescence dates suggest

the presence of Laurel in northern Manitoba dUring the Smith Complex

of the Minnesota scheme. Direct comparison of typologies from the

northern Manitoba assemblage places it close to the Pike Bay complex,

but more accurately somewhere between Pike Bay and McKinstry. The

discrepancy between absolute dates and decorative-temporal placement
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no doubt lies in the representation of several temporal stages in northern

Manitoba.

9.4 Conclusions

The favored interpretation of the study area is one where the Laurel

presence in this region, as manifested through recovered artifact

assemblages, is viewed as snap-shot segments of the Laurel history in

other regions. Separate decorative-temporal periods within the

assemblage represent specific groups entering regions of northern

Manitoba and Saskatchewan dUring several Laurel temporal phases.

Several temporal zones are suggested for Manitoba and Saskatchewan

with variation within those zones. A multi-dimensional temporal history

is especially evident within the southern study region assemblage.

Temporal determinants combined with group composition are the

most probable explanation for the apparent patterning in the study area

sample. Regional resources as they relate to seasonal harvesting

activities are also a contributing factor. Extensions into northern

Manitoba by specific groups from southeastern Manitoba and

northwestern Ontario are proposed, although the temporal direction

cannot be positively established. It is assumed that the flow of groups

was into northern Manitoba and Saskatchewan from these areas and not

vice versa based on the profound relative assemblage size differences

between the areas. These dimensional differences indicate that

development was more likely taking place in southeastern Manitoba and
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Ontario and that the unique composition of the northern Manitoba

assemblage is a reflection of those changes.

Based on assemblage composition and available dates. I would

suggest that seasonal excursions took place into both north central

Manitoba and Saskatchewan from the south and east. specifically from

southeastern Manitoba and northeastern Ontario. including the Rainy

River region.

Site density and discernible concentration of types around the lakes

of the southern portion of the study region indicates that this area

received the greatest Laurel occupation activity. perhaps by the same or

related groups. From here. occasional. and temporally restricted

ventures took place into the Southern Indian Lake region and

Saskatchewan. The seasonal entrances into these areas probably began

around A.D. 200, as indicated by The Pas Reserve site and Peterson Creek

site dates. but was focused in the middle of the proposed Laurel

chronology around the A.D. 600 - 800 period. A possible hiatus of a few

centuries between the later middle Laurel visits into the area and the

ve:ry late excursions is indicated based on the relatively low frequency of

Laurel Dentate potte:ry.

Excursions into the area dUring the final stages of the late Laurel

chronology were less intensive as indicated by the low frequency of cord

impressed vessels found in both north central Saskatchewan and

Manitoba. Assuming complexity increases through time. the elaborate

nature of these late-Laurel vessels, suggests that these visits occurred

ve:ry late in the Laurel chronology.
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9.5 Recommendations for Future Investigation

A comprehensive review of the entire Laurel assemblages (i.e. not

just the ceramics) of Manitoba and Saskatchewan is necessary for

attainment of a holistic perspective and better understanding of Laurel's

position in both province's prehistory. Although the scope of this study

did not allow for this, the Laurel ceramic information is now organized

for integration into future research.

A reanalysis of the Grand Rapids Laurel ceramic assemblage and

compilation of the scattered information from the remaining Laurel sites

in Manitoba is also necessary. A complete accounting of this

information combined with overall assemblage assessments would greatly

improve our understanding of Laurel. However, the enormity of this task

is such that it most likely will never be completed. In lieu of this, an

integration of the current study's findings with analysis of the non

ceramic components of the Manitoba and Saskatchewan Laurel sites is

both conceivable and acceptable.
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Appendix 1 Laurel Recovery Location Coordinates

Map Borden # LAT LONG UTM
Refer.

1 GjLm-4 553742 980708 14UNS555649
2 QjLn-l 553639 981328 14UNS488631
3 GiLp-12 533102 983523 14UNS259523
4 GjLp-13 553714 983458 14UNS262638
5 G1Lp-16 553708 983200 14UNS290635
6 GjLp-22 553058 983503 14UNS263521
7 GjLp-3 553055 983525 14UNS258520
8 GiLp-5 553535 983125 14UNS299607
9 GjLp-7 553720 983240 14UNS287639
10 GjLp-8 553047 983540 14UNS255518
11 GkLk-3 554903 974521 14UNS780863
12 GkLk-4 554920 974443 14UNS786868
13 GkLk-7 554739 974619 14UNS779836
14 GkLq-10 554144 984446 14UNS160720
15 GkLq-2 554828 984954 14UNS106845
16 GkLq-6 554723 984920 14UNS112827
17 GkLq-8 554125 984542 14UNS149714
18 GkLr-11 554410 985430 14UNS057766
19 GkLr-13 554354 995449 ---?---
20 GkLr-16 554741 985056 14UNS095830
21 GkLr-17 554707 985213 14UNS083820
22 GkLr-18 554603 985422 14UNS059800
23 GkLr-20 554232 985335 14UNS007735
24 GkLr-24 554531 985439 14UNS056790
25 GkLr-25 554533 985445 14UNS055791
26 GkLr-26 554544 985438 14UNS056794
27 GkLr-27 554552 985441 14UNS056796
28 GkLr-29 554615 985339 14UNS066804
29 GkLr-30 554632 985217 14UNS081809
30 GkLr-34 554639 985038 14UNS098812
31 GkLr-37 554822 985023 14UNS101843
32 GkLr-38 554749 985118 14UNS091833
33 GkLr-39 554725 985208 14UNS082826
34 GkLr-59 554345 985304 14UNS066756
35 GkLr-61 554302 985344 14UNS065744
36 GkLr-63 554213 985811 14UNS019728
37 GkLr-65 554848 985521 14UNS048847
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38 GkLr-7 554320 985700 14UNS032751
39 GkLr-8 554350 985332 14UNSI08760
40 GkLs-l 554600 990900 14UMS90572
41 GkLt-17 554620 991150 14UMS87685
42 GkLt-21 554926 991454 14UMS84584
43 GkLt-22 554554 991310 14UMS86278
44 GkLt-7 554606 991423 14UMS85081
45 GlLk-3 555209 974324 14UNS799921
46 GlLk-7 555033 974325 14UNS799890
47 GlLk-9 555310 974005 14UNS833940
48 GlLr-16 555003 985610 14UNS040875
49 GlLr-3 555837 985449 14UNT054033
50 GlLr-8 555621 985514 14UNS005991
51 GlLt-l 555030 991530 14UMS83883
52 GlLt-l0 555110 991600 14UMS83385
53 GlLt-6 555106 991632 14UMS82884
54 GlLu-4 555415 992245 14UMS76393
55 HcLx-l 562934 995824 14UMT41065
56 HcLx-2 562904 995710 14UMT41564
57 HdLw-6 563715 994240 14VMT56472
58 HdLx-19 ---?--- ---?--- 14VMT42662
59 HeLs-12 564557 990141 14VMT98384
60 HeLt-l 564414 991501 14VMT84489
61 HeLw-l 564600 994700 ---?---
62 HfLp-13 565850 983818 14VNU22111
63 HfLp-7 565747 983815 ---?---
64 HfLr-22 565124 985042 14VNU09403
65 HfLu-9 565440 992720 14VMU71604
66 HiLp-l 573000 983300 ---?---
67 HfLp-9 565745 983400 ---?---
68 HfLr-11 565125 985045 ---?---
69 FkMh-5 534935 1011530 ---?---
70 F~Lt-l 530930 991630 14UMP81787
71 GkLq-3 554809 984954 14UNSI06839
72 GkLq-7 554127 984548 14UNSI48715
73 GkLr-l0 554217 985320 14UNS069731
74 GkLr-15 554336 995712 14UNS030759
75 GkLr-31 554634 985201 14UNS083811
76 GkLr-51 554812 985528 14UNS047840
77 GkLr-52 554734 985514 14UNS050829
78 GkLr-56 554433 985456 14UNS053772
79 GkLr-66 554429 995458 14UNS043772
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80 GkLs-24 554637 983949 14UMS89780
81 GkLt-32 554638 991031 14UMS89081
82 GkLt-44 554915 991557 14UMS83389
83 GkLt-46 ---?--- ---?--- 14UMS89082
84 GkLt-47 554536 991647 14UMS82472
85 GlLt-4 555127 991632 14UMS82891
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Appendix 2 Site Names

Map Ref. Borden Design. Site Name
1 GjLm-4 Small Spruce Site
2 GjLn-l Jackpine Falls Site
3 GjLp-12 Wuskwatim Burial

Island Site
4 GjLp-13 Windy Day Site
5 G1Lp-16 Fish Gut Site
6 GjLp-22 Pauline Gerrard Site
7 GjLp-3 Wuskwatim Lake/Chaw

Site
8 GjLp-5 No Site Name
9 GjLp-7 No Site Name
10 GjLp-8 Francois Fish Camp

Site
11 GkLk-3 Picked the Mint Site
12 GkLk-4 Factory Site
13 GkLk-7 Hydro Line Site
14 GkLq-l0 Janice Francois Site
15 GkLq-2 No Site Name
16 GkLq-6 Found a Pen Site
17 GkLq-8 Palomino Gals Site
18 GkLr-11 OTO-WHO-WIN Site
19 GkLr-13 -
20 GkLr-16 FPl
21 GkLr-17 Manhattan Island Site
22 GkLr-18 School Group Site
23 GkLr-20 Old Scissors Site
24 GkLr-24 Huntin~Blind Site
25 GkLr-25 3.5 Motor Site
26 GkLr-26 Footprint West Exit

Site
27 GkLr-27 West Exit Site
28 GkLr-29 -
29 GkLr-30 -
30 GkLr-34 Feliz's Third Hatchet

Site
31 GkLr-37 Before the Rip Rap Site
32 GkLr-38 Between the Rip Rap

Site
33 GkLr-39 Two Penny Island Site
34 GkLr-59 Duck in a Tree Site
35 GkLr-61 Victoria Day Site
36 GkLr-63 Naked Lady Site
37 GkLr-65 -
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38 GkLr-7 Threepoint-Onepoint
Site

39 GkLr-8 No Site Name
40 GkLs-l Wapisu Lake Site
41 GkLt-17 WL-20
42 GkLt-21 WL-17
43 GkLt-22 WL-18
44 GkLt-7 WL-23
45 GlLk-3 Two Exes Site
46 GlLk-7 Windy Site
47 GlLk-9 Laurel Moose Site
48 GlLr-16 Sikoma Site
49 GlLr-3 Sin~le Tree Site
50 GlLr-8 Breakfast Club Site
51 GlLt-1 No Site Name
52 GlLt-IO Eagle Feather Island

Site
53 GlLt-6 WP-4
54 GlLu-4 Notigi Lake/Snow Point

Site
55 HcLx-l Leaf Falls Site
56 HcLx-2 Flat Rock Table Site
57 HdLw-6 Rusty River Camp Site
58 HdLx-19 Momias Site
59 HeLs-12 Bi~ Mud Beach Site
60 HeLt-l No site name
61 HeLw-l MacBride Site
62 HfLp-13 Lost Rim Site
63 HfLp-7 No site name (Sandhill

Bay Locale)
64 HfLr-22 (South Bay Locale)
65 HfLu-9 -
66 HiLp-l Kame Hills Site
67 HfLp-9 Riddle Site
68 HfLr-ll Mandible Site
69 FkMh-5 The Pas Reserve Site
70 F~Lt Gr-3 Grand Rapids Site
71 GkLq-3 Jim Bartlett
72 GkLq-7 Frosted Mini Wheat
73 GkLr-lO Brass Casing
74 GkLr-15 -
75 GkLr-31 93-30
76 GkLr-51 93-20
77 GkLr-52 Stubborn EnR;ine
78 GkLr-56 Stove Lid
79 GkLr-66 Vera's Site
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80 GkLs-24 In Between
81 GkLt-32 Tea Pot Lid
82 GkLt-44 Jennifer Barker
83 GkLt-46 -
84 GkLt-47 -
85 GlLt-4 WL2
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Appendix 3 Recorded Laurel Sites in Manitoba

Borden Site Name Borden Site Name
Desig. Desig.
DiMe-8 - E~;Kx-l Wanipi~ow Site
DjKt-2 Redsky Eg;Kx-1O -
DjKt-4 Patrick's House Eg;Kx-15 Thunderbird Nest
DkKt-Y3 Falcon River E~;Kx-18 -
DkKx-l Samec EgLa-5 -
DkL~-2l - E~La-6 -
DkLh-3 - Fb~-2 -
DkLp-ll Rathwell #1 FcKu-l Assapan Rice Camp
DkLt-23 Morrison FdKu-2 Assapan Site
DkLt-27 - FdKu-3 Shallow Lake
DlLg-ll Lewin Site #1 FeKx-l Whiskey Jack
DlL~-25 Lewin Site #2 FgLv-2 -
DlLu-7 Hay F~c-2 Oscar's Point
EaKt-23 - FhLu-2 -
EaKt-29 Parka FkLk-l Diamond Rapids
EaKt-7 - FkLk-2 Jam Rapids
EaKu-17 Castaway Cabin GdMe-2 Louks Falls
EaKv-l Cemetery Point GdMe-3 Dead Moose
EaKv-2 Stur~eonFalls GdMh-3 Ben's Creek
EaKv-3l Whiteshell River GdMj-2 Tin Can Narrows
EaKv-32 - GeM~-1 -
EaKw-3 Beaver- a GiLl-2 Paint Lake
EaKw-4 Broken Point GiLm-l North Liz Creek
EaKw-7 DeWitt #1 GjLm-2 Ospwa~anBeach
EaKw-9 Dorothy Lake #2a GjLm-4 Small Spruce Site
EaKw-9 Dorothy Lake #2d GjLn-1 Jackpine Falls Site
EaKw-ll Dorothy Lake #4 GjLp-12 Wuskwatim Burial Island

Site
EaKw-15 Dorothy Lake #8 GjLp-13 Windy Day Site
EaKw-25 Otter Falls #7a GjLp-16 Fish Gut Site
EaKw-25 Otter Falls #7b GjLp-22 Pauline Gerrard Site
EaKw-27 Otter Falls Rapids North GjLp-23 -
EaKw-28 Otter Falls Rapids South GjLp-3 Wuskwatim Lake/Chaw Site
EaKw-29 Otter Island W GjLp-5 No Site Name
EaKw-29 Otter Island E GjLp-7 No Site Name
EaKw-33 - GjLp-8 Francois Fish Camp Site
EaKx-5 Pinawa Marina GkLk-3 Picked the Mint Site
EaKx-9 Twin Falls Island N. GkLk-4 Factory Site
EaKx-9 Twin Falls Island S GkLk-6 Old Road Site
EaKx-9 Twin Falls Island E GkLk-7 Hydro Line Site
EaKx-14 Eleanor Lake # 1 GkLq-lO Janice Francois Site
EaKx-16 1915 Site GkLq-2 No Site Name
EaKx-17 Margaret Lake Site S GkLq-6 Found a Pen Site
EaKx-17 Mar~aretLake Site N GkLq-8 Palomino Gals Site
EaKx-19 Sharkey's Point #2 GkLr-ll OTO-WHO-WIN Site
EaKx-24 Winnipe~River # 1 GkLr-13 -
EaKx-27 Channel Island #2 GkLr-16 FPl
EaKx-29 Crater Lake # 1 GkLr-17 Manhattan Island Site
EaKx-32 Pinawa Town GkLr-18 School Group Site
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EaKx-38 Johnson GkLr-20 Old Scissors Site
EaKx-60 Button Site GkLr-24 Hunting Blind Site
EaKx-64 E3 GkLr-25 3.5 Motor Site
EaLa-l Whitemouth Falls GkLr-26 Footprint West Exit Site
EaLa-2 Porth GkLr-27 West Exit Site
EaLf-2 Lockport, West Bank GkLr-29 -
EaLf-32 Sugar Point GkLr-30 -
EaLg-Y2 - GkLr-34 Feliz's Third Hatchet Site
EaLu-4 - GkLr-37 Before the Rip Rap Site
EbKs-I Green Lake # 1 GkLr-38 Between the Rip Rap Site
EbKs-2 Green Lake #2 GkLr-39 Two Penny Island Site
EbKs-l2 Bass GkLr-59 Duck in a Tree Site
EbKt-lO - GkLr-6l Victoria Day Site
EbKt-l2 - GkLr-63 Naked Lady Site
EbKt-14 E~lenestLod~e GkLr-65 -
EbKt-l5 Crowduck Exit GkLr-7 Threepoint-Onepoint Site
EbKt-l7 - GkLr-8 No Site Name
EbKt-18 - GkLs-l Wapisu Lake Site
EbKt-19 - GkLt-l7 WL-20
EbKu-lO Astwood Archaeological Site GkLt-21 WL-l7
EbKu-l3 Saddle Portage GkLt-22 WL-l8
EbKv-3l Blueberry Bay Site I GkLt-23 -
EbKv-35 Moose Bay Island GkLt-7 WL-23
EbKv-36 Radcliffe Bay GILk-3 Two Exes Site
EbKv-37 Old Slave Falls West Bank GILk-4 -
EbKv-38 Old Slave Falls East Bank GILk-5 -
EbKv-Y2 Blind Bay GILk-7 Windy Site
EbKw-l Anderson Site GILk-9 Laurel Moose Site
EbKw-8 Barrier Bay # 1 GILr-l5 McLean
EbKw-9 Barrier Bay #2 GILr-l6 Sikoma Site
EbKw-lO Barrier Bay #3 GILr-3 Single Tree Site
EbKw-20 Opapiskaw #2 GILr-8 Breakfast Club Site
EbKw-30 Anderson Site II GILt-l No Site Name
EbLb-6 Wojciechowski GILt-lO Eagle Feather Island Site
EbLf-l3 Zweiner GILt-6 WP-4
EbLf-Yl - GILu-4 Notigi Lake/Snow Point Site
EbLu-2 Victor Turner HcLx-l LeafFalls Site
EeKt-l5 Talabi Falls Portage HcLx-2 Flat Rock Table Site
EeKt-16 Bird's Lake Government HdLw-6 Rusty River Camp Site

Campground
EeKt-18 - HdLw-7 -
EeKx-8 - HdLx-19 Momias Site
EeKx-11 MFl3 HeLr-31 Dysart Bay
EeKx-13 MFl5 HeLs-12 Bi~ Mud Beach Site
EeKx-20 MFI HeLt-1 No site name
EeKx-25 MF23 HeLw-1 MacBride Site
EeLa-1 Jansson HfLp-13 Lost Rim Site
EeLa-2 - HfLp-7 No site name (Sandhill Bay

Locale)
EeLs-YI Plumas HfLr-22 (South Bay Locale)
EdLa-6 Silver Falls HfLu-9 -
EtKt-7 - HiLp-1 Kame Hills Site
EtKv-1 - HfLp-9 Riddle Site
EtKv-13 - HfLr-ll Mandible Site
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EfKv-14 - FkMh-5 The Pas Reserve Site
EfKv-24 - FgLtGr-3 Grand Rapids Site
EfKv-28 - GkLq-3 Jim Bartlett
EfKv-29 - GkLq-7 Frosted Mini Wheat
EfKv-30 - GkLr-lO Brass Casing
EfKv-33 - GkLr-15 -
EfKv-35 - GkLr-31 93-30
EfKv-36 - GkLr-51 93-20
EfKv-37 - GkLr-52 Stubborn Engine
EfKv-39 - GkLr-56 Stove Lid
EfKv-40 - GkLr-66 Vera's Site
EfKv-49 - GkLs-24 In Between
EfKv-52 - GkLt-32 Tea Pot Lid
EfKv-53 - GkLt-44 Jennifer Barker
EfKv-55 Ka Ne Tuk Te Kay Wak GkLt-46 -
EfKv-61 - GkLt-47 -
EgKu-l - GlLt-4 WL2
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